Patient Comments: Jan 1 - Sept 1, 2017
*Dr. Bilchick was awesome!!
*Dr. Slingluff and the staff on Sat. May 27 deserve to be rewarded for how great they all are. From the girl who
took me where I needed to go to the person that wheeled me out- everyone was AMAZING!
I have good experiences. Everybody is good to me - specially my doctor - (*Dr. Hamid Hassanzaden.
My SO worked for UVA for 37 years. Al of my treatment has been at UVA. She retired from UVA. The doctor is
great. *Dawn Brown (nurse) was great. I have no complaints.
Pre-op nurse was great. Both recovery nurses were great. *Amy was excellent, caring, tender. I nominate her for
*Dr. Hedrick was great to work with.
As always, *Dr. Drake & his team were kind, considerate, & clear.
*Dr. Gwathmey & staff are the BEST!! Very attentive, compassionate, & knowledgeable!
*Doctor Caldwell and his staff are nice, courteous and makes it a positive experience.
*Dr. Shami is the best! I'd follow her anywhere.
I think you have an excellent facility. Everyone has been helpful and courteous. *Dr. Shami is awesome.
*Dr. Shami and staff were excellent!
Excellent doctor, nurses and staff. Excellent facility. I have recommended *Dr. Brenin to a family member and
friends and will recommend him in the future. I could not have not have ask for better care than I received from
Thank you for everything that, God bless you. (I say hi to the *Doctor Guapo.) I wish peace and love in your
Doctors and medical persons were delightfully friendly, concerned, reassuring, helpful and professional. I was so
pleased with respect & acceptance between the individuals in the operating room! (And Dr. K______!) So
different from what I've seen & noticed elsewhere! I put you at the TOP!
*Dr. Mann was very professional and personable. He is great!!
I felt very well taken care of by *Dr. Levine, nurse *Ellen and his entire staff.
The care was phenomenal. I can now breath through my nose, had virtually no pain or bruising & no one could
even tell 1 week later that I'd had surgery. Awesome job *Dr. Christophel!
Could not have had a better experience - *Lena in pre-op and *Matt in post-op were great. No surprises. Totally
a professional team in every phase.
*Dr. Park and his staff were very professional and very supportive. I would highly recommend them to any one.
Excellent experience and *Dr. Hays was very thorough in her explanation -- was very caring during her preprocedure visit with me. I felt like I was in safe hands! 4. No concerns.
Staff and *Dr. Diduch were wonderful!
*Dr. Kilbowine is the best!!!
Overall I had a good experience. My surgery went well according to *Drs. Golan & *Dr. McCurry. My eyes are in
the process of healing and looking forward to a complete recovery.
The doctor (*Amy Doran MD) was fantastic. She listened to my concerns, was very professional, and had
impressive command of her operating room and staff. Very smooth process from start to finish They were the most caring group of nurses and *Dr. Shami was wonderful. A really special group that UVA should
be proud to have them as part of there staff.
Really wonderful. *Dr. Cooper is the best. Staff, nurses made my Tx very comfortable and made sure I was
Everything was great. *Dr. Netland and his staff are amazing!
*Dr. Vanessa Shami the best in her field.
Thanks to *Sally Collins & *Jen Watkins - what terrific RN's. All staff was great. Even housekeeping said hello.
*Dr. Park & his entire staff at the UVA were exceptional in all phases of this procedure. I commend the entire
staff. I would recommend *Dr. Park & the UVA highly to any that need professional care & treatment that this
*Dr Deal and all the other doctors, residents, nurses and staff were just wonderful in every way! I feel so lucky.
I was very happy with my whole experience with my surgery! Everyone was very nice, explained everything to me
& made me feel less nervous. Lots of positively in the place. Was impressed at the time *Dr. Park spent
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Thank you to my pre-op nurse. Thank you, *Dr. Carson, *Dr. Elmore, OR team of RN's & PCT, PCST. Thank you
*Carlee, *Carey & *Tashonda in the PACU.
I was extremely fortunate to have had a highly skilled surgeon, *Dr. W. Gwathmey, perform my surgery. His
whole staff were the utmost professionals in handling everything from the beginning to the end.
Everyone was great - *Jeanne M., *Mindy, *Barrett, *Dr. deMarcos, *Dr. Park, and many others whose names I
Excellent care provided - *Dr. Andrew Copeland, *Dr. Lori Conglin, *Sue Hansen nurse anesthesiologist; nurses
*Katie, *Brian & *Rhonda were professional & caring The entire surgical staff (*Dr. Kathu Hullfish & her entire team) and the entire hospital staff (nurse, receptionists,
etc.), treated me & my family with great respect! At no time was any one uncaring or discourteous. Great job
I live in King George, VA and I bypass several doctors and hospitals to go to UVA Health System and *Dr. Prum.
That should say what I think of UVA and their doctors.
*Dr. U. follow up was on time & very informative. Doc that did the procedure was sensitive, fun & good. Thanks
*Dr. Vanessa Shami and staff are the BEST.
Battlefield Facility is nice, doctors & staff friendly, helpful, courteous. *Dr. "O" is a good doctor!
*Dr. Sula Mazimba was a great doctor. He explained everything. He is polite and caring best doctor I have ever
had. IF I have any more heart problems I hope he can be my doctor.
Thank you *Dr. Sula Mazimba for your help and caring.
I had 3 different nurses, *Sara - *Sam & *Maya, and they were all very skilled in their job and professional, but
*Dr. Shonka on my follow up visit explained everything in great detail. A+++ I really like having all the extra
people leaving in the room with the doctor. A+ for *Dr. Shonka.
Excellent I could say that they are the best doctors that I have known in my life specially the doctor who is me the
surgery. God bless you all, (*Doctor Frank Gwathmey). God keep using your hands.
*Dr. Laffound was the most _____ qualities a doctor should have i.e. kindness, _____ and empathy he showed
towards him. PS. My husband had several procedures after 12/08/2016 and I would be glad to answer any
I completed this survey on behalf of my husband since he passed away on 1/29/2017 at the UVA _____ cancer
unit. *Dr. Jeffery Laffound was his doctor & he was the most wonderful doctor who attended on my husband and
I am very grateful to *Dr. Laffound for taking such good care of my husband till his last day.
My experience was wonderful. The entire staff was friendly, professional and caring! *Dr. Kirshrer and the
resident who performed surgery were amazing as were the rest of those involved.
I've had many hospital procedures and your hospital & staff are one of the best so far. I will definitely travel to
your state to be a patient of *Dr. Liu for the rest of my life!
At the 5:30 a.m. arrival, I was treated with nothing but courtesy, friendliness and respect. There was immediate
camaraderie between *Beth O., me and daughter. All personnel were very accommodating.
Excellent all around! *Dr. Behms was terrific - staff was exceptional. Before procedure, the nurses & digestive
health staff went out of their way to address my fears, concerns, questions! I appreciate that more than they'll
I was extremely nervous about this procedure but the nurses were very sweet and calming to me. huge shout out
to RN *Walapa Marks who was the best and making sure I was calmed and relaxed before the procedure would
*Dr. Joseph Park is a class act. Great physician & I highly recommend him. The pre-op nurse was wonderful. The
anesthesiologist was very understanding & explained "everything" that was going to take place. Also, had a great
Excellent care by staff and *Dr. Hayes and the anesthesia doctor. Forgot his name.
EYE CLINIC. I love *Dr. Johnson *Dr. Cohen & others. Thank you.
*Dr. Dacus is an awesome doctor and I recommend him to all my friends and family that have hand trouble.
*Dr. Ann Hays - Thank you for your calming approach and personal touch to your practice - Your bedside manner
is Epic! *Melissa Buens - Thank you your seamless coordination and commitment to the many patient and
The service I received before and after my surgery was excellent. The *Susan Modesitt is a excellent doctor. I pray
God will continue to guide her.
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*Dr. Gwathmey & ALL were great!
Love *Dr. Hays & staff.
This is the best experience I have had concerning eye surgery. I am so grateful to *Dr. O. and all the medical and
Excellent operation. Very well run! Love *Dr. Park and his staff.
*Dr. Ann Hayes is wonderful. Staff are very attentive & helpful. The _____ is a state of the apt. so happy w/ my
Everyone was very nice. Nurse *Clara was exceptionally good to me and my husband. She showed concern &
Everyone was good to me and my friend. If I had anything to ask but that is all I had to do. *Dr. Haskel & team
where so good to me. Showed me what they did and how. Thanks for all your good care.
*Dr. Dacus & the staff at UVA Hand Center were informative and courteous, very professional I experienced very
little discomfort during OR after the procedure. TOP NOTCH TEAM!
The care, attention and service is (unparalleled). A class act!! *Carla is great also!
*Dr. Dacus did a fantastic job (surgery) thanks.
*Barb, _____, *Lammer, *Janetty *Fred and a few others went out of their way to give me comfort and answered
asked my concerns. Very happy good listeners and relatable - concerned. & _____ office very relatable/concern
*Dr. Marie Kerzhaer and operating staff were excellent.
Everyone was very nice! Nurses and *Dr. Shami!
*Dr. D_____ & staff were all awesome, especially anesthetic explanation.
Sensitive and person care from med staff. Felt very comfortable and on very competent hands excellent facility special appreciation of *Dr. Edward Rose.
*Dr. Vanessa Shami is awesome!!
*Dr. Rohit Malhotra is excellent, such a skilled professional. He provided me with a high level of confidence in his
abilities. He is "one of the best;" I am lucky to be in his care. Very good hospital experience, everyone was
excellent. Nurses, doctors, staff. I felt very safe and confident.
Everything was thoroughly explained at a level that was easy to understand. I was very nervous going in to
surgery but with the excellent explanations I was ready to get it over with. Everything went well.
Procedure was on time. *Doctor Friel and staff were wonderful.
I have had 5 previous orthopedic surgeries. (None were at UVA.) This was my best experience yet. Thanks!
Please let *Dr. Perumal and the entire surgical team how much I appreciate their professionalism and expertise in
Recovery room nurse (*Jon) I believe was his name, he was awesome!
Special thanks to *Dr. Early H_____, D_____ from anesthesia and all their teams - Also the nurses in pre & post op
*Dr. Redick and her team made me feel very comfortable about the surgery and were very informative, as well as
completely honest about my surgical procedure, both before and after surgery. I could not have asked for a
Excellent staff: *Katlyn (PCT in pre-op), *Elaine, *Carlee (RN PACU), *Carolyn, *John Mcneil, MD, *Jeff Elias, MD.
Was very, very pleased that I had no reaction to anesthesia. Anesthesiologist explained so through & listened
carefully to my concerns. *Dr. Elira Trowbridge very compassionate & caring. *Dr. Trowbridge made it as easy &
relaxing as possible, as did the anesthesiologist. Love *Dr. Trowbridge!!! Wish I could remember the
anesthesiologists full name. His first name was *Ed. Thank you, *Ed! Bless *Dr. Trowbridge's small hands for
*Drs. Jensen & *Hixon were super great. All nurses, procedure rm staff were very kind and gracious. Staff, aides,
nurses on short-term floor absolutely terrific. The entire say, *April 25, was a 10+ because of the professional,
courteous and attentiveness of all. I can't recall all names from that day, so thnkful to nurse who worked with me
& stayed in procedure room. The PA with *Dr. Jensen wonderful woman doctor, so caring. Listened well, I've
never been more well cared for in a hospital setting. Their presence in every situation of the day was so
"*Dr. Hays is "awesome" EVERYBODY was very professional.
The nurse who prepped me was funny and very efficient, kind and respectful. *Dr. O is just wonderful.
*Dr. Curtis Argo is an excellent doctor. His nurses and staff are also excellent.
*Sally Rollins RN started my IV with absolutely no pain. I have poor veins, but she is EXCEPTIONAL!
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As far as they were able, the staff made this a positive experience. The nurses and CNA were excellentprofessional, yet also warm and caring. The nurse who was my primary caregiver was wonderful, as was *Dr.
A very good experience as these things go. *Dr. Gamper, *Dr. Tuna, *Melissa, the acure care nurses, *May Koes
the PA, *Denise, and the nurse from Afghanistan who prepped me gave me excellent care. Very kind &
My entire team was excellent. Thanks to *Dr Deal, *Judy Benes, *Van Nguyen, *Jeanette Kunze, *Fred Witter &
*Peare Stour my OR team. Thanks to *Barb Ganas my pre op nurse & *Marion Haege, my post op nurse.
*Dr. Wilkins did an outstanding job on me all the nurses were spectacular.
Great nurses! They gave me great care! The nurses on the floor - after my surgery; were wonderful! Especially *Karen - (I think that was her name) she was the nurse when I was admitted tot he floor.
*Dr. Trowbridge is amazing! Her nurses etc., were also above what I expected. Well done!
The staff were all excellent! they were not only kind to me but everyone that spoke to me, also spoke to my
mother. From pre-op to recovery, my experience was the absolute best. If I lived closer, I would go to UVA for all
of my medical needs. *Dr. Hendrick is the best!! I have 0 complaints!
My treatment team was EXCELLENT! *Dr. Park has been super!
*Dr. Olsakovsky and her team of doctors and nurses did an excellent job.
Completely satisfied with *Dr. Brockmeier and staff. (Before, during and after my operation.)
*Dr. David Weiss was an excellent surgeon.
Best, easy surgery team start to finish *Dr. O and staff "great".
*Dr David Brenin and his staff, and all the staff and nurses related to my outpatient surgery, did a wonderful job
*Dr. Strand was phenomenal! Brilliant physician and so kind. Words cannot describe how grateful I am to him &
I love *Dr. Shami & her team! This is my 6th endoscopy related to my esophageal cancer in 2011 - this team is
very professional & warm. They celebrate my recovery almost as much as I do.
*Dr. Peter T. Hallowell has been exceptional in his care for me. He takes the patients & requests in considering &
ensures that the surgical team adjusts accordingly! It is rare to find a great surgeon like him.
*Dr. Jamie Kennedy and those working with her (especially *Lindsey and *Pat) were the best!
Adm. RN *Jeanne was extremely helpful - fully explained everything and was friendly and comforting. Recovery 1
RN (*Amy?) was very kind and kept my wife advised of reasons for delay in getting to Recovery 2. *Tamilee took
good care of me and had all d/c papers as soon as I was cleared for d/c. Congratulations on your outstanding
*Dr. James Browne, his staff, everyone I came in contact with very top notch!
Anesthesiology staff, *Dr. Shilling, and others are wonderful and so reassuring. All nursing staff throughout are
extremely professional and caring. My post-recovery nurse was *Carolyn and took great care of me. My surgeon,
The facility is top notch and all staff from clerks to nurses, anesthesiologists & surgeons were wonderful and
caring. A very positive surgery experience. *Dr. Morgan and his staff are the best!!!
I come once a year for endoscopy & *Dr. Shami and her team are ALWAYS the best imaginable.
I was called on the phone the morning before my surgery to see if I could come in early so that the surgery could
be done earlier in the day. I came early & the surgery was done early. Thanks *Dr. Kesser!
Procedure went well. Experience was very good. Results faster and better than expected. *Dr. Cui - the absolute
Absolutely love *Dr. McLeod and *Dr. Gamper. They are wonderful.
*Dr. Hayes & her team were exemplary! I really appreciated their attitude, care, & patience. Did not at all feel
like one of the hero on yet another day of boring colonoscopies!
*Carlee, *Leslie, *Tabatha and *John all nurses that took care of me were great!! Thanks to all.
Al my nurses and physicians were excellent. I'm an ICU nurse, the anesthesiologist and CRNA were very patient
with all my extra questions. *Ryan Smith (my surgeon) is fantastic! Would recommend him any time.
The nursing staff was outstanding - Kind and helpful at every stage. *Dr. Joseph Park personally called to check
on me and helped with managing unexpected severe pain.
Could not have asked for a better staff than those w/*dr. Martin, everyone is fantastic!
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*Dr. Fried and the entire Digestive Health are first class! They are very caring, very helpful, and just the best at
their craft. I would highly recommend my family and friends to UVA Digestive Health if they have any digestive
Extremely pleased with my doctor and experience with *Dr. Shami and the staff at this facility.
*Dr. Wang is a excellent & caring dr. His staff is well trained & very caring. Overall this is a great hospital.
*Dr. Sheenan and his team are the best. I could not ask for better nurses, as _____ the administration team.
My 1st surgery @ age 65 - Thanks to the wonderful outstanding staff that helped out. Many, many kudos to *Dr.
Bobby Chabra for a job well done - Look! I'm writing with my surgery hand now - Wow! I love you all.
*Dr.Drake - Plastics - Excellent surgeon & follow up. Anesthesia excellent, nurses outstanding. UVA Hand Clinic 5
I would like to point out two people who went above & beyond my care the night of my surgery. They are a nurse
named *Gina and a nurse (I think) man named *Aaron Lambert. I really could not imagine being taken care of
It can easily be said that the procedure from pre-op to post-op could not have been improved upon. *Barbara,
*Dr. Drake, *Bryce, the anesthesiologist, the reception desk, *Shaheer, and *Eve - the person pushing my
*Dr. Brenen was great - all nurses very good excellent call.
So pleased - *Dr. Hashsaki is a great asset to your facility. His people respect him and follow his direction which
shows his leadership excellent surgeon - He is the best - Real gentleman.
This was absolutely A++ top to bottom/start to finish. *Dr. Maria Kirzher is exceptional & so is her staff at the
office and surgical suite at UVA. Thank you!
I would like to thank *Chris _____ CRNA, *Kori, *Anna, *Misty - or team *Katlyn pre-op PCT, *Patman pre-OR,
*Pamela L Buck RN and their is another name but I can't read the writing on the card but thank you all for doing
*Dr. Deal and *Dr. Shilling were so kind and exceedingly competent. This was a GREAT experience, thanks to
I very much appreciated the personal interest and interactions with all of the staff, especially *Drs. Elmer and
It was good experience and my *Doc Eric is the best, looking forward for my _____ eye cataract surgery.
I have not complaints. *Dr. Traci Hedrick and her staff are exceptional. I was blessed to be a patient of such a
skilled surgeon who is so warm and personable.
Really like *Dr. Ann Harp - hope she will be my physician in 5 years for next colonoscopy!
Everyone at *Dr. Kathie H_____ office and at the hospital where I had surgery was very nice & friendly. They all
smiled and made me feel very much at ease. If I ever need medical attention I would come to U. Va.
Very positive experience. *Dr. Copeland of GI was excellent.
The actual surgery was tremendously skillful. A large cancerous _____ on outside of ear had to be removed and
surrounding tissue, but *Dr. Christopher _____ the ear back together in a truly wonderful manner!
My family and I met with *Dr. Brenin prior to my breast surgery - we all felt very comfortable with this and we felt
we learned a lot. I felt/knew I was in good hands.
Yes - my treatment was excellent from beginning to end. Everyone I spoke with was excellent I reject and admire
*Dr. Sauer. I have had this procedure many times and maybe this was the best experience.
Great experience -- great result -- *Dr. Gregory Helm is my hero.
The procedure was efficient and was done quickly. *Dr. Bilchich was very thorough and highly professional. The
CT nurses are always friendly and very professional.
Everytime I've gone to UVA (many). I've been extremely satisfied with ALL services, *Joan, (In your pharmacy was
also helped me with getting my prescription through companies) that I could never afford.
Best hospital ever. *Dr. Deal my hand surgeon is the best. I am so pleased with UVA I am having all my records
transferred to UVA and getting all my doctors I see at UVA.
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The team that performed my surgery could be used as a model in medical school of team work, patient care and
preparation for the the procedure. It started with *Charlotte over the course of her pre-opt narrative she
introduced me to the entire team by a thorough description of each team members strengths and abilities. When
I finally met each member I felt like I was being reintroduced to a friend. *Dan Yeago took up right where
*Charlotte left off and confirmed everything *Charlotte had said. Hearing the same thing twice was most
reassuring... team work at hits best. I knew I was in good hands. *Dr. Maria Kirzhner came bouncing in the door
just to check on me. She had had a long day of surgeries and was running late. I didn't expect to see her before
my surgery so it came as a complete pleasant surprise again I felt reassured. Her leadership during the procedure
Want to add comments about my dr. also *Dr. Uppal is a great dr. Very informative, take time with you and very
personable!! Highly recommend him!!
*Dr. Shami is excellent! Very friendly & professional - Explains everything very clearly.
Nurse *Stephanie was fantastic! She is a wonderful person. *Dr. Darby is a fine person, great professional & a
Everyone and everything related to my visit/procedure were first rate, including *Dr. Jensen, *Dr. Gingrich, *Patty
Sohweickert, nurses *Nancy and *Barbara and *Joyco Crenshaw and any others.
*Michelle Clark gave excellent care.
Outstanding visit with *Dr. Shami! She is a professional.
I had a wonderful experience being treated at the Eye Clinic by *Dr. Shildkrot & staff. Far exceeded my
Experience was great, my team rocked! Way to go *Dr. Young!
*Dr. Wang & staff are the ABSOLUTE!!! best. I tell everyone he is the one to go to.
*Dr. McCleod is the best.
*Dr. D. Diduch is AWESOME!!!
My pre-op nurse (*Lena?) was very sensitive to my anxiety about pain/IV insertion. She took extra measures to
alleviate my concerns. My recovery nurse was also very empathetic and responsive to my post-op pain.
University Virginia was courtesy done a very good job on my left shoulder I was please with the *Dr. Warner and
the staff at University Virginia done a good job on the surgery procedure.
My support at UVA Medical Center is a vital element in my battle against cancer, and my recovering health. I
credit *Dr. Friel and his staff with providing outstanding care that has enabled my recovery, and may have saved
*Dr. Gwathmey, the nurses, the anesthesiologists, & the full surgery team were all wonderful! Everyone is kind &
respectful. My husband has had 3 surgeries by *Dr. Gwathmey, and we are always impressed. He has a very good
I am so pleased, *Dr. Lin was available to me as my surgeon! He, as well as his staff are beyond exception. We
are fortunate that he is available here in C'ville!
Everyone was great! This is my second surgery with *Dr. Thomas Gampper. He is and fantastic.
Please let *Dr. Diduch & staff, *Katlyn, PCT, Pre-Op *Stephanie B., *Debbie, _____, *Arvin, *Brenda H., *Dr.
Schilling, *Barrett & *Tammi Lee know we are appreciative.
I could not have been more pleased or impressed with *Dr. Maria Kirghner and the ENTIRE TEAM. Not a weak
Everyone was very good and helpful to me. My surgery went great. *Dr. Katherine Fedder and staff was
Pre op RNs *Charlotte and *Carey were so kind and helpful, as was *Marion. In post-op (recovery) I asked the
nurse if they took a personality test, because the entire staff was VERY kind and helpful.
(Overnight in SSU - 1 night.) Excellent care-giving by *Marie in PACU unit. Very fine bedside manner and help by
*Josie, patient care assistant in Short Stay Unit.
The overall experience went very well. *Dr. Peter Adams & his staff, the anesthesiologists were excellent. I have
*Dr. McDaniel and the surgery center was excellent.
*Dr. Behm's team is great.
*Margery Danner-Roth RN. She was so knowledgeable and attentive. She made us feel secure.
Everything is going well with me and I thank *Dr. Carter for helping me to see straight.
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I never dreamed I'd need an ICD at 40, but life happens UVA made it as quick & easy as possible. My procedure
nurses *Tina, *Claude, *Russell, & *Matthew were awesome. Equally awesome were my recovery nurses
*Dr. O. is the best!!!
I believe all went well I am doing well with less pain then thought want to thank *Dr. Stark & staff.
My circulating nurse (*Craig) was exceptional. He had a very warm, welcoming disposition & I felt totally
comfortable that he was my advocate. He made me feel safe & cared for. My nurse anesthe., (CRNA) was also
All staff & *Dr. Shami excellent. A credit to GI & UVA.
*Dr. Hollowell and staff were as good as they possibly good be!!
I was highly pleased with *Dr. Dushant Uppal that performed by two procedures. *Dr. Uppal was very meticulous
in explaining the details of my procedures before and afterward. I would highly recommend this doctor to friends
or family. Highly pleased with staff and facility. UVA Health System excellent place to go for any type of medical
My visit and procedure on May 10th was professional in every way. *Dr. Strang came to my room as I was waking
up and said I will return when you are fully awake. He came in later and explained in detail my procedure and
should I have any problem, for me to call him and he would take care of me.
Best possible experience and outcome. *Dr. Payne and your entire staff was excellent. I highly recommend UVA
All staff were professional, courteous, caring, and attentive. *Dr. Elmer did a great job explaining nerve block
procedure and what to expect afterward. Dr. G_____ did a fantastic job repairing my shoulder.
*Dr. Shami and her staff were caring as well as professional - could not have received better care!
*Dr. Diduch & his team took great care of me - before, during & after the surgery. Thank you!
*Dr. Strand and all the staff included in my procedure were the best, very impressed with the level of service I
*Dr. Caldwell, the other physician & nurses were all very nice, competent, & provided excellent care.
Note: *Dr. Bradley Kesser is a very good doctor.
*Dr. Dacus & his staff are excellent.
My experience was great; *Dr. Parks was wonderful with pre-surgical & post-op care.
UVA is amazing! *Dr. Cooper is one of the best!
*Dr. Philip Smith and his team are exceptional *Stacey, my post-op recovery nurse was wonderful.
Your staff is extremely courteous, kind & helpful. We are very blessed to have your facility and doctors like *Dr.
Diduch in our area and at our disposal when needed. Top notch in my book!!
This is my 3rd surgery with U.VA and *Dr. Diduch. All of them have left me with outstanding results. I would
highly recommend him & your facility to others (and have on many occasions).
Everyone took very care of me and included my husband and kept him informed about the surgery. *Dr. Schroer
met with him after the surgery - thanks.
I had an excellent dr. in *Dr. Sandra Johnson.
Excellent care; professional staff; top notch surgeon; no concerns. *Dr. Dacus and staff are exceptional.
I would like to thank *Dr. Strand and all his staff for doing a great job, they were very excellent. Thank you.
Great experience - IV nurse *Paula was excellent - no bruising or soreness excellent care & concern by all health
*Dr. Olsakovsky is a dynamic, professional, physician. She has high standards that sets her teams up for success &
she sets the bar high. That benefits each patient she sees & cares for.
I received amazing care at Outpatient Surg. Center. *Charlotte Ragland - pre-op took extra care & time to ans. my
questions & make me feel at ease. CRNA *Dixie Mills & *Dr. Amato -Scopolamine patch & NO vomiting! Not
even sore throat due to anesthesia - *Dr. Early put me at ease & provided amazing care/surg. *Robin Delanoy
was post-op nurse/recovery and she took great care to keep me comfortable - I so appreciate all of your care &
All medical personnel totally amazing. I especially want to mention *Alicia, the wonderful nurse in whose care I
was while receiving a nerve block. Her gentleness and kindness brought me to tears. She is a treasure!!!
Whole staff very friendly. *Dr. Wang WONDERFUL doctor!
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The anesthesia doctor explained things well & called at home following procedure to check in on me. The post &
pre op nurses were wonderful. *Dr. Deduch is extremely talented & I feel blessed that he performed my surgery.
All of the OR pre- and post staff were great. I wish I could remember everyone's name, I was sedated almost
immediately *Tabatha RN & *Dr. Lin's nurse were really great.
Thank you *Cindy, *Sheri, *Dr. Shilling, *Dr. Breian, *Charlotte, *John, *Debbie and *Pam. You made my day!
Everything went perfectly. I appreciate all of you. You made me feel so loved!
Best team ever! *Judy Fred - RN *Rochelle Walker *Charlotte R - RN *John S RN *J Hackett CRNA
Had to have pacemaker on rt. side due to blockage on left side. Had blood clot 2 days after surgery - hands
swelled - went to local Emerg. Rm. - They called *Dr. Bilchick who responded immediately and advised proper
medicine - he followed thru for a few days - he and staff were wonderful to me and my family. Will do follow up
This was my third surgery performed by *Dr. Bruce Schirmer. As in the past, *Dr. Schirmer treated me with
respect and he explained everything he was planning to do concerning my surgery. I couldn't be more pleased
*Dr. Shami, the nurses and staff were all great.
My pre-op nurse - *Jane M_____ was really excellent - Knowledgeable, competent, friendly!
The doctor I had for my surgery was very good. He done a operation on me that another doctor said there wasn't
a surgery they could do on my hand, at the Fontaine Center was the dr. that operated on me. *Dr. Dacus was
*Dr. Yoshida - top notch!! Very professional, I felt at ease & comfortable!
Very good! *Dr. Park is above excellent.
The Digestive Health Team at UVA are the best!! *Dr. Strand. *Dr Karen Finke and nurse coordinate *Briana are
The cath lab staff and *Dr. Kennedy are great!
the nurse *Margaret was absolutely amazing & very caring for my grandfather. Best ER experience in a very long
*Dr. Riordan and the resident made sure I understood what to do when I left.
*Dr. Riordan provided excellent care!
Ortho., *Victor, was kind & competent & did a great job, splinting my wrist efficiently.
My mom required stitches, CT scan after falling & gashing her forehead. She has dementia (89 yrs. old) &
everyone was kind to her & explained things clearly to her and to me. Kudos to *Dr. Shah (I think that's correct)
the resident on duty. He spoke directly to her in a kind, calm manner. We were pleased with her care. Thank
I'm so very fortunate to have UVA *Doctors *Geilker - *Gibson - and the emergency dept.
*Dr. Bero was awesome. Later I actually checked to see if he had his own practice. He was that good!
I am a patient of *Dr. Friel. He went out of his way to stay informed as to my Coumadin!
*John Riordan was excellent - informative, efficient, kind.
*Dr. McMahon who did my stitches was very caring & will be a GREAT doctor. I can't rave enough about her.
*Dr. Caudill/very nice caring, took my blood, didn't hurt any.
*Alden Guld was excellent.
*Dr. Mark Kirk - outstanding.
Nurse *Christine Forster was very attentive.
The nurse, *Marc, was good!! Thank you.
Good nursing staff. Especially RN *Affitin in Intensive Care in which I wrote letter to her supervisor on a good job.
*MacKenzie was outstanding.
The nurse name *Sarah gave me a hug and I enjoyed it. I like to be hugged by a nurse.
*Simon was my nurse. Very good - could tell he was experienced - very personable.
I believe the first person I spoke with at registration was *Brittney (I may have name incorrect), she was very kind
Sent a thank you letter to *Deborah Vinton, MD and all staff! Everyone very professional.
*Brittany was the nurse for my daughter and she rocked!
*Jaime H. (RN or tech?) was outstanding!! She made me laugh when I was very scared, and it was comforting!
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No one wants to pay a visit to the ER BUT *Dr. Gould was amazing!!! Very caring, interested in helping me, & not
just relieving pain, but trying to help understand source and testing for. Compassionate and really listened! #1-4.
*Dr. Gould did ultrasound and explained everything throughout!
Compassion, care, and thoroughness of staff gave me great confidence when I felt so bad and vulnerable! This ER
is not conveniently located BUT, I will only use this ER for my family and self when an emergency arises! Thank
Please tell *Seth (don't know his last name) and his manager/boss that he did an excellent job. He made me feel
taken care of, eased my anxiety (it was my first ER visit), and was so friendly. He went above and beyond his job
and I could tell he cared. I was there on2/6/17. He was the first nurse I saw. Please make sure he received my
*Dr. Eric Sorenson was awesome! The nurses were all very caring and sympathetic.
Nurse's began medical treatment as soon as I came through ER from my 1/30/17 Dr. appt. w/*Dr. Sharma.
We mainly had the nurse *Jason D. He was the most caring and professional nurse I've ever had at this hospital.
*Dr. Thompson was kind, calming, and very competent.
Incredible follow up from *Dr. Mutta.
I thought the staff was exceptional. *Dr. Aiden Gould was a delight and very helpful and my nurse was named
*Julie (a pretty blonde traveling nurse) was awesome and made me as comfortable as she could w/a caring heart.
My nurse *Seth was excellent. True asset to UVA.
*Dr. Sheehan and his assistant *Dr. "Rao" (an amazing person!) were extremely quick to meet us in the ER...
*Dr. Courtney Johnson was thorough, empathetic, and knowledgeable and treated me with respect.
*Liz was outstand as my nurse & *Eric Sorenson was a terrific nurse practitioner who cared for me. He deserves
*Dr. Syverad was outstanding. One of the best doctors I have met.
*Chris Thom was excellent! He explained everything clearly and kept checking in on me.
The nurses were excellent. I cannot remember recall the woman's name but the second nurse was *Reese and he
*Dr. Caitlin Tourje was very kind, efficient, and made sure I understood what was happening to me and my
options. She is amazing; I can't thank her enough!
RN *Kate (working 11-11) was very efficient, professional & respectful. She made a point to assure my comfort made a stop in the way to x-ray for a warm blanket.
*Dr. Matt K. introduced himself, listened - well, was professional & personable & helped put me at ease.
Paramedics in training did a great job inserting my IV & were very friendly & professional.
RN *Susan (worked 3-3) took extra time to investigate the answer to one of my specific questions prior to
*Dr. Coltonwood was excellent!! Engaging and put me at ease.
*Liz was a fantastic nurse the entire time, she showed true care about my injury even when doctors didn't.
*Seth was very kind & caring.
My med student, *Chris was very kind & caring.
*Seth was amazing. He has a special gift. # *Seth for president.
*Eric was great!
# *Liz Greene 4 life.
#Ice packs by *Cherl is winning. # *Ginsberg is a stud. # *Melin heals.
# *Jaime is amazeballs.
*Dr. Amber Inofuentes was outstanding and very helpful.
*Anna W. the admitting nurse was excellent!
*Anne was great, kept me updated & checked in on me.
*Star was very kind and kept us updated while our room was being cleaned.
But I did miss *Bea of (4 - East she is the best I had!
The residents and staff at UVA were professional and informative. They all took time to listen to our requests and
concerns. I can't say enough in regards to the midwives. *Barbara was fantastic.
Loved my nurses (*Andrea in PACU) and floor nurses, can't remember their names but they were great! (*Nikki
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Of special note should be the extraordinary care, concern and compassion I received from *Hannah (PCT) &
*Aileen (RN) while a patient on 5 central.
*Dr. Christopher Shaffrey & his team is the best - I had wonderful care. *Dr. Hughes, all was wonderful to me.
Thanks to *Dr. Adams and all his team. They were great.
Wonderful nurse on the 8th floor Labor & Delivery *Shara M. She was the best!
(1) *Darlen Brown was the lady that brought me my food every morning, afternoon and evening. She always had
a smile on her face and always ask me how I was feeling and could she help in any way or was there any thing she
could get me. You could tell that she loves her job and would make sure that you had everything you needed
before she left. (2) All of your RT people that came every 6 hr to give me my breathing medicine were all
excellent not only in their knowledge but also their disposition. (3) UVA hospital is not only the best hospital - in
Stay in ICU post surgery was excellent; nurses excellent especially *Nate well educated.
Nurses *Delia & *Carol provided outstanding, compassionate care. UVA hospital is extraordinarily excellent in
Was totally impressed with the bedside manner, empathy, expertise of *Dr. Richard Kronfol. One of the best I've
had the chance to interact with.
My surgery for hip replacement was an unbelievably good experience. So grateful for my surgeon *Dr. Thomas
Brown. The nurses were delightful and efficient in every way. Special shout out to *Beth who was awesome! I'm
I live about 3 hours away and I kept referring to the "hotel" I stayed in to be corrected to hospital. The nursing
staff went well above and beyond what I would ever expect from any hospital staff to provide. My husband
stayed with me the entire time and also agrees on same. My doctor. *Dr. Stephen Brockmoiror, and his
assistants kept me well informed and also the nursing staff was advised of same. I truly feel as I made great
friends with the staff at the hospital, and at their request, to be sure to know that I should let them know that I
I just want thank dietary staff. *Tim Ohara - the chef were excellent and our serves. My _____ worker check on
me. Thanks. *Annetta Baker *Sherry Wilson *Sandra Rose *Tia Donila Lewis *Ann Wennson *Ann Count *Anita
I love the staff that works with my daughter there. *Dr. Rebecca Scharf and *Pearl Yu are amazing in their field
and their personalities. I am thankful for all they do.
A special thank you to *Dr. Collins who was my anesthesiologist! Since I was scheduled for a Thoracotomy, it was
necessary to have an EXTREMELY large E.T. tube placed. I woke up with NO sore throat which to me was
*Dr. Martin and her TEAM was terrific. Good pre-op visit with thorough instructions. An outstanding nursing
staff on 4W. Thank you to *Jessica, *Elida, *Alyssa & *Kendal & *Tammy & *Anita! *Anita was instrumental in
developing a pain management plan for me. *Mamta Pandya - P.A. was very attentive and competent.
The nurses on the 5th floor were amazing. *Tina, *Hannah, *Victoria & I can't remember the name of the others The neuro team took great care of me in the operating room and in the neuro ICU. *Dr. Asthagiri, *Alysssa,
*Nancy & *Vicky Dr. F_____ and his staff are so kind and awesome!
Was very pleased - *Dr. Hullfish was great.
I want to say thank you to a few of my nurses who went above and beyond. *Jacqui Wheeler (I think that her last
name), *Allison, and *Lucy were amazing; compassionate and very professional. Also thank you to my
anesthesiologist for trying everything to make me comfortable with my epidural.
I was very impressed with the L&D staff. My first nurse was so kind and encouraging and *Dr. Change went above
and beyond to try to give me the vaginal birth I wanted. That is rare and I appreciate the I received in L&D.
Exception care by nurse *Hannah Miller on _____ kudos to *Dr. Buda for his coordination of my tests/procedures
through his team _____ 3rd yr. resident (? name).
*Sheral & *Daniel were the last 2 that helped me, and my comments for them were excellent, as so were the rest
of the staff but I don't remember their names.
*Dr. Christine L_____ is a fantastic surgeon, colleague & person. She saw me immediately when I called, and did
my surgery in the evening after working all day in another hospital. UVA is lucky to have her on staff.
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I'd like to thank *Alice and *Alison in the _____. *Alice kindly wished me a good recovery. Also, a special thanks
to *Dr. Mike Ragasta and his staff, including the "nose scratcher"! Also appreciated the attention, *Patty and
The nurses and nurse's assistants were excellent. I do not remember all their names, but a few that stood out
were *Ruth, *Cali, *Lexi, *Jill, *Carolyn, *Joe, and several more. Extremely helpful and admirable.
Best nurses ever! 5th floor West, *Amy and *Yvonne took such good care of me and my wife.
*Nancy was one of the nurse who cared for me during my stay and she took amazing care of me! THANK YOU
Excellent care! I would like to commend a nurse in surgical ICU *Lambert; very professional! Also when I left ICU,
a step down, I had two nurses *Manisha & *Mary, were so wonderful to me! They treated me with courtesy,
respect & honor! I was so grateful to those two nurses! They deserve a raise! My doctors were wonderful to me
me! *Dr. Shonka, *Dr. Jameson, *Dr. Backus & crew were great! They spent a lot of time on me! Also, I had two
nurses, when I was moved to a regular room, that were great also! *Jess & *Han! My experience was more than
The following nurses exhibited exemplary care: *Susan Wetheral, *Rebecca Rankin, *Liz Cahill, *Amelia Belcher
*Dr. Asthagiri, *Dr. Moosa, *Dr. Joni, *Dr. Pomeraniec, and *Dr. Mastorahos were awesome doctors and very
professional. I could not have had better care.
Superior in every way - from *Dr Kern, surgical staff - Nurses, aides, 3rd yr med students.
The ENTIRE team of *Dr. James A. Browne Orthopedics, UVA was EXCEPTIONAL in terms of caring, knowledge,
professionalism, intelligent, follow up. *Dr. Browne's surgery was brilliant. I simply could not have been more
I really like to the *Doctor James Browne for the really go job on my knee replacement, and his staff that made
me comfort doing that time. And the time come to do my other I hope that *Dr. James Browne and his staff, do
My overall care was excellent! I was treated at all times with respect and in a caring manner. I would like to
especially thank *Keri Anne on 5 _____ who made be feel like I was a family member and ALL the nurses on 6
West THAT/got me through a really rough time & excellent CARE great job!
Excellent care from all, great hospital to have had my surgery in "*Dr. Ailawadi." Friendly nurses that truly
Night RN in step down unit - *BRIANNA is an angel! Wonderful spirit, beautiful attitude, caring, compassionate,
was able to make me smile through some difficult times. You are lucky to have her on staff!
The doctors, staff has done an outstanding job. They are there for their patients and it showed. I can witness that.
I will highly recommend this hospital to family and friends, I have all ready gave a recommendation for *Dr. Justin
This is my second survey I had with *Dr. Justin Smith. I had neck surgery in Nov., 2013, I want to thank everyone
that had anything to do with my care while I was at the UVA Hospital. Me and my wife.
*Carrie Barker - - OUTSTANDING nurse! One of the VERY BEST ever attentive, helped me through labor like a
doula, and remained calm when my baby delivered precipitously while I was hanging off the bed, caught baby's
head before doctors came in to the room, prevented my baby from falling onto the floor.
Everybody was very professional. I had one nurse that was exceptional with my care - *Rebecca was not only
professional she made me feel like I was family.
We had an amazing experience. I cannot speak highly enough of the nurse's that took care of us in Labor/Delivery.
They were so friendly and took such great care of baby and mother. This was our 2nd delivery at UVA - the other
was in 2013 and the care has improved greatly in terms of the helpfulness of the staff. We had much less
disruptions this time which allowed for much needed rest!! We want to especially thank our nurses *Lynn and
Loved *Amanda in Mother and Baby!! She was amazing!
*Dr. Lippert was very good & kept us informed.
The nurse and midwife team were incredible in providing a comfortable and supportive environment. (*Kaitlyn
Nurse *Betty Paramore went over & above expectations to care for my neck. A CPAP machine showed the night
of my surgery & she said that if I needed it she would call them. I slept more comfortably knowing I didn't need
I am appreciative for the care I received from everyone but especially from the nursing staff on 4 central. I had
*Kori, RN and *Hadden, RN for the majority of the days. These two ladies were exceptional! The care they
provided to me was excellent! They were very professional, knowledgeable, and compassionate. Both myself &
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Each doctor, nurse, or anybody that cared for me, treated me like family - Especially *Catrina - Very professional
*Dr. Becker cared for me thru out my stay - Was very good dr. & explained things well.
I had the utmost confidence in *Dr. Cue and he did an amazing job with my knee revision. Everyone was friendly
& courteous & treated me with respect. They made me feel important - a person and not just a case. I have
recommended UVA to everyone I know who needs surgery & I am now seeing a back surgeon at UVA.
*Dr. Browne & the entire TEAM was awesome, thank you. You gave me back my leg! Thank you for giving me
The nursing staff in L and D and post-partum was excellent. We are also extremely impressed and thankful for
chief resident. *Hanlen Sweat. Without her questioning and inquisitive nature and common sense to double
check herself, we may have ended up trying to deliver our baby boy breech without knowing it. Because she took
the extra time to do a brief ultrasound. We were able to quickly get a C-section and the baby was delivered
safely. She kept me calm and personally checked on me the next day. Her bedside demeanor and clinical skills.
*Sarah Owen was my favorite nurse during my stay. She's the best!
*Andrew - the nurse who followed my recovery at home (by phone & email) was very helpful.
*Dr. Alison Crowell in Neurology was the resident who saw me in ER & on the ward. She was thorough,
professional, knowledgeable & respectful while being engaging & kind - she is an excellent physician.
*Melody & all nurses in cardiac unit were great. Thanks to the nurse aides who were very good and welcoming.
*Charity (traveling nurse) OUTSTANDING! Maybe you can keep her.
Four East Rocks!! They are awesome! They should be given a recognition for their great job. *Drs. Bergin,
*Mazimba, *Kennedy, & *Rita! Care providers - *Bea, *Bre, *Dillon, *Donna, *Theresa, *Tonya, *Anthonio,
*Tracy D, *Whitney, *Chelle, *Betty, *Kirsten, *Vivian, *Dana, *Pam, *Heather B, *Sofid, *Amanda and *Cheryl.
5 Central UVA Hospital was an excellent nursing floor. *Rosa the nurse, *D & male nurse, *Keri Anne, *Jay a male
nurse and *Aline a nurse asst were exemplary, kind, professional and deserve commendation.
Entire staff was wonderful & friendly. Nurses not afraid of bed pans. As nurse *Rebecca said "We are a team."
Kudos to my nurses, *Diane, *Michelle & especially *Rebecca. They are gems!!
My nurse, *LEO, was the best ever!!! I have had many surgeries, been in hospital many times and have NEVER
had a nurse as good taking care of me and as compassionate as he was!! He was AWESOME!! He needs a RAISE!!
The teams were wonderful. From *Dr. Gimple to *Dr. Dent to *Dr. Taylor to the entire hospital staff, they are
miracle workers, they are my team and the best!
I enjoyed my staff while there one of your staff in particular she is n RN there the night of my recovery she was
my nurse: *Rebecca? She needs a pat on a back fro me she did her job very well. Thank you.
The entire staff was very nice but my night nurses on 5 central named *Gypgy was GREAT!!! She is a wonderful
person, kind and loving person and an asset to your facility!!!
Our experience at UVA was wonderful. We cannot say enough about the wonderful staff there, especially *Dr
I wish I could remember each of the staff names. All of my caregivers were excellent. *Rosa (?), a Hispanic nurse,
was so professional and caring, I was very impressed. Not that everyone wasn't professional or caring, just that
her sincerity stood out. The transition teams and physical therapy people were excellent too. The food service
guy was great. Even the people that came in to check the trash cans always made it a point to speak. Great job
My surgeon, *Dr. Christine Lau is fantastic! A very good doctor as well as a caring person. Also, *Ed Hunter the
day nurse I had was excellent and better than any other I've ever experienced.
(Second night) *Jackie and the other RN assigned to us the first night was outstanding - the night nursing aid was
If I had to pick a favorite hospital - UVA would win! My wife likes that *Dr. Krupski comes in and talks face to face
to give her updates. It is so much better than a phone call.
Very impressed with hospital - doctors, especially *Dr. Cherry and all of staff.
Was there w/ my 12 year old. Her nurses were absolutely amazing especially *Ryan.
*Dr. Reid Adams is a GREAT surgeon with EXPERTISE, COMPASSION, EFFICIENCY and CARING! I would highly
recommend him to anyone in need of a service in his capacity.
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L & D nurses - *Lucy & *Meghan very good. *Dr. Rozycki was great - especially during an emergency situation I was very impressed with *Dr. David McCallum.
I am an RN, I was so impressed with UVA. Everyone from the parking attendant to the food service person were
so friendly and helpful. *Dr. Ring and her team were excellent. I was on 6th central and my nurse *Lyndi Pullin
was awesome as well as *Paula Pullen the nursing assistant. Very impressed!
Nurses *David & *Susan are excellent!
The nursing & tech staff were exceptional, so was the doctors & residents. The housekeeping staff especially
*Camila were top notch. The nutrition staff was so attentive & willing to please.
6 West nurses: *Kali N., *Gina K., *Berna, *Jessy, *Danielle, *Karen and all of them was exceptional! Wonderful
care by techs: *Tamara, *Jules, *JOLYNNE!!! *Dorothy, *Carl was wonderful!
Thanks to *Dr. Browne for calling me after returning home. Even on Sunday.
Excellent care all around (staff & physicians)! Highly skilled physicians & quick diagnosis of problem and solutions *Drs. Wang & *Zang. Great teaching hospital.
Although all nursing staff were good, *Brandi (PCA) stood out with her extraordinary thoughtfulness. She does
routine care with finesse. I deeply appreciated the outstanding care she gave to me.
*Mia Solenski, MD and stroke team were excellent; neuro ICU staff were great! Especially nurses *Jamie & *Kym
who took care of me in the neuro ICU.
*Dr. Gorau Ailawadi is the best dr. ever. The staff was also wonderful.
*Dr. Pracci was very careful to explain her treatments and so on to me. An excellent physician and usually
sensitive to geriatric patients needs and reactions.
Verbal by *Lisa Foster was very good as well as what she gave written.
My nurses were excellent *Saelare & *Naomi. The anesthesiologist team *Friar E Theodore was A - 1! OK nurse
Thanks to all the nurses that attended me during my stay in the hospital. The truth is they behaved as if I was
family. Thanks to everyone especially one named "*Emily" that was like my sister *Mary Hannah and *Keith are AWESOME! & This is coming from a BSN of 29 years! I talked crazy & pooped on
myself & they STILL treated me with respect.
Thank you especially to RN *Mary, midwife *Mary, *Dr. _____ Sweat, *Dr. Casey Nicol & NICU team.
UVA is great hospital to stay. *Dr. Irving Kroll office is great to me.
Nursing staff on the stem cell unit are wonderful. Caring, competent, & compassionate! *Jeanne & *Katie are
In my personal ranking *Dr. Thomas Broun is the top three doctor in the UVA health system.
It was a positive experience overall. *Dr. Broun and his staff have my full trust and confidence.
I know that the nurses on the 6th. floor are the best ever had anywhere in my life I wanted to take them home
with me. A special thanks to *Jess, *Amy, and *Matt. I could never thank them enough.
All nurses were great - *Dr. Z. and his staff were excellent. A special thanks to *Dr. Z and his office, I will always
My first experience as a patient at UVA, I was satisfactionally treated, and VERY happy with my doctor
Our experience with UVA labor & delivery was exceptional. The L&D nurses especially were attentive & helpful &
acted like they genuinely cared about me & my family. *Dr. Bray & *Schmidt were also very patient & kind.
Special mention of great care: ER - nurse *Linda, *Kaitlyn, *Dr. Steve, *Dr. Glass. Also - *Krystal M., *Robin. X-ray
*Colleen Kelso the nurse was excellent as was the Neurology attending physician *Dr. McCollum.
Nurse *Karen Scott was excellent. She gave marvelous suggestion for home care. She was with me the day times
of my stay. The hospital doctor helped make informed decisions, answered all questions thoroughly and
thoughtfully. *Dr. Gadrey is very kind, understanding. He takes the time.
Nursing assistant *Janet gets a gold star from me for being very helpful in information in how to lessen my pain in
Family meeting with *Melissa Elliott was so transformative. Greatly improved relations in my family. She is a
CNA's were always quick to help with my request. Thank you *Greg, *Reggie, *Rosina, and *Linda!
Always glad for *Dr. Bashir's tough love approach to treatment.
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*Dave, the nurse, went above and beyond in helping w/my transition.
*Becca was wonderful in activities, and *Reggie was a great assistant when he was assigned to me.
*Dr. Ramos is a excellent doctor, he met with my husband and I to discuss my tx plan. Not one min, did I feel
rushed he gave us time to ask our questions and he just listened.
Great nurse *Shara M.
All the doctors & residents were very nice "*Lucas" in particular always took the time to talk with us, check on our
child, and answer any questions.
We were extremely impressed by the medical knowledge of every single nurses we encountered. They answered
every newborn medical question flawlessly. Outstanding nurses: *Sara (L&D), *Eric (post-birth), *Megan (post*Dr. Seussdorf was excellent. *Matt Zuber MD was incredibly patient explaining the circumcision (as was *Dr.
Schmidt). *John Clare MD and *Martha Hellems MD were extremely thorough w/the discharge
recommendations & exam. Finally, *Dr. Wong at UVA Northside was a joy -- we wish we had her here in NYC.
*JOYCE THOMPSON was critical to the success of our journey w/UVA. We met with her twice before arriving form
NYC for the birth, and she helped us to put the proper procedural infrastructure in place, the appropriate birth
plan, and the best team. Because of *Joyce and the Midwifery Division, we had a flawless journey. As for the
UVA Midwife Team, *MARY KWLECINSKI is ABSOLUTE PERFECTION. She was fully skilled in both her medical skills
and her emotional intelligence. We developed a very close bond and definitely felt cared for and guided at every
step. There really is no way the fully explain the exceptional level of care provided by *Mary and the entire midwife team (*Kate, *April, *Courtney & *Barbara). They are a HUGE ASSET to UVA. Overall, our UVA experience
*Dr. McGahren is amazing!
*Paige was stellar going over discharge info.
We loved both *Tim and *Ryan on 7 W. They were very knowledgeable as well as personable. They put my
daughter's and my fear at ease. We were lucky enough to have only them our entire stay.
LOVE the new child life specialist team - *Bailey was so good w/ my son, uplifted his spirits.
*Megan, *Lucy, *Mary and *Jace blew us away with kindness, care, and nurturing attendance. They made our
*Jace made the discharge process like a Maybelline commercial - 'easy, breezy, & beautiful...."
*Joy Mancini on 7 W was wonderful to all of us. Thoughtful, pleasant, patient & very caring. Should be
commended. Helped us practice carb counting/insulin calculation & insulin administration. Lovely.
#6. Attending *Melissa Schoekwer was great. Caring. Patient. I was out of town when son 1st admitted with my
husband. She called me & explained diagnosis & treatment plan. Very thoughtful.
*Will, the social worker was always on top of offering physical and emotional support - reminding me of
accommodation options, free meals, etc.
*Sam in PICU did a phenomenal job w/ explaining everything and getting our daughter settled.
*Sam RN in PICU went above and beyond to make my daughter feel safe, well cared for and loved. She was
extremely compassionate, professional, and knowledgeable.
All of the nurses were wonderful. *Christina, *Erin, *Hailey, *Katie, *Maddie, *Brittany and *Nichole were
wonderful with our daughter. We were all appreciative of the care and compassion they showed to her.
*Dr. Dummone, *Dr. Clark, *Dr. Riddin, *Dr. Pallarone were all very kind and thorough, and took time to explain
everything to our family. The GYN doctor were great with our daughter. Every doctor was great with her and
*Dr. Peter Dean is a fantastic doctor!
OMG! *Dr. Mahaney and her staff are amazing! They are great and can relate to very easy! Can not say enough
*Ryan McFadden RN was great! Outstanding nursing skill!!!
The 4 nurses, *Ashley, *Tina, *Brittney and *Jordan were superb and truly cared for my child.
Night nurse *Sarah was excellent.
*Morgan is amazing. I can't say enough. She made us feel comfortable - essentially our daughter. She felt like
she had a friend. We all felt more at ease when she entered the room.
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*Dr. Jane & his staff are AMAZING! Couldn't have asked for a better staff.
Our son was in the EMU. *Jenny was his most favorite nurse. She was amazing.
My contact with *C. Nail was always pleasant & professional she was great help to me while dealing with breast
*Dr. Rose was very good, got me on the right track right away. I am very thankful for his thorough care for me.
*Dr. Rose was my dr. many years ago. I moved to MA for a few years and I returned to VA 3 yrs. ago. When I
couldn't find a dr. near me that knew about _____, I called *Dr. Rose to see if I could see him. I travel for 2 hrs.
*Dr. Royer is a kind, caring person. She listens. Her approach to my care is a partnership which I feel is a
wonderful relationship to have with your doctor.
*Dr. Hazarika does a very good job with me. She listens to my concerns and communicates with me through
*Dr. Mor is excellent.
I think the world of *Dr. Nass. He is awesome.
Thank you *Dr Nass!! He was super cool!! I would trust him with my life! More _____ enough. He was
*Dr. Landes is always available for me. He has always managed to provide time for me, even if a don't have an
*Dr. Crook is awesome! Totally helped solve my problem.
It is a pleasure to see *Dr. McNerney. She is professional, approachable, kind and knowledgeable. We always
leave feeling better educated and cared for.
We are so very thankful for the wonderful care *Dr. Chiota has provided to me. She is an amazing provider and
we are grateful for all she and her team have done. for me!
Nurse *Susan Miller, I don't know what I would do with out her - she is the most caring, helpful responsive person
there. She really cares about me. She ALWAYS helps me she is the best.
*Dr. Payne is the best! He is a great doctor and always laughs at my bad jokes. He's the best doctor I've had!
*Dr. Barcia is AMAZING! Always cares and goes way above expectations. We are blessed to be in his care along
with the rest of the nephrology staff here at UVA. BEYOND EXCELLENT! Thank you!
*Dr. Rindos is the best!
Thank you for everything you all do to help me and my child. *Mackenzie is the best child provider we have had
since my daughter has been born. Thank you *Mackenzie.
*Dr. Smith is a great professional with a superb surgical team. The best!
*Dr. Krupski did a great job. Also she got back to me very quickly about the results. I needed that!!
I'm very pleased with *Dr. Frick and his staff, they are very friendly and helpful. *Dr. Frick is a very good dr. in his
field of work, explains things very well and shows concern. Do everything in his power to help you feel better.
I am very please with the care that I have been given, since I became a pt. of *Dr. Frick & staff.
*Dr. Crowell & *Dr. Wooten are two of the most caring physicians I have seen in ages. Thanks to both of them.
My procedure is scheduled for 5/1/17. I feel much more confident now after talking with *Dr. Wang.
*Dr. Amalfitano is very good @ listening to me as well as making sure I understand everything. Very genuine
*Dr. Elias and his staff provided above excellent service. We are thrilled with our results from _____ ultrasound.
Was very happy about all contact with *Dr. James Browne & all other Doctor - nurse & staff.
Love, love *Dr. Middleton, he loves what he does and it shows! He has saved our son's life! We look forward to
seeing him & all the GI staff - This mom to 8 kids would be lost w/out them!
*Ms. Franklin has been great and I appreciate her help and concern since I have been her patient. I hate to see
her go as my provider since she is retiring but I wish her a wonderful retirement.
We have been blessed with a really amazing team, but *Dr. Bailey is by far my favorite! He always listens &
weighs what I, mom, have to say & really considers all opinions & options before making decisions. He really
*Dr D Rubendall & nurse *Cindy Seaborn are awesome and provide above care and I have grown to enjoy the visit
there very friendly, kind but most of all do a great job and know a lot and professional.
Being on time was appreciated! I watched a true team effort during my visit. *Dr. Statuta is articulate, thorough,
caring and focused. I feel very lucky to have her as my GP.
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*Dr. Lockman and his staff are always courteous and respectful and very friendly. I respect *Dr. Lockman and his
medical opinions and advice about my care. I would recommend him and the staff at Crossroads Family Medicine
*Dr. Carson is a friendly, caring & honest physician. I have recommended him to several people.
*Dr. Edward Oldfield is an excellent neurosurgeon who I am blessed to have as my provider. Also, *Monte, the
administrative assistant of clinic is "top notch" as is the whole team, *Dr. Hong, nurse *Dawn & others.
The care has been so professional each visit and genuine concern and compassion was evident. I appreciate, the
effort, and true commitment *Dr. Oldfield and the neuro-clinic give toward my care! No other hospital compares
It was our first visit to UVA - very impressed & pleased w/*Dr. Barnes The neuro oncology team was wonderful!! *Cassandra was such a blessing. *Dr. Fadul has a fine teammate in
her: Honestly, I was very pleased w/them, their sincerity & compassion was on point. Thank you!!
*Dr. Post is the best!
*Dr. Barcia has seen him for the majority of all his visits and we have high respect for him - He is an amazing
doctor and we are blessed to still have him.
I have been seeing *Dr. Barcia and team for over 7 years and I am very happy with the care I have been given
*Dr. Johnson, *Deana & *Donna are fantastic. Cannot say enough about how wonderful they are. The office is
always prompt about getting us in & looks for the root of any problems & rare seemingly in this day & age.
*Dr. John Gazewood is a fine doctor, and a very fine person. I very much like him and respect him and very much
*Dr. Yarboro was an excellent healthcare provider. He is sincere about your care and extremely compassionate. I
feel truly blessed that he is the one that provided me with the care that I needed!
This was my first visit to this facility and with *Dr. Luna upon my request my family doctor referred me to this
office. I was very pleased and felt my medical needs would be met.
I am a patient of *Dr. Slingluff and *Kathleen Haden, and truly appreciate the level of care that I am given @
every visit. Truly professional and cares deeply about the well-being of their patients.
My primary care provider and specialist are in WV. I feel very confident and satisfied with *Dr. Northup and the
*Dr. Smith and his staff always makes the visit pleasant!
Great job! *Dr. Schroen and her team are top notch. They are why I drive 3 1/2 hrs. for care.
My visit to see *Dr. Humberson was for diagnosis (EDS III) and recommendations. She was professional,
knowledgeable, and very thorough. She spent time to ask questions answer questions, and explain. She was easy
I've known *Dr. Soukoulis since Dec. 2015. Very impressed! If this every changes I'll notify you!
*Eleanor Laclair is one of the most caring and competent nurse practitioners I have had the pleasure of having
I feel very blessed to have them taking care of my health. I have confidence in *Dr. Dowdell I am already better,
I have two doctors at UVA and they are both the best - *Dr. Bertram and *Dr. Kesser. Would not go anywhere
else. Their staff is always so ready and willing to help in any way.
*Dr. Drake has been an excellent surgeon, & even though I have an uncurable disease, he's given me the best
possible chance of maintaining remission.
We love *Faith!
We found our visit with the neurology group to be very pleasant. *Tanya Prachar is extremely knowledgeable.
*Dr. Hosteter, *Dr. Graber- wonderful doctors & good reliable staff.
I was referred to *Dr. Wilson by *Dr. Trowbridges office. *Dr. Wilson was very personable and seemed genuinely
concerned about me as a patient & person.
*Dr. Gray was a very caring and intelligent doctor I would highly recommend him to anyone I was blessed to be
seen by UVA with my problems & financially. Thanks so very much.
I don't always give all 5's but *Dr. Scheld and his staff deserve them plus more.
*Dr. Quillian is a gem.
*Dr. Lepsch is an excellent physician. He cares - he is involved. He wants to ensure my husband and I are treated
Very good experience I like *Dr. Newman!
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My annual allergy with *Dr. Monica Lawrence was 2/15/17. She is an excellent physician. I receive an allergy
monthly. Everyone at this clinic is very professional and pleasant.
Highly recommend *Dr. Diduch!!
*Barbara Wilson goes beyond what's expected. She is a marvel & has helped with a condition other doctors
We are blest to have professional knowledgeable, concerned, very qualified *Dr. Castrodale & staff at the
*Dr. McCarter is the best!
*Dr. Strand's team were the best care I received since I can recall. *Dr. Strand made me feel very comfortable
*Crig Thomas (practitioner) showed great concern in the office as well as calling me at home several times for
When I visit *Dr. Rubendall. Everyone is so helpful. I get my health issues taking care of in a timely matter
everyone is respectful. When I leave the office I'm very satisfied.
*Dr. Kalantari is an excellent doctor. He is tuned into my medical issues. Promptly comments on lab work. _____
time for me to discuss other medical concerns.
We love *Dr. Cherry. He's absolutely wonderful! May God bless him for blessing us with his knowledge towards
I've seen *Dr. Brown before, with a different problem. For any orthopedic issues in the future *Dr. Brown would
I think *Dr. Macik and her staff was very caring and respectful with their care & questions during my visit. *Dr.
Macik was excellent in times spent sing questions & being up front about little details. She spent (amount lots of
*Dr. Macik - cared for me the last 12 yrs. She was GREAT I'll miss her.
*Dr. Finke was extremely knowledgeable about the conditions I presented & _____ what seems to be very
I wouldn't trade *Dr. John Barcia for nothing he is a great doctor and friend we have had him for many years. My
daughter doesn't like change very well.
Love *Dr. Black & UVA as a whole. Not only saved my sons life but 100% ensured his quality of life!!
*Dr. Kirby is a wonderful Dr./person. I feel very comfortable with her.
I truly enjoy visiting with my provider - We've become friends and totally concern about me as a person and not a
number that makes a differs - I'm honored to have *Beth-Jaeger Landis as my provider
*Dr. Varney took excellent care of my son.
*Dr. Chhabra is superb! He is highly skilled, warm and genuinely interested in my care.
*Dr. Gibson & nurse *Jennie are the BEST!!
*Dr. Laurie is the best doctor ever!!!
I am always thankful to see my *Doctor Katharine DeGeorge and the staff at Cross Rds. They are so kind and a
blessing to have. I also am always thankful for doctors and staff at UVA. All of them are truly a blessing thanks
I am incredibly pleased to have *Dr. Nadkarni as my doctor his concern and caring is amazing I never feel rushed
or dismissed with anything I need to discuss.
The doctor and her assistants shared more time w/me than I anticipated. After discussing my needs, I was
actually given the help I needed "immediately" and was scheduled for a CT scan to determine my FURTHER
Very good experience - *Dr. Shami is excellent!
My doctor, *Joyce G_____, was away so I saw *Dr. Barros briefly for a recurring UTI. Dr. G_____ has been my
doctor for over 15 years. She is absolutely wonderful. Attentive, compassionate, THE BEST.
*Dr. Hedrick was excellent in every respect. *Chris (male) who I spoke with several times via phone, was always
I am so grateful and appreciative for the professionalism, respect, and giving of their time (*Dr. Carson & staff) to
help me to get well and enjoy my life. THANK YOU.
I am very pleased with *Dr. Brenin and his care. He took the time to explain my diagnosis and the treatment I will
receive _____ the expected results. I have never been to a facility that provided the care, treatment and
consideration that I received at his office. He is an excellent doctor and his staff is excellent.
*Dr. Erdbruegger is the best. Secretary so polite and helpful nursing assistance is great.
*Dr. Christophel was very caring and professional. I felt I was in very good hands and would recommend him to
*Dr. Foster was reasoning about my problem. This was a 1st visit for Melanoma. She was very kind & told me
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*Dr. Voss and the nursing assistant, *Samantha was terrific as usual.
I have been a patient with this doctor (*Dr. Boyer) for over 6 years. He & the cancer center are wonderful.
Very professional staff. Everyone was very kind & considerate. Especially *Temeka A+.
*Dr. Landes is an ENT doctor. I go to him every couple of months just to get my ears cleaned out. I have tiny
crooked ear canals. He is a wonderful doctor, and I would highly recommend him to anyone needing an ENT
Each April, I drive 288 miles round trip to see *Dr. Vance as part of my follow up since pit. tumor removal surgery
w/*Dr. Oldfield Aug. 2010. I have great confidence in my UVA physicians and talk of their greatness any
I'm grateful for UVA Medical. Everyone knows their job! They're nice and to the point. Wouldn't change my
doctor. *Dr. Abuannadi cares about his patients and he's on top of what's going on!
*Dr. Showalter and her staff are caring, confident, reassuring, friendly and provide complete up-to-date
information and recommendations for care!
She a wonderful dr I'm telling a lot of girls about her. I would like to come back yearly with *DeRoo or if anything
else comes up. She was very good to me. Even tried to calm me down when I was having a panic attack.
*Dr. Royer was thoughtful throughout my appointment with her. She appeared to be well-prepared and
*Dr. Amaltitano was the most empathetic doctor I've seen, caring about my pain and what can be done. And not
wanting to get rid of me after 15 minutes.
I had my left knee replaced by *Dr. Thomas Brown. He is a wonderful physician & did an exceptional job. Thanks
*Michelle Bushrow is easy to talk to and an asset to your hospital - her nurse *Carol is great too.
Called on Thursday. Was able to get an appointment for following Tuesday at the exact time requested. On day of
app. showed up on time and moved fm registration to testing to *Dr Loughran in short time. Everyone meet or
My visit was very helpful. *Dr. Doran is an excellent doctor and is to be commended for her attentiveness to my
problems and needs. She was a excellent doctor and I would highly recommend her.
*Helen Molnar is one of the nicest and most through persons I have seen in the last 30 years. Couldn't be nicer - I
give her 5 stars. I would recommend her to anyone.
Provider - *Dr. Kahler is top notch - I feel very fortunate to have been cared for by him for some serious &
complex ortho issues over the past 20 years.
Love *Dr. Soukoulis.
I have confidence in *Dr. Barbar and feel that he is very attentive to my needs. The whole staff is so friendly &
From the front door greeter to *Dr. Bauman, everyone is pleasant and professional.
*Dr. Wm. Grosh has been my doctor for 11 yrs. And very caring about his patients ? And he is always checking to
see if you are doing okay. #1 doctor.
Love *Dr. Shen.
Wonderful *Dr. Narayana Swamy MD.
*Jen was great & so was L_____ *Dr Jaffe is a very great doctor, she was very concern about my condition and seen to it that I was well taken care
of when I had to have surgery with what I thought was a great surgery. I went to her on this date for her to check
me out after surgery. We need more doctors like her that shows concern for all my needs.
*Dr. Asthagiri and his team are amazing. They are very caring and compassionate. I would highly recommend
Dr. _______ has been my doctor over 50 years. *Dr. Lanigan was very good, and if Dr. ______ is not in the office I
would see her again. I wish uva had a hospital over here.
I appreciate *Dr. Dalkin and his care. Excellent doctor.
I have only recently moved here (Nov. 1) so establishing with *Dr. Solomon has recently occurred. I have seen
*Kathryn Robertson one time so questions about the last 3 months are misleading. My initial experience has
I appreciate the opportunity to be a patient of gerontologist *Dr. Seki Balogun Psychiatrist *Dr. Jennifer Oldham &
Clinician *Matthew Lamb at Region 10 & therapist (physical) at Albe-Marle Health & Rehab Center. Thank you I was pleased & impressed to be seen & thoroughly examined by *Dr. Balogun. (I had expected to only confer
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*Dr. Christine Lau is a wonderful surgeon. She saved my life, and I will forever be grateful!
I am very pleased to have *Dr. Christiana Brenin as my oncology & her husband *Dr. David Brenin as my surgeon I couldn't ask for a better team!!
*Dr. Frye is the 3rd gastroenterologist I visited in 1 yr. She was thorough, sensitive and caring AND she found a
definitive diagnosis and treatment that has 'cured' me. I am thrilled!!
*Dr. Hatter & his staff are a very compassionate, caring team.
Excellent care & concern for my well being. I so hope that *Dr. Davis has gotten tot he bottom of my issues with
the fatigue & daytime sleepiness. I have all the faith in him. Seems so very knowledgeable in this field.
The receptionists were very friendly and helpful. The nurse was personable and positive. *Dr. Tillman is SO NICE
and addressed all my questions!
Both my husband, Richard M. Lee, MD and I were immensely impressed with *Dr. Christopher Shaffrey and his
*Dr. CARSON is excellent provider.
*Jennifer Hart was excellent to deal with especially since I had an orthopedic problem and I am a physical
therapist. Her assessment was perfect and...
Excellent doctor, very professional. He helps my son to control his asthma I have a lot of respect for *Doctor
Very happy with *Dr. Zadrozny. Explained every thing and checked over my heart to make sure all was OK
because I had no family history being adopted. Thank you!!
*Dr. Shonka is a great doctor.
*Dr. Shah very compassionate and took time to answer all questions. Dr. & staff very nice & felt comfortable with
I felt very secure and well cared for during my time spent in the UVA Medical Center. I especially appreciated *Dr.
Landen calling me himself to give me the findings of the pathology tests.
P.S. *Laura is always so kind and helpful. *Jennifer also. I appreciate them very much.
*Dr. Hullfish is very knowledgeable and has a great bedside manner. I highly respect her and would recommend
her to anyone who would benefit from her expertise.
I am really satisfied with everyone at *Dr. Forbes office. They have really been understanding with me about
*Dr. Barrett was great! He answered all of questions, listened to everything was spoke about and was very
understanding to our needs with my mothers diagnosis.
*Jenny Mentone and her nurses & assistants are amazing and my family and I appreciate them very much.
This was my first appointment with *Dr. Castrodale. I found him to be very professional, caring, concerned, easy
*Dr. Rembold is the greatest.
Can't be any happier with *Dr. Williams and his help.
Very happy. *Dr. Williams is a great doctor and we need more doctors like him.
My visit was to neurology clinic for injections given every 3 months by *Dr. Shah. I consider my care from/by him
I am very fortunate to have *Dr. John MacKnight for my primary care physician. In addition to being an excellent
doctor, he is caring & listens to the patients.
*Dr. Battle & *Andrea are tops. They always worry about me & how I'm doing.
*Dr. Pinkerton is an absolute professional - smart, caring, well informed, supportive - the best.
In my opinion *Dr. Charles Brooks is top in his field. He works long hard hours and puts his patients first always.
*Dr. Tache Leon is an exceptional doctor. He is the epitome of what a doctor should be; kind, gentle, thorough,
attentive and detail oriented. Would highly recommend *Dr. Carlos.
Overall good care by *Dr. H. & staff.
*Dr. Cooper recommended an orthotic which he believed would be helpful. I followed his advise and found that
orthotic very helpful as it improved my balance.
*Dr. Corbett is absolutely amazing!
*Cawood Fitzhugh, nurse practitioner is astute and personable in her delivery of services. She had just
transferred to the clinic. We patients are very fortunate.
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*Dr. Z. spent lots of time with me & was very kind.
*Dr. Riebel and staff were very professional, caring, thorough & great to work with.
*Dr. Evans is such a good listener. He shows much care in everything that you have to say. He is so smart, and
truly looks for the best solution for you.
My office visit was great. The staff was professional, kind, courtesy and very caring. *Doctor Statula was as
Thank you *Dr. Carlson for listening to my needs. I went through, 2 different drs. there before I found him!
*Gavin was FANTASTIC every time I saw him, as were all the staff at UVA Hospital from the parking attendants to
I was referred to *Dr. Shaffrey from the free clinic in Fauquier Co. because I had a massive tumor inside my spinal
cord so really, that's all we talked about! Everyone in *Dr. Shaffrey's staff was fantastic, especially the PA we
dealt with, *Gavin MacCleery and his office assistant, *Megan, who were both lovely, skilled, helpful and amazing
We established care with *Dr. Middleton after moving from Indiana. We were very happy with *Dr. Mandure's
*Dr. Borowitz & his staff are very caring & understanding of their patients' needs.
I cannot say enough good about *Dr. Park and his practice.
*Dr. Wilson has always been very professional. She has been my dermatologist for over twenty years. On this
visit, she removed a squamous cell carcinoma. I called her from Florida with questions which she responded to
I communicated with *Dr. Jaffe on the internet (MyChart). Her responses were always prompt and responsive to
my questions. Where necessary, a nurse called to make an appointment.
*Dr. Bowman. He & his people are the greatest and I won't change my opinion of them!
*Dr. Hostetter is an excellent doctor. He listens well, is reasonable, and allows me to make decisions in my care.
He values my understanding of my body.
We love *Tia, *Sarah, *Dr. Kumral and *Dr. Ranney, nurse *Sally and all the other staff at Northridge Pediatrics. -SMILES when she sees *Tia or *Sarah as soon as we walk in!
This provider and *Dr. Hadochor the BEST TWOSOME I HAVE HAD.
*Dr. Forbes has been my dr. for 70 yrs. Takes his time with you, most professional dr. I have ever seen.
I have a lot of confidence in the abilities of *Dr. Shah.
I am 79 years old, and seen *Dr. Schorling for 26 years. Mostly control, fundamentally back problems. *Dr.
Schorling has guided me with utmost efficiency, kindness & concern. Through the years.
*Dr. Greer and *Dr. Schorling, both seen for control. Have through the years (26) provided a highly, friendly and
*Dr. Green is an excellent doctor, he seems very dedicated to his patients. He is the TOP of this clinic. I couldn't
find anyone as good as *Dr. Green!
If awards are given for "going the extra mile", *Mrs. Choi-Mei Adams should get the proverbial gold star. What a
*Craig Portell is a very caring smart and just an awesome person & doc I travel 2 1/2 hrs. to see him.
I have recommended *Dr. Shen to my sister and she will be having back surgery in Spring.
*Dr> Andrea M Jackson is the best OBGYN I have had in 50 odd years. She comes in and sits to listen to your
concerns and waits till you are comfortable before she exams you.
*Dr. Elsayed is the nicest doctor I have met in years - he was wonderful!
*Dr. 'O' and her staff are terrific and very comprehensive/caring!
*Dr. Wolf & all staff & his nurse *Nancy & the nurse in training were very helpful with my concerns & made me
feel very comfortable with the questions I had @ the visit.
This is a very good medical practice! *Dr. Green is wonderful! He really cares about his patients. Both my
husband & I go to him (since we moved here in 2005).
I have been extremely pleased to have *Dr. Hedrick take care of me. She always makes me feel that she knows
exactly what I want to know. She is #1 for me.
*Dr. Aditya Sharma is a caring provider. Will continue to see him about my health problem.
*Dr. Anderson is a very sincere, compassionate doctor and listens intently to my concerns. She is very thorough
in her examinations and will take all the necessary steps to resolve a medical problem. She definitely is an asset
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*Dr. Barnes is one of the best doctors I have ever encountered. He was thorough, knowledgeable and explained
*Dr. Rose and his staff is the best of best!
Both *Dr. Giamond & all staff ARE SUPERB. Especially appreciated *Dr. Diamond's willingness to "attach" the
callous callous causing discomfort - on my toe, not a high priority for med profession, but extremely important to
my walking comfort. And suggested pharmacy over counter items - Totally patient! Big success I have been seeing *doctor Vance for many years and she has always been outstanding both in medical
knowledge and patient care. I trust her with my life.
*Dr. Mason and his staff are exceptional!
I have always had a positive experience with *Dr. Geilker at Northridge. I have been treated for the past year at
the ECCC (Cancer Center) and received excellent treatment in every respect - really outstanding.
He is wonderful! *Dr. Campbell has been the best dr. (plastic surgeon) I've ever had. I wish I had him before I
I am very satisfied with *Dr. Silvestre he is a real sweetheart. I would not go anywhere else.
*Dr. Trowbridge was by far the best doctor I have ever had. She made sure I understood everything I was saying
and spend more time with me than any doctor ever has.
*Dr. McGowan is an extremely concerned, considerate, and professional doctor!
We love UVA & *Dr. Skaff. Great experience!
*Dr. Tuskey is amazing & I'm kicking myself for not going to her sooner!
*Dr. Schneider is a wonderful doctor and a wonderful person, and we are very blessed to have him as our
*Doctor Martin and *Dr. Malpass and the other doctors and nurses was to me very caring and concern, if it
wasn't for *Dr. Martin talking I wouldn't had surgery.
I have complete faith in *Daniero and care. He literally saved my life. And the staff and nurses there are
I thank them * I thank God for *Dr. Daniero.
Love *Dr. Davis; clinic excellent.
*Dr. Tom Loughran is a treasure! You are fortunate to have on staff. He communicates with me & my local
oncologist as equal & members of a team dedicated to my survival. His assistant & nurse *Devon were
*Dr. Barron is a very kind, gentle and patient dr. He said he would fix me and he did.
*Dr. Pinksten is the best doctor we have ever had. She always remembers her patients history.
A value of 10 cannot begin to describe the excellent care provided to me by this provider, staff, & hospital care &
stay. EACH not just certain one were wonderful. *Dr. Schirmer is one of a kind doctor that really cares about his
*Dr. Susan Kirk is wonderful and I value her care and attention shown to me. She always give me time and is
genuine. I especially appreciate using my chart to communicate w/ doctor with questions and/or prescription
We have been traveling *Jon Black office going on 2 years now and it was the best decision we ever made for our
son. They make you feel like family.
*Dr. Yu is FABULOUS! She is most thorough doctor that he has ever seen. She truly cares about my son. We are
blessed to have her as his pulmonologist!!
*Dr. Emaad Abdel-Rahman is a very good doctor. Patient speaks clearly so you understand him. And he always
*Dr. Russell was a fine doctor!! Pleasant. Easy to talk too, professional I wish ALL doctors were like him. YOU ARE
LUCKY TO have him on you staff!!!
*Dr. Hall and his team made a very unpleasant situation (cancer) as pleasant as possible. Thank you. UVA.
*Dr. Chhabra & his team are very professional & makes visits enjoyable. Well done!
You can't do better than *Dr.Brian B_____! And his staff is exceptional, especially *Laura D_____.
Very friendly and professional all the way around; *Dr. Irwin was superb.
*Dr. Kindwall-Keller is a wonderful & caring physician - The best, as is her staff. I get great care at UVA Medical
Center & am so glad I am being treated there - A+, no. 1!
*Dr. Yu was so kind & caring. She took the time to ask questions & listen to all our concerns regarding our son &
help come up w/a plan of action for him. We are very glad & grateful for *Dr. Yu.
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*Simon Lehtinen is the best physcian I have ever had.
*Dr. Shim is the very BEST.
The care I received was very personalized. *Dr. Park and his staff were very easy to work with and understand.
They gave me the feeling they worked with me as an individual.
*Dr. Okusa and all his staff are so fantastic! I love them all.
I live in Lynchburg, VA and drive 3 hours round trip to see *Dr. Okusa, and have done so since 2001! He's the
I am 77 yr. old and have and had several doctors. *Dr. Lippert is tops on my list.
*Dr. Gimple & *Millie Turner was outstanding thanks.
*Dr. Plews-Ogan is the best primary care physician I have ever had.
Visit to *Carolyn Brady was a follow after a 3-day stay in your hospital. She is a knowledgable and super nice
Can't say enough good things about *Dr. A. and his staff!
We were very pleased with our visit with *Dr. Schirmer and felt that he was the right dr. to take my case. He was
trustful and caring and answered all questions.
*Dr. Yen and all staff made my experience one to remember with a positive reflection. Many thanks to ALL during
I have been dealing with doctors and all types of surgeons since 1945 and *Dr. Kern's is top of the line.
*Dr. Michael Williams and his entire staff, as well as all the nurses who administer the drugs, infusions, etc. are
excellent at their jobs and highly professional.
I have been in the UVA Health System for about 2 1/2 years. My experiences from my PCP (*Matthew Green) to
surgeons and specialists has been excellent! Best facilities ever!
*Claire Denny is great. Rest of staff were fine too.
*Dr. Crosby is always very professional and to the pint of concern. Always a pleasure to see him.
*Adam Johnson is a very good provider. He actually cares about the children he deals with. Thank God for him.
I love nurse, *Bobbie!!
*Dr. Ivan Crosby is one of the nicest, caring physicians I have ever seen.
*Dr. Thomas Gampper is excellent! I have complete confidence in his practice & judgment. UVA is very lucky to
have him on it's medical facility.
*Dr. Heymann was exceptional, he listened to my concerns and made sure he addressed them. The RT who
performed her lung function test was also amazing!
*Dr. Heymann was very courteous and knowledgeable. We enjoyed our appointment and will continue to
schedule his appointments with him for pediatric allergy.
*Dr. Borish and *Dr. Smith are the best drs. I have ever seen in every way!
Normally I only rate an appt. w/*Dr. Caldwell once a year. However, I have other drs. that I see on a regular basis.
*Dr. Caldwell is always personable and very helpful to my needs.
*Dr. Strand ordered blood work & an MRI. I was able to get BW immediately and MRI w/in a week. The day after
my MRI received results within 12 hours & scheduled for surgery same day.
*Dr. Linda Duska & staff were very efficient & knowledgeable concerning any questions I had. Nurse coordinator
for *Dr. Duska was very cordial & helpful with anything I needed (nurse *Anita McCray). The remaining staff was
very nice & efficient, and made my appointment very pleasant!
*Dr. Lewis is the best! I love her. She is so caring & compassionate. If I have a question, I email her & she
responds FAST! Her nurse, *Suzanne Burge is great too!
*Dr. Radigan and the hand clinic is by far the most efficient and helpful office I have been to.
*Claire Denny is fantastic. I am very pleased with the care.
*Amy Radigan is very professional, thorough and takes the necessary time to listen/understand my problems and
Love *Dr. Charlton, love *Mary Duffy! Love *Dr. Norwood, love *Dr. Barcia! Love *Dr. Muhammed! Best
This was was first visit to *Dr. Kesser the fellow or PA that assisted *Dr. Kesser was excellent!
*Angelo Dacus is the best doctor I have ever been to.
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Very appreciative of how quickly they got me in. Normally see *Dr. Wilder but *Dr. Statuta was great!
I feel very well cared for by *Dr. Williams and his staff, and the Emily Couric Cancer Center. Will recommend
*Dr. Dalkin is professional, knowledgeable, good listener, honest, & caring.
*John Jane Jr. and team, *Camilio Fadul & team, also *John Marshall and team, they have shown great concern
and respect and outstanding courteousness with me and it's really great to have these teams working along side
I have recommended *Dr. Luna to several friends and family.
*Bridget Moss spent a great deal of time with my father. And, she was able to answer all our questions in regards
to his condition as well as follow-up on his new medication prescription.
*Margaret Plews-Ogan's practice and her team are the best!
*Dr. Archbald's fellow, *Dr. Justin Mutter was amazing and also gave my dad excellent care. They were an
My treatment is always outstanding when I visit UVA Hospital. *Dr. Royer did a superb job.
This was my first visit to *Dr. Mehta but I expect to see her again. Very impressed!
*Dr. Shim is the best!
I love *Dr. Norwood he is my favorite doctor. I hope I will always be his patient. He is my friend we fist bump.
*Nicholas Calabrese knowledgeable about knee problems & has excellent personality to make you feel
comfortable. Explained all things in terms easy to understand to myself & husband when he came to first
*Dr. Douvas is the "very" best dr. I've ever had. I hope he is at UVA forever because he cannot be replaced. His
nurse/asst *Holly is also A+, calls back right away to answer my ques & concerns.
Love *Dr. Oliver, wonderful Dr. He listens to my ? Staff & all are nice to me - they knew me by name.
I trust *Dr. Darby completely. He has taken excellent care of me.
I have complete faith, respect, & trust in *Dr. Battle. His office is run efficiently & smoothly. After leaving an
appointment I feel at peace & in good hands.
I have to travel a long way to go to UVA. Having *Dr. Caldwell as my Dr. is well worth the travel. He is a good Dr.
I could not be more pleased about my care and treatment from *Dr. Asthagiri and his colleagues. They were all
extremely professional and very kind.
Went to *Dr. Perumal to get 2nd opinion on surgery for tendon tear in right ankle - Staff and *Dr. Perumal were
*Dr. Garrod was a great listener & took my concerns very seriously. She spent a lot of time listening & explaining
*Dr. Lepsch is great. I feel fortunate to have him as my family physician.
Being in the medical field for work, I have thoroughly enjoyed working with *Dr. Barron and his practice, I would
love to work with such an amazing staff. Thank you!
*Dr. Keng is a very knowledgeable Oncologist.
*Dr. Bowman is excellent.
*Dr. Wilson is the best GYN I've ever had. She cares. She considers the whole patient's health.
I feel very fortunate to have the care of *Dr. Michael E. Williams and everyone else who works with me at UVA.
What a highly skilled and empathetic team! Thank you.
I LOVE *Dr. Michael E. Williams. He is the best!
Efficient staff. Very attentive - loved LPN (_____) & *Dr. Yarboro.
*Dr. Romness is fabulous. He is still working to find a solution to my daughter's ankle problem, but I understand
that it's a tricky one & will take time to treat.
On Feb. 7th I saw the PA. I have seen him before and I appreciate his care and his concern. *Judy Phelan is
ALWAYS helpful & kind. She has scheduled appts. for me, made calls for me and is just wonderful.
*Paul Marshall is very knowledgeable patient and thorough. He listens and truly cares. He takes the time
necessary for discussion, concerns and exam.
*Dennis Hatter is an excellent doctor - always willing to listen to any problem you are having.
*Kathleen is exceptional. I hope her husband is able to find a position at UVA so she stays!
*Ms. H_____ is a delight to deal with listens and it tuned into my issues.
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Overall *Dr. Cantrell and her staff including *Alycia Yowell-Many are excellent. We drive 3 1/2 hours to see them
because of the kind, caring, knowledgeable doctors and staff. I thank God for them. UVA is blessed to have this
*Dr. Sauer ordered an MRI that I had on 3/20/17. His nurse followed up by phone with my results the next day.
I also had three excellent MRI technicians that I would like to complement on how professional they were. It was
*Ralph B., *Jose, *Chris. What caring young men so good to me through my MRI. Thank you for all your excellent
I have been seeing *Dr. Brenton for seizures for the past 6 years. He is a superb physician that I trust utmost.
I love the interaction with *Dr. Zadrozny. He is a patient listener and clearly answers all of my questions in a way
that I fully understand what he says.
*Amy Radigan is amazing - She is clear, caring, concise. She spoke with my daughter and helped her relax
because she was very anxious. I have recommended many people to UVA Hand Clinic - great service.
I had an early appointment prior to my appointment with *Dr. Moore. It was finished at 1:15. My appointment
with Dr. Moore was scheduled for 3:00. Even as busy as his office is he managed to get me in early. My
appointment was c_____ and I was on my way home at 2:20. 40 minutes before my _____ 1 appointment was
scheduled for. I live about 2-1/2 hours away. I was so impressed I'm still bragging about it to anybody and
everybody. Everyone I have how the pleasure to came in contact with has been more than pleasant and this
I am fortunate to have *Dr. Kwon and nurse *Kelli Hale as my cardiologist team!
My cardiologist in Winchester, VA referred me to *Dr. J. Michael Mangrum - very glad he did so - *Dr. Mangrum
and his staff are a great team. thank you.
Excellent practitioner. I felt I was in excellent hands & *Dr. Tucker had conversations with 2 others on my team.
*Dr. Tucker has been excellent in for evaluations recommendations. I will miss her guidance very much.
*Dr. Cui and his staff - *Nick, *Cathy, and *Debra - are the best, and make me proud to be in the medical field.
*Dr. Miller was very professional as was his staff. My PT's have said that I am doing remarkably well for having an
*Dr. Redick was amazingly attentive to my care and emotional state. The entire staff made sure my questions
*Dr. Dent is a good dr. he gave me some good tips on my health.
*Dr. Shim is attentive and look for options for his treamt. He goes above and beyond of his duties as the
*Hamid Hassanzadeh and his staff are the very best.
The receptionists are so nice, friendly, helpful and efficient, especially *Mrs. Crigler. She always has a smile and a
*Dr. James Bergin is my heart dr. I have CHF. He is the best for treatment of my condition. He is honest and tells
me the truth. I have been going to him since 1998. He puts up with me when I can't put up with myself. I can ask
him anything. I think the move to Fontaine will be a positive one for me and all that is concerned. I have to come
over the mountains and this will help me as not having to go down more into town. UVA has followed me
through all my life since 1972 when a tumor was found on the base of my spine. It left me with a colostomy and
problems with my kidneys and bladder infections. I am now 61. I was 17 when all of this happened. They have
been my rock. The love and care I have received at this hospital from the drs., nurses, and the social workers
have kept me going. I am not ready to give this relationship up anytime soon. They will probably be there for me
My experiences with UVA doctors and *Dr. Kahler were very caring and professional.
I was well pleased with *Dr. Mark Jameson and staff.
*Dr. Robert Battle and his nurse *Adrienne Garo are outstanding. I wish all of my doctors and nurses were like
them. And unfortunately I have to see a lot of them!
I'm a patient of *Dr. Fu's and I have a good relationship as I have been seeing him for about 10 years. I will truly
miss him when he retires. Love his service and care he has given me.
*Dr. Salomon & team were wonderful. My health issues are a long list and complex. I feel great and am
confident my health will continue to improve under his care.
I arrived early (1/2 hr.) for my appointment to *Dr. Heald. He actually saw me 20 minutes before my scheduled
*Dr. Leyva is the best! She is a dear, sweet & wonderful doc.
Can't say enough good things about *Dr. Gypson. Sympathetic, caring, thorough, he responded to my emails
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I don't like going to the doctors, but the entire staff from the receptionist to *Dr. McCullough made it a very
pleasant experience. Thank you all!
*Ms. Lohr was fantastic - thorough, professional, listened to my questions, answered them with dignity.
This was my first visit with *Rosemarie Tyger for a back problem which is causing me difficulty with walking. She
was so caring & concerned, explained to me what was happening to my spine and would be proceeding with
different tests to see if they could correct the problem without having to operate. I had to travel some distance
for this appointment and I needed to have an injection into my spine before the next appointment. Because the
hospital was not able to take me at the *Rosemarie Tyger took the time to find a facility in the area that could do
Feel *Dr. Netland is excellent. Very easy to talk to.
Wonderful experience with *Dr. Shaffrey and staff - will highly recommend to others.
Love these people. *Dr. Kahler is the BEST!
I have been going to *Ms. Wilson for approximately 14 yrs. and have always receive the best possible
The provider was *Dr. Jeff Elias & he gave me EXCELLENT care.
This was the first time we met *J. Charlton. We were very pleased with our visit with her. Thanks for all your
many efforts for every one! *Cheryl.
*Dr. Mangrum is 1st class all the way. I drive 4 hours round trip to see him. His nurse - *Felecia and the N.P. at
*Pam is a wonderful provider for both myself and my daughter.
*Dr Wooten has been my care person (doctor) for 15 years! We drive from Richmond for the best doctor I had spinal surgery with instrumentation at UVA on 2/10/14. In mid-October 2016, one of my spinal rods
fractured. When I contacted UVA about this on a weekend, they responded the following Monday, ordered x-rays
and advised me of the results by phone within 24 hours of the x-rays and set up the 11/15/16 appointment. I
could not have asked for better, more responsive, services than I received. *Dr. Smith, nurse *Mindy, PA *Erika,
*Dr. Snustad is one of the most extraordinary general physicians I have ever encountered.
I am indeed fortunate to have access to doctors like *Doc King. Some folks take health care for granite; a person
needs to give thanks for living in America.
I have been coming to UVA Endocrine Clinic to see *Dr. Vance on and off since 2001 and I hope she never retires!
Our family had an excellent experience. We have already HIGHLY recommended *Dr. Kesser to or friend whose
Wish I was given a survey for my after surgery care one over night on 11-3-11 at UVA Hospital!!! It's all good for
*Dr. Linda Duska she's the most concerned and carry doctor I've ever had! As well as two other physicians I use
2004 to the president, *Dr. Mangrum has treated my health problem to an excellent degree and answering any
questions pertaining to it! His staff is top grade in the work they do!
We were a "sick visit" just fit in at the last minute (1 day prior). We were pleasantly surprised at the time and
patience *Patricia took with Raeden's visit. Thank you, D_____ _____
With *Michael Marshall he made me feel important & that he was genuinely concerned about me & my possible
problem. Calls to give reports & asks how I am doing.
If I had my first colonoscopy at UVA I would not have been though a total of 3 colonoscopies and cleanses. I am
so thankful *Dr. Shami was so good at what she does. I feel like a new woman with a positive outlook now.
Thank you to *Dr. Shami and everyone that took care of me. Everyone was so wonderful!
I was very happy with *Dr. Freilich. He is a Godsend. He corrected my arm and hand that was messed up by
another doctor. I have had wonderful results. If not for him I would have eventually not been able to use hand.
*Dr. Freilich was so nice and explained everything in terms I could understand. He was very sweet and caring. I
I always am pleased visiting this facility. EVERYONE is pleasant, helpful and knowledgeable. My youngest son,
daughter-in-law and oldest granddaughter all see *DR. Babar, *Ms. Sullivan or *Ms. Howell when ill!
I had *Doc. Flickinger when she was training @ UVA and was so happy to get her again she is an excellent doctor.
Staff @ Orange is awesome very caring people.
*Dr. Caldwell is so very kind, very easy to talk to. *Dr. McCabe was very informative and kind as well. They both
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*Sandra Shonga is deeply caring, empathetic and thorough.
*Dr. Northup is the best and so is *Linda Romeo - A perfect combination.
We were very pleased with the experience and highly recommend others in need to *Dr. Dacus.
This was a first time visit to *Dr. Deal, and I must admit I was pleasantly surprised. Great place. Great staff.
I have had 18 surgeries and *Dr. Chhabra and his office gave me the best experience of any I had before. *Dr.
Chhabra saved my hand from amputation and his professionalism and manner, and his office are above and
*Dr. Bowman is wonderful, he takes time to answer your questions and concerns. *Mary is terrific at the desk.
*Leslie Peregoy is fantastic. She is professional, courteous, knowledgeable, friendly & very good at what she does
I am very satisfied with *Dr. Reid's care and the overall care I receive from this practice.
*Cindy in reception is exceptional. *Cathy, assistant, is exceptional.
*Dr. Vance is awesome. I have been treated by her for a pituitary tumor for years.
*Dr. Fountain is the BEST!
*Dr. Elias really took the time to listen. He isn't going to do any procedures that aren't necessary. He didn't make
me feel like there was nothing left to do for what I have. He gave me a little light at the end of the tunnel.
*Dr. Padia is an excellent, knowledge, caring doctor. UVA is wise to keep *Dr. Padia.
My family values *Dr. Forbes & the staff (including his nurse)! His opinions are valued & we all respect his
knowledge, friendliness, & personality.
*Dr. Ferguson & his staff, I would not trade for the world. They have had me in their hands w/major heart issues
for over 7 yrs. & I'm still breathing.
I have great respect for *Dr. Campbell and his staff. Does all he can do for me in my condition.
*Dr. Samara Khaligid was my physician also. Excellent care!!
*Dr. Pinkerton is a very good doctor that listens and tries to help, I am thankful for her.
*Dr. Rindos is a wonderful doctor.
*Dr. Eagleson is very caring and concerned about my condition. I give her the highest support.
*Loir was very helpful in getting the machine to help out with my own doctor and I am thankful for her for caring
The doctor *Dr. Daniero and his staff were very professional and I felt very comfortable there.
I normally would not take the time to complete a survey, but *Mackenzie's service was stellar! We were so
thankful for this appointment and her service!
*Dr. Rose and all members of staff are wonderful.
*Dr. Seaton is a great doctor and does not rush you and answers all questions I have. Been patient of his for 10
years and I highly recommend him.
*Dr. Handy and his staff were very knowledgeable about my condition and professional. Excellent treatment
LPN - *Nicole E. Kahien & all nursing staff excellent, caring, & showed genuine concern for my health. *Dr. James
Boyer - excellent, good research, suggestion, etc. - great bedside manners! - Excellent, caring oncologist - great
*Dr. Fu was incredible. He diagnosed me when multiple doctors across different practices have not. I am so
grateful to him & he even called me on a Saturday to check up on me.
Both times I have seen *Dr. Fu, he has personally called to check on me. I really appreciate him!
*Dr. Colleen Green is the most kind and best dr.
I have been coming to this clinic for 11 yrs. I have always relied on their expertise and advise. I was disappointed
when *Dr. Reibeel retired but am confident in *Dr. Fedder.
I would recommend *Dr. Daniel Strand to any family & friend. He was concern and understanding, and also took
the time to care about me as a patient and healing "thank you."
I have completed my 5 year journey as a cancer patient of *Dr. Patrick Dillon. He is an excellent physician. *Dr.
Patrick Dillon is the most compassionate doctor ever. I am so blessed to have had him as my oncologist. During
these years at any time I became ill h e was always so prompt to return calls and see me immediately! God had a
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I love *Carolyn and always consult with her for general health concerns/issues. I was having hip pain but it had
resolved. We discussed exercise and not over doing it and to concentrate on eating habits as well. She's just
I am very happy with the care I am receiving from *Dr. Burns and the residents. They are very honest and straight
forward with information and my plan of care.
*Dr. Le made me feel comfortable and at ease, he showed concern and compassion for me. He listened to me
and explained things in a way I understood them. He's a wonderful doctor.
You could not ask for a more concerned & caring Dr. than *Christina DeVincentis, she's on top of the problems
with your health & ready to help. She's a great Dr. She takes time to listen & don't rush you out.
*Dr. Daniel Reed is wonderful, understanding!! The best!!
This was not an urgent care issue, but it was addressed as if it was, which I so appreciative (painful knee due to
fluid retention and bone on bone contact that had destabilized my leg and made it difficult to walk). *Mr.
Calabrase ordered x-rays, assessed the problem and administered an injection into my knee. He was very caring,
understanding of the situation and followed through with treatment in a manner that gave me great confidence.
Also answered a question on a follow-up phone call regarding how my knee was progressing - same day response.
*Dr. Luna is tops! He cared for my father and was so wonderful with her. *Dr. Luna even called him on his 90th
birthday. I am lucky to have found *Dr. Luna for my father and for myself.
We love *Dr. Intagliata, she answers all my question, I know I send emails a lot and her and the nurses always
respond quickly. I'm so blessed & thankful we have her as my grandson's doctor.
I lover the convenience of Zion Crossroads and *Dr. Salomon is an asset. I also like how other speciality
*Dr. Garmon is an excellent doctor. My health is his top goal. You couldn't ask for a better doctor. Excellent stay
you have an excellent team in Orange. I'd give everyone a 10 if the couldn't be any better.
*Dr. Flickinger is wonderful.
*Dr. Malpass is an exceptional doctor. He is special in the way he dealt with my problem and with me. Thank
Overall, I am very pleased with the attention I receive at *Dr. Mangrum's office.
My experience with *Dr. Quigg was very pleasant and informative. Hopeful the medical procedure scheduled for
UVA and *Dr. Borish - all 5 stars!
*Terran Sims is a very nice lady. The whole staff is this way.
Drove 5 hours for appointment. There was a terrible accident on the highway and I called the office to make
them aware. Was late to my appointment and my doctor worked me in on the schedule and made sure I was
able to get in to see him and we had a very good visit. I was very appreciative that *Dr. Lehtinen was able to
assist me with this issue since it was out of my control and I know his office is very busy. That meant so very
much to me as a patient. *Dr. Lehtinen and his staff are truly exceptional and very caring. I am blessed and
*Dr. Trowbridge and staff were professional, helpful, and informative.
*Dr. Rosner is the best! This "fellow" is also great! I feel well cared for within this practice.
*Dr. Williams and his team are amazing. I have been seeing him for almost 5 yrs. and hope he doesn't retire as
*Dr. Townsend & *Kathryn D_____ are both amazing. I wouldn't want anyone else taking care of my daughters
health issues. I trust them completely w/her care.
My appointment was very re-assuring. *Carmel did a great job at easing my concerns.
*Dr. Gomez is the best!
*Dr. Miller and staff were awesome This was my first visit to *Dr. Leyva. I was very impressed with her & her office.
I was VERY pleased that everyone I encountered washed their hands. *Dr. Pinkston is very knowledgeable as are
the other doctors we see (*Fisher, *Gunther, *Pumphrieo) I appreciate that they have a great deal of experience
*Dawn Howell FNP would make a very doctor. She is so nice to me, every time I go for my appointment, the hold
It was a pleasure & _____ to deal with *Dr. Kwon & his staff, people who care.
*Mr. Green is the best!
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I am very pleased with all the staff. They have been very good to me and always concerned. Hopefully *Dr. Fu
will never retire. Love the nurses and whole staff!
The care that was given at the UNVA- hosp- Orange, VA, *Teressa Artate is a excellent _____, listen to you,
provided all my personal care. Pain control was _____ or treatment of... care.
*Dr. Gaughan & staff are very good & very helpful for treating the condition I have.
*Dr. Trowbridge was very thorough in explaining everything relative to my surgery & seeing to my comfort. She
and her practice are 5 star rating.
I have been with *Doctor John Leiner for 33 years. I is truly a very good doctor he have most of my family I would
tell any body to go to him he is truly like family to us.
In my book *Doctor John Leiner is one of th best doctor beside *Dr. J Park and *Doctor D. Baker.
Because of the suggestion of my doctor, I made an appointment with *Dr. Pinkerton's office to see is an infection
had returned - It had and the above provide gave me a new prescription.
*Dr. Buda & nurse's was great.
*Dr. Vollmer & PA *Szabo spent more than adequate time with me, comprehensive review of my medical history,
*Dr. Bargmann is a true professional. She is very accessible to all of my health concerns.
I am extremely satisfied with the care I've received at the UVA Health System Eye Clinic. *Drs. Shildkrot, *Yates
and *Lin are very skilled and the staff is wonderful.
Great 1st visit - *Dr. Cui was great and will be using him to do my knee revision *Dr. McCall is excellent!
I was very impress of the entire staff of *Dr. Helm & UVA. I think that UVA has step there game up to the upmost The best. If I every need surgery I will be back & tell others about the best care that UVA offers.
*Dr. Patterson and her staff are a thorough, concerned group.
This was an acute stomach pain issue. *Dr. Rucker was quickly able to get me an appt. for CATSCAN due to
concern with appendix. Test was negative. Seems to have been just a bacterial infection. All is fine now. *Dr.
This office is going through a doctor _____ *Dana is a wonderful caring person.
We continue to be very pleased with *Dr. Singer and all the staff.
Nothing to say everyone was great. Almost like family. Especially *Susan, *Janice, and *Dr. Pateo.
*Dr. Z. is the only dr. I have had that explains things so well. My family was very impressed.
*Dr. Bergin is excellent and staff is very caring. I am thankful for *Dr. Bergin and UVA Medical.
*Erika Roeder very friendly, dedicated and knowledgeable!
*Terran Sims is a competent, knowledgeable professional. Always well prepared and aware of all my medical
issues. She is a good listener and always offers information about possible options.
This was my first encounter with *Dr. Lipson, and he gave me the impression and feeling of trust. Good attitude
and disarming feeling one gets among friends.
Excellent care. *Dr. grosh is fantastic.
*Dr. Hoard has went beyond my expectations to get my mouth and gums ready so that I can get my teeth. *Dr.
Hoard handled everything with my insurance company so I could get the surgery that I needed, and for that I am
Other departments could learn from *Dr. Gibson & *Dr. Rosner.
Outstanding care! Scale does not go high enough for *Dr. Russell & his staff.
My experience was even better than I hoped for! *Dr. Mark Shaffrey is the supreme physician that ever opened
I trust *Dr. Annex and *Laura Dick with my wellbeing.
*Dr. Brockmeier is the best surgeon I have had to deal with.
*Dr. Moorman & assistants very considerate & caring.
*Dr. Dean and his "intern" were very personable, thoughtful and talked easily and readily, a helpful visit.
I was a little uneasy regarding this cervical/lumbar steroid injection, however, *Kellie, *Dr. Salajegheh and
assistants made it nearly pleasant. Thank you very much.
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I like *Dr. Chad Wilson, he's very caring and he takes pride in his work, keep up the good work.
*Dr. Baker showed concerned regarding my condition. She is an outstanding person and doctor. Felt relieved
This was a one year check-up. *Dr. Gimple is a very caring person.
My first visit with *Brandy Patterson and I was impressed.
I have been going to this clinic for years and would not go any where else. *Dr. Rosner cares for my every needs
and we do very well together - I have great respect for his care and concern.
*Dr. Shah and his staff are the best. I look forward to my visits.
*Dr. Khurana was awesome! Very concerned, helpful, great bedside manner.
*Dr. Balogun is a geriatric UVA doctor who sees me on a regularly scheduled basis, and stays on top of the
slightest change in my health or medicines, and is an excellent doctor.
I also saw *Dr. Brennan, what I would rate similarly. Great team of professionals who are patient-focused.
*Dr. James Browne is one of the best doctors I have ever had!
I have been a patient at UVA's Cancer Center since 2005. I am currently seeing *Dr.Gaughan & her staff. They are
kind professional & interested in you as a person. I am thankful to be *Dr.Gaughan's patient.
As usual, *Dr. Gaughan & her staff were professional, kind, most courteous, and interested in whatever I had to
say. I am blessed to have such a medical team They do not come any better than *Leigh Cantrell and *Pat Mitchell. Many thanks for going well above duty.
Thanks to *Dr. Bergman, I have a diagnosis and have been referred for proper care after 5 months of no answers
with multiple doctors. Thank you!
*Dr. Keng - excellent *Louise Mann very helpful *K - *Dr. Keng's secretary - exceptional (*Karen Flannigan).
Drs. visits are always stressful for me, and as usual *Dr. Mclaren took both my overall health and my anxiety
seriously, giving me all the time I needed to get through the exam *Peter, the RN did as well I so appreciate the
I really did not have any complaints. *Dr. Ring & staff were superb. I feel like the care about ME and what is best
*Patience Oteng has been caring for me for several years regarding kidney stone issues and bladder infections
from stones. She has been very personable, caring, responsive and knowledgeable. I have not had any severe
stone attacks during this time. I do have a # of stones in both kidneys, which do sometimes cause bladder issues.
While out of state this past summer I had a severe infection and called *Ms. Oteng. She responded immediately,
*Emily, *Hilda, *Carol & *Sharon are the best nurses - using cortisone cream for the itchy allergy shots, making
*Emily, *Carolyn & *Sharon are amazing Cortisone for itchy shots, ice packs for shots etc.
*Dr. Wolf is excellent.
*Dr. Caldwell was professional; competent and compassionate. My life is in his hands and I know I will be wellNever experienced a physician as thorough as *Dr. Fedder, family agrees with this opinion. I rate *Dr. Fedder
quality of care higher than received at John Hopkins for a year.
*Cawood is an amazing practitioner and I would like to continue care with her.
*Amy Radigan is great - personable, professional, and were knowledgeable - excellent - nursing staff is great reception & registration staff efficient, very personable and polite This office is always well run & efficient. I see *Dr. Sue Brown on a yearly basis & she is always professional.
She's a great listener & I'm very pleased with the care I received.
*Jennifer Dillman is an excellent nurse practitioner, the staff & *Ms. Dillman were friendly & confident &
Very pleasant - everyone was so friendly & kind & ready to help me with my needs. I have heard how nice & good
that *Dr. Park was & I would see her concern he was walking (R) foot.
*Dr. Tuskey's helper which is an RN, *Susan Miller, is always cheerful and polite. She is always helpful, respectful
and informative. *Susan confirms everything (questions and answers) with *Dr. Tuskey.
I have experienced excellent care from all the staff at UVA and the ENT Clinic. I have confidence that my current
health problem will be resolved positively. *Dr. Levine is knowledgeable and puts me at ease.
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*Dr. Anderson shows care of the whole body & mind not simply my thyroid. She is patient, asks detailed
questions, listened and makes suggestion. She goes over my blood work results with me carefully explaining
100% satisfied with *Dr. Lin & staff!
*Dr. Liu is, hands down, is one of my favorite surgeons. He is so kind and compassionate and cares for his
patients. He truly listens to me and makes huge efforts to help. This means so much. His staff *Kristi, *Alison
You can tell they all support each other and make things happen in a peaceful, smooth process. I have many
doctors that I see regularly. I always love coming to UVA to see *Dr. Liu and his team. IT is not a trip that I dread.
*Emily Girard is hands down the best doctor I've seen in my entire life. She feels like a friend to me (yet maintains
a professional rapport). I feel like she and the nurses and office staff truly care about me.
This was a one time visit with *Dr. Rheuban. I was impressed not only with her expertise but also with her
enthusiasm and genuine concern for (her). I also appreciated that she brought in a colleague when she
*Dr. Kern is "tops" in every regard! Nurse practitioner *Rhoda is outstanding! *Dr. Kern's secretary, *Jen, is an
*Dr. Damewood is a very knowledgeable and caring doctor.
*Dr. Ryan Smith is caring and professional. I always have confidence in his treatment.
UVA is always a great experience! *Dr. Humberson was able to explain of the life long issues I've dealt with and
relate them to my condition. She also listened to my family history and actively looked into other possible issues
I am very happy w/primary care provider (*Dr. Kimberly Bauman) PATIENT FOR 10 YEARS. This visit was for
*James Browne has incredible empathy for others, he took on this Haitian adolescents hip surgery and continues
to care for her. She now walks normally and previously had a nearly frozen hip with a pseudarthrosis developing.
She is ecstatic and well aware of the ______ and _____ of what she was given. She is deeply thankful and her
community in ____ Haitian also knows it and is thankful towards *Dr. Browne, and *Dr. Chabbra. Every
Greetings! In spite that I did not represent economic means for such a prestige hospital, they treated me with a
dignity & elevated respect. A special thank you to the nurses *Heather & ?? (I forgot)!!
Saw a good provided - *Dr. Lau was out - Everyone was good to me *Dr. Hays and nurse *Melissa are great. Got to see my old nurse *Pam. They are great in answer calls and
*Mary Chandler not just help at the time but put other tested to see where my pain is coming from.
*Seki Balogun is by far the BEST doctor we have EVER experienced!
*Dr. Singh is a superb cardiologist, his skills demeanor and capability to care for me as a patient are outstanding *Dr. Andrew S. Chang is an "outstanding" professional.
I just want to reach out thanks *Mary, *Dr. Zhu and *Dr. Zhu provider.
Everything about this visit has been PERFECT. *Dr. Russell was such an excellent surgeon & professional. In the
*Danielle rock!
Of all my providers at UVA, I would rate *Dr. Binit Shah the highest - he is compassionate, knowledgeable and
always respectful. UVA should be proud to have a doctor of his caliber.
*Dr. Zaydfudim was great. He was friendly, concerned & knowledgable. His NP was good, was very nice, helpful
& appeared competent. This was the 2nd time I have seen him & have been impressed.
*Dr. McMahon others excellent, compassionate, thoughtful care. His staff is pleasant, supportive and attentive.
The first thing that I want to let you know is that I'm sorry for sending the survey now I was at that address. I am
very grateful for your great attention from the personnel as from *Doctor Bertram.
All of the help I receive on the day I visit with my surgery, *Dr. Bruce Schirmer was very professional and concerns
about helping me. This goes for everybody whom perform services with me. I love all of them. (GOD BLESS!)
*Dr. Gimple was recommended by a coworker & he was as kind & professional & knowledgeable as Wayne
Huffman told me he would be. He took his time w/me & answered all my Q's. He put me at ease. His nurse was
wonderful also & responded quickly to my calls. She was knowledgeable & caring. So glad I made the trip over
Very good experience, really like *Dr. Mark Jameson.
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I looked for a long time to find a doctor like *Dr. Krupski. I have been her patient for years and recommend her to
everyone. She is excellent in every way!
We cannot say enough about how grateful we are to have *Dr. Borowitz and the entire staff at UVA Childresn's
Hospital in Isabella's care. The exceptional people who have helped us during her illness are our family now.
*Dr. Borowitz and his entire staff have become family to us. Isabella is a thriving young child due to the excellent
care and treatment. she is so lucky (we all are) and blessed to have them in her life. Thank you all.
I am really going to miss *Dr. Foff when she leaves UVA.
*Dr. Evans is the best!
In the year I have been coming to see *Dr. Kennedy, I had no complaint. She is a wonderful dr. Everyone is doing
a good job. I'm so thankful for the help I get. Thank God for all of you.
I enjoy seeing *Dr. Nass. very much. He is always up great and makes you feel special and very concerned about
my care & so easy to talk too!! Wish all my doctors were like him!
I travel almost 400 miles round trip. I have been coming to UVA since diagnosed with breast cancer in 2009. I
absolutely LOVE UVA & the WONDERFUL care & treatment that i have received. They are the best!!! 5 star rating
Excellent staff *Shildkrot is well prepared - I trust him.
*Dr. Grosh is a respected, dedicated, wonderful doctor who cares for his patients and always takes the time to
answer your questions in terms you fully understand. UVA is lucky to have *Dr. Grosh on their staff.
*T Sims is an excellent provider. She is very acknowledgeable and sensitive.
I enjoyed meeting *Dr. Boyer. He was very pleasant and thorough. He was very helpful.
*Dr. Forbes and the staff are wonderful, they do a great service for people like myself.
At *Dr. Kalantari's office my experience with them have been nothing but helpful and totally professional &
I've met many outstanding providers in 2 1/2 yr. of cancer Tx @ UVA but *Dr. Lippert has become my favorite obvious expertise, insightful thinking & questioning, excellent rapport, bedside manner.
I have full confidence in *Dr. Wispelwey and thoroughly enjoy our visits - really excellent infect. diseases clinic.
I don't think there is a better doctor for my needs. *Dr. Shildkrot & *Dr. A. Linn were and are the best period.
In addition to the usual well above average attention and care by *Dr. Pinkerton - more than friends can imagine this time *Dr. P. suggested listening to music during a procedure I always dread & helped me w/that. It definitely
*Dr. Mason is very professional, knowledgeable, and gentle in manner.
I feel confident in *Dr. Buda - we are talking about my heart.
*Dr. Joel Schectman has always been the utmost professional and friend I have ever had at UVA. He brings
balance to my life concerning my medical care. #thebest
*Dr. Bergen and the staff are always so thoughtful, caring and professional. I appreciate them so much.
*Dr. Cui has always taken very good care of my husband. His concerns towards the medical issue are dealt
*Dr. Z. and staff are wonderful.
*Dr. Phillips is a great doctor!! Always have a pleasant visit with him. Look forward to seeing him.
*Dr. James Browne of orthopedics is the best and most thorough MD I've ever had the privilege to know. During
both my hip replacements he kept my family informed of everything going on and after surgery he has a great
bedside manner. I would refer him to anyone. He is a great doctor and was very pleased with both results of
*Dr. Reagan Thompson is an extra ordinary professional and courtesy oriented health care giver. I wish for the
UVA Hospital to have her always!!
Very impressed with *Dr. Hall knowledge & patient attention explained issues in detail and discussed options and
treatment ran high degree up confidence in *Dr. Hall.
*Dr. Elizabeth Lyons is the best doctor I have ever had.
I think *Domson is the best dr. I have ever had.
Great practice. *Dr. Babar is excellent!
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*Dr. Rubendall and the receptionists and nurses are fantastic! As well as the interns in training. The care &
compassion from *Dr. Rubendall and the entire staff is the best I have ever received and I always recommend
An exceptional experience considering the circumstances would highly recommend *Dr. Lau.
*Dr. Zaydfudim and his staff were outstanding, they listened, gave helpful hints, they made you feel like part of
their family. They go past being helpful, you could say they're angels. They're so concerned!!
My continuing treatment any care has been excellent for the last 3 years with *Dr. Grosh.
*Dr. Yates and his nursing staffers are all extremely competent, caring, friendly and efficient. I am grateful for the
care given by both *Dr. Yates and his head nurse. Both are superior attitude, care, and extreme capability in
making me feel comfortable about receiving eye shots - They have made what could easily be a scary procedure
*Dr. Francis Shen's practice & all who participate in it are exceptional could not ask for better care or deeper
concern for my well being. You should be proud.
*Elizabeth Gaughan is a SUPERB doctor to have on my team.
Second time you sent survey for *Ms. Stanley. *Melissa is fantastic.
*Dr. Chang's advise was to go to the ER & have my BP meds upgraded. I did as he suggested.
Hope all my comments covered survey, I was at appointment for yearly check-up I really have no problems *Dr.
Green explained to me & wife my good condition, I am very pleased.
Have seen *Dr. Frick & *Lynn, for yrs. don't think I would be doing as good as I am withtout them.
I felt very fortunate to be able to see *Dr. Karen Johnston because of her expertise in my illness.
*Dr. Charlton was very kind and thoughtful when listening to our concerns. She was helpful with her explanations
*Nicholas Calabrese has always taken the time to help me. His care has help my well begin a lot.
*Dr. Domson, student & or residents, and staff have always been helpful, kind, and willing to answer questions. I
travel for 2 1/2 hours; to see *Dr. Domson so that must express my admiration & confidence for his and UVA's
*Dr. Gorsch is an angel - I would not ever wish for another oncologist/hematologist. His staff is every bit as kind
as is he!!! *Dr. Gorsch is a gift to come with M/M!!!
I've found the people at UVA to be very professional with a real concern for the patients well being. I consider
*Dr. Wooten and *Dr. Elias to be the very best!
*Terran has been great to me the past 8 years, as has everyone at UVA. I don't think I could be in better hands.
I feel much better under *Dr. Boyer's care.
My compliments to several on my team. *Dr, Kindwall-Keller always makes me feel I am here only patient. My
sincere compliment to *Ms. Diana Rexrooe (RN) who always is pleased to see me and focused on my needs. Since
I live just south of Washington, DC, a trip to UVA is a 2 1/2 drive - she is so sensitive to that & as *Dr. KindwallKeller makes me feel I am her only patient. This is my first experience with your Emily Couric Center & I am very
pleased - I always want to express my gratitude & compliments to *Ms. Melissa Richardson (UVHE stress lab) &
*Ms. Lisa Cognetti - (lung test) both very patient, kind, personable & made me feel comfortable - As my
*Dr. Upchurch always very pleasant, genuine, concerned - UVA Hospital very fortunate to have him! I'm thankful
I have been on a maintenance program for 20 years through UVA. *Dr. Spencer Payne is an exceptional and
gifted physician. His care and innovative suggestions have improved my health and well being infinitely. *Dr.
Payne is an incredible doctor. Also, he personally called me with a biopsy report.
*Dr. Spencer Payne is great. Skilled, professional while being friendly, courteous & very helpful. I have
recommended him to family & friends with problems in his area of expertise.
*Dr. MacKnight is the best doctor anyone could ever have. He is knowledgeable, personal, compassionate,
caring, etc., and is always there for me or sees that someone else is!
I would recommend *Dr. Thomas Brown's office to my friends and family.
*Dr. Dunsmore is an excellent doctor. She always took time to ensure our son's needs were met and our
I just moved to the area. I was looking for a family doctor. *Dr. Chang was very pleasant and seemed very
attentive. I'm very satisfied to have him as my family doctor.
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This was probably the most pleasant hospital visit I have experienced. *Dr. Vollmer and his staff one excellent.
Very pleasant and informative visit with *Dr. MacKnight.
*Dr. Z. is the best. I look at him as a doctor & friend.
I have blood work done every year. This was the follow up with *Eleanor who is great.
I was very pleased with my visit. *Dr. Smith ordered a myelogram for further investigation of my problem and
My cardiologist is outstanding (*Dr. Bergin).
*Dr. Rembold is excellent.
There was no rushing and very clear and concern showed by *Dr. Shen and his nurse *Abbie were terrific and
wanted make sure we agreed to a suggested TP.
I have known most of the attendance some for over 40 years, nurse *Paris took care of my family for that length
*Dr. D is a concerned and wonderful dr. I would highly recommend, to anyone. I needed a dr and am so glad I
I like *Craig Thomas - He explains things and when you are not a medical person it helps so much.
*Dr. Kimberly Bauman is the best! She is very knowledgeable and caring. *Dr. Bauman is professional and
My daughter is very happy with *Dr. Mason.
My experience with *Dr. Stephen Park and his group could not have been any better!! They were as close to
perfection as could be. He repair two concerns on my _____.
*Dr. Hatter is a very caring Dr. He has helped me through the passing of my husband! I could not have made it
*Jeanne Young MD, *Dr. Drivette - dermatology, *E. Crawford - RN > all gave good care & understands.
*Dr. Sedlock was very nice. I would tell all my family she was really terrific. I would use again if *Dr. Kahler
I think *Dr. Bergin is, quite simply, the best! Lucky me to be under his care Here, in Culpepper I found a *Dr. Robinson who is a super fantastic person & surgeon - Also found provider *Dr.
C. Devencientis. Who have come to help me to became healthy & who care for their patients 1st. They love their
jobs and have goals of making sure they're your goals also. To make a better life for you.
This visit was great. I was early, but I got seen early, too. *Dr. Smith seemed concerned to find the right
I was pleased with *Dr. Robertson and staff, both made me feel welcomed and treated me well during my visit.
And they addressed my healthcare need with respect and professionalism.
My visit with *Dr. Yates was fine!
*Dr. Gregory Townsend is awesome doctor - Very caring thoughtful and very helpful.
Very pleased with care provided by *Dr. Cirenza. Very knowledgeable, informed about my medical history not
rushed in explanations, goals, etc.
I'm a very satisfied patient and feel UVA is providing excellent care thru *Dr. Escanellas and *Dr. Saloman.
*Helen Molnar is the best!!! Support staff very friendly.
If cancer can be experienced, by the patient, in any positive way, my ____ with the UVA Med. ctr. cancer program,
form logistical staff, through my relationships with *Drs. *David S____, ____ *Read, and *Elizabeth G____, to
include their entire staffs, has been a wonder to observe kind, efficient, full of well justified pride, extremely
welcoming and warm, everyone from the cleaning staff, volunteers, through the nurses, and doctors and their
staffs, went to extraordinary lengths to make a trying period bearable. Even the building layouts, and
ergonomics, as well as access to the facilities are well thought out, efficient, and as easy to navigate as possible. I
have not the expertise to properly assess the talents, competence, and skill of the physicians, beyond the
I cannot say enough good things about *Dr. Grosh. He is and has been completely honest with me and always
takes time to answer any questions and listen to my concerns. I am blessed to have him as my oncologist.
*Dr. Schenk was most cordial and professional as usual. I understand that he is the best at his specialty.
Having regular meetings with *Dr. Fedder in the past two years I feel she has been both professionally &
*Dr. Weiss is an exceptional dr. as well as his assistants. I was treated fairly, in really fast time and would
*Ms. Myers @ *Dr. Lu were very professional @ pleasant to deal with. *Dr. Lu is a awesome surgeon - Thank you
I really like *Dr. Dacus. I would recommend him to friends/family.
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UVA, *Dr. Moorman, & *T. Simms are the best medical providers & rec'd great care & outstanding medical
During her interview, *Dr. Fuchs displayed both knowledge of my medical history and expertise in her field.
On the 5th of April 2017 I was operated on from my column by *Dr. Greg Helm according to my way of
understanding the operation has came out excellent and the dr. and his team in the room super excellent,
*Dr. Carlson provides outstanding, compassionate care. He even provides his direct phone number patients can
use if they have follow-up questions.
*Dr. Kalantari is above being a good doctor he is excellent dr. caring, knowledgeable he is the icing on the cake.
My dr. is the best! *Dr. Kimberly Dowdell took on a lot when she took me as a patient. She is the dr. I've had in
*Dr. Netland & staff are the best. I saw him when he was in Memphis & followed him to UVA because of his
knowledge & expertise in glaucoma!
After having seen various physicians for approximately 8 yrs., only *Dr. Sarah Jones was able to figure out what
causes my symptoms. She also has a superb bedside manner!
*Dr. Donna Landen is a wonderful, caring dr. She shows concern for you and always keeps in touch with you.
*Dr. Sara Mansoor was a very caring person. She was really concerned about my issues and always willing to help.
*Dr. Donna Landen is a very caring doctor - she is wonderful!!! Always communicating with me when needed. Very pleased with *Dr. Gravatte.
I came to UVA for a second opinion and better attention due to being neglected by my last doctor's office. It is
well worth the 2 hour drive, the staff and *Karen Finke are the most caring and understanding medical office I've
*Dr. Argo is a wonderful, caring doctor. He takes the time to listen to me at my visit. I wouldn't want to go to
another hepatologist to treat my illness. He is the best.
*Peggy the nurse was extremely nice and down to earth. Her genuine care meant a lot. Overall, a good
When I was diagnosed with aneurysm... So thankful I found *Dr. Liu.
*Dr. Densmore explained to my daughter and myself very well. My condition out of all the doctors I have seen
*Dr. Akosah has lot of empathy and cares about patients. He has tremendously helped with my medical concerns
- So glad he is nearby!! Thank you again *Dr. Akosah.
*Dr. Laura Cook is an outstanding doctor in the vision center. I have nothing but praise and thanks for her care.
*Dr. Cook saw me in the ER as the ophthalmologist on call. Her work and the others in the ER probably saved my
*Dr. Borowitz is awesome. One of the best Ped. G.I. doctors in the country.
*Terran Sims is always willing to go the extra mile to help in any situation.
*Dr. Gibson & his assistant, *Virginia Dixon are a superb team. I trust them with my health & my life.
I am very fortunate to be working with *Dr. Thule very sweet knowledgable concerned and highly pleased with
I am so pleased with what *Drs. Shildkrot, *Olsakovsky, and *Newman have done for me.
*Dr. William, *Toni, & UVA world class!
Would recommend this location and *Dr. Brockmayer to anyone who needs this care.
I have been *Dr. McCarter's patient for 24 years. I feel very comfortable & satisfied both with treatment from
him & my association with him as my doctor.
*Carla has been so helpful and wonderful for everything. A true asset for a great establishment!
*Claire is very knowledgeable & professional & knows what to do - She diagnosed my fracture w/o seeing X-ray.
*Dr. Grosh is a great doctor and a better person. Would not go any other place.
*Dr. Brown and all the staff were PLEASANT AND PROFESSIONAL. It was a good consultation.
This was the fastest I had a DEVICE check and *Dr. Bourque came in the room for my apt.
My wife and I were impressed by *Dr. Padia's knowledge of the materials pertaining to a possible connection of
the adrenal gland to my hypertension. Her examination (careful) of the images provided by radiation dept. at
Lynchberg General helped her to rule out that connection. She also gave excellent advice and reassurances about
*Dr. Padia is a superb physician who exhibits a real knowledge and concern for my medical issues.
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This was first visit with Drs. *Rosner & *Zeta - very impressed with their kindness, professionalism - gave
explanations and answered questions in a manner my wife and I could understand.
I am 77 years old and have numerous health issues. *Dr. McLaughlin is by far one of the best doctors I have come
in contact with. Along with his staff I have complete confidence in my health care.
*Bob Battle and his assistant, *A____ Garo, were wonderful! I have absolutely no complain or concern as to their
care of my cardiac & blood pressure issues.
My primary care physician, *Barbara Post, is WITHOUT QUESTION, the finest internist I have ever dealt with! (I
am 73, which takes into account many others.) It is hard to imagine an internist better than she.
*Melissa Stanley was very intelligent, caring and proficient at her job. She made me feel comfortable, and
answered my question, and does an excellent job.
*Dr. Thomas Brown, MD and his entire team have continuously provided excellent care for me. Of particular note
is *KATE ROBINSON, PA-O who shows a strong empathy and excellent medical knowledge and is a very caring
I am very satisfied with *Dr. Browne and his staff. They do an excellent job. I drove 2 hrs. from Fredericksburg VA
just to be his patient. I have already recommended him to friends. What a great dr, surgeon and just an all
Very pleased with *Dr. Lau & staff at UVA.
*Doctor Hatter & his staff are the best I've ever had, he seems very concerned about my problems is always
*Dr. Rembold is a wonderful doctor and person.
Very good - *Dr. Domson & team were great - my father is very thankful for his care thanks to all.
I like *Dr. Yates' care!
Before *Dr. Patel, we had *Dr. Boyer for several years - he was a great doctor - compassionate - competent etc.
Miss him. *Dr. Patel seems good too!
*Dr. Wooten is a world-respected physician and best of all, he is very kind. His knowledge and guidance has been
most helpful throughout the years as his patient. His staff mirrors his quality care & kindess.
I really like this office & *Dawn. They make every effort to see you quickly when you are ill. I am very confident
My health issues and care have been fairly complicated over the past 2 months. *Dr. Mihalek has been great
overseeing my care and communicating w/me & my husband.
I find *Dr. Gibson an excellent physician, concerned responsive. Have been his patient for a long time &
I was very impressed by the services at Culpeper Memorial Center. *Dr. Hardy & his staff. Everyone deserves an
*Dr. Singer and her staff are excellent.
My... evaluation was 2 1/2 hrs., followed 1 _____ later. Husband and children were with me when cognitive
impairment was explained. *Dr. Fuchs was a ______ professional.
Love, love, LOVE *Dr. Netland! Have seen MANY doctors over the years, and he is the top, both for knowledge,
bedside manner care, & overall. He's wonderful!
I came to UVA and *Dr. Kern's office because my cardiologist strongly recommended *Dr. Kern to treat me for my
aortic valve stenosis. I am very, very pleased with Dr. Kern and his whole team!
*Christiana and *David Brenin are a God send to UVA.
I fractured a bone in my foot. I did not make an appointment. My first visit. The doctors at Health South sent me
to *Dr. Yarboro. I was very pleased with his care and his staff. My follow-up visit (appt.) was very good, also.
I continually receive good care @ UVA Zion Cross Roads. *Dr. Luna Asrar is my primary care doctor. Very
I was well pleased with everyone I had in contact with from the receptionist to the visit with - *Dr. Hatter.
*Dr. Cheng and office staff are professional and friendly, visits are always relaxed and personal - *Dr. Cheng is
thorough and keeps informed by coordinating tests and appointments with specialists and sharing results with
I especially appreciated receiving a call about a cancellation which gave me the opportunity to meet with *Dr.
Dillon for my first oncology appointment earlier than expected. Well aware of my medical history, *Dr. Dillon
thoroughly presented my oncology plan, listened carefully to me, was compassionate and reassuring, and
*Dr. Jaffe is an all around, well read, compassionate, internal medicine provider I have been with her for 10 yrs.
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My husband & I have the highest respect for *Dr. Mangrum and he has a wonderful nurse in *Felicia!
Love *Felicia.
*Carmel is very caring and empathetic. She has a calm presence and made me feel at ease.
My experience at UVA has always been great. I am receiving botox shots for migraines. Only met *Nicole once
This visit was to have blood drawn- I did not see *Dr. Crook or need to -she called me with the results the next
Been in this clinic 5 years. Everyone is amazing first time w/ *Adams, very impressed. *Libby is the BEST!
*Dr. Taylor, her staff and everyone at Heart Center provides wonderful care.
*Dr. Anthony McCall is outstanding!!!
*Eleanor Laclair is a professional & diagnosed my condition almost immediately; highly recommend her.
I am grateful for the drs. and NP who take care of me - Professional, kind and empathetic, especially *Helen
I want ALL THE STAFF at UVA from the front door & the doctor & xrays people to know I felt very comfortable
every time I was there. I was treated very well, also when I had my surgery there. My *Dr. Bauer & staff took
Very pleased w/*Dr. Den Hartog & previously w/*Dr. Rybiki who went above & beyond most dr.'s sensitive,
I was very satisfied with *Dr. Mark Shaffrey.
For a number of years, *Dr. Greer has been the family physician for any medical concerns in the area of
dermatology. He remains gifted and competent.
I have been very pleased with the care I have received from *Dr. Cantrell and the staff in her office. They have
provided excellent care, information and resources for me. I could not ask for better treatment!
*Hania and nurses & lab assistant did a great job!
Excellent! *Dr. Gibson & nurse *Dixon exemplary!
*Dr. Payne is an excellent physician. We are so grateful for his care and expertise.
I am grateful to be under the care of *Dr. Justin Smith and his staff (including *Erika Roeder) and the staff of the
*Dr. Vergales, the nurse *Carol, & the ultrasound tech were amazing. It was clear they worked together
effectively as a team and seemed to enjoy their job. They treated each other as equals & treated me with respect
*Dr. Kirzhner is amazing! Love her!
The whole process was easy with lots of guidance & support which greatly helped reduce my stress OK surgery.
*Dr. Donson was wonderful. Exactly who I needed to see. Loved waking up after surgery to kind nurse to help
*Dr. Payne's excellent treatment kept me from having to undergo further surgery.
We love *Dr. L'Ecuyer and always feel that our time/visit is valuable. We appreciate the care & concern he shows,
especially when trying to interact with an upset infant.
I really appreciate *Dr. Carlson's knowledge, professionalism and his caring, concerned attitude!
*Susan Cluett is the best. I would highly recommend her. She is compassionate and my daughter adore her.
*Dr. Crosby works in conjunction with my primary health provider *Dr. Lynn Smith, to provide information and
advice or any medical problems which afflict me. I am well satisfied with the care provided by Drs. *Crosby and
Very happy with *DR. Gravatte and I have recommended him to friends. He is the best personal care doctor I
have ever had and my wife agrees.
*Dr. Denton was great. My nurse on the floor was very wonderful after my surgery (*Rebecca). Thank you all.
*Dr. Corbett was excellent. Great bedside manner.
There is only one thing to say about *Dr. Brooks - He is wonderful and you are lucky to have him on the staff!
We really like *Dr. Hainstock. She is just one of the sweetest doctors and (he) lights up when he sees her. Her
nature and genuine love of children is apparent and I think it puts him at ease, even in a clinical setting with shots
*Dr. Robinson is simply amazing. She is kind and caring and has always been incredibly attentive to all of my
needs and concerns. Her staff is equally as wonderful. The front desk *Jamie and *Candy, are beyond friendly
and helpful. Her nurse, *Connie, and x-ray tech, *Pat, couldn't be more wonderful. I believe that when someone
goes over and beyond their "duties" should be recognized and this entire team needs to be celebrated. Thank
*Dr. Barnes and the staff at his office are always wonderful. Very responsive and caring. Our kids actually enjoy
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My mother (age) 93 was referred to your group from her dr. at Dogwood Village Assisted Living in Orange, VA
because of pain in spine & hip. She was in a great deal of pain at the time. *Kate Robertson was fabulous with
my mother and even administered her cortisone shot while she was on the x-ray table since it was hard for my
mother to get around that day without a great deal of pain - I can't say enough good things about the entire staff - Someone met us with a wheelchair and helped me get her to the bathroom, etc. I received a follow up call the
*Dr Gimple is the best.
We always have a good experience when we visit UVA Medical Center for hospital visits. *Dr. Bergin & his staff
have always been professional & very caring.
As a cancer patient, I want choices and access to the newest and best care available. *Dr. Williamson and *Dr.
Portell have provided me a good care. I hope they will continue to provide precision medicine in my health care.
Excellent. *Dr. Rose is exceptionally, excellent physician and I'm grateful to have him!
I appreciate the communication between *Dr. Schiff and my local phys and pharmacy.
*Dr. Shim's attention and care are outstanding. He gives 100% plus to his profession and its patients.
*Dr. Shim is warm, compassionate, and knowledgeable. I feel lucky to be in his practice.'
*Cody (phone) is most helpful in getting me appointments & always follows up.
*Dr. Robinson and her staff were very pleasant.
During my check-up appt., I had questions re: DEET and _____ for diarrhea, since I would be taking a trip to Haiti
soon. *Kristine gave me handouts related to both concerns, which were very helpful.
*Dr. Cook is a very thorough eye doctor. We discuss past problems and she is very helpful & had an excellent
bedside manner. My appts. are every 2 years.
Everyone was very professional and knew what they were doing at all times. Thanks for everything and *Dr.
Strand is a very good doctor and a good staff.
I was by a very lovely physician on temporary rotated assignment from UVA Hospital. *Dr. McCarter was the
senior doctor who supervised my visit - Experience excellent!
*Dr. Erdbruegger is wonderful, answers all question understandably. Very caring.
*Dr. Kern was perfect, explained things carefully and followed up with every detail. I am truly grateful.
Outstanding care - I highly recommend *Dr. E.
*Dr. Campbell and staff are very professional and concerned for wellness of patients. *Dr. Campbell is a credit to
his profession and the UVA Health System.
I'm glad to have such concerned and involved doctors on my side. *Dr. Harrison actually called my home 24
hours after I had an MRI to give the results AND followed or with a letter. Top shelf!
*Dr. Chandler & *Morgan are the best! My follow up surgical visit on 12-12-16 was superior as well. From the
nursing staff to the aid everyone is super nice and caring.
The health care I received from *Dr. Schorling & his staff was excellent in every way. I am fortunate to receive this
*Dr. Russell is one of the most competent and caring physicians.
*Dr. Lehtinen is a very thorough and friendly physician. _____ not my primary care provider I liked seeing him
when needed. Staff also very good at UVA.
*Dr. Davidson and her nurse are absolutely wonderful. Smart, thorough, caring, competent.
I see a lot of doctors. *Dr. Bergin and staff are by far the best in all areas. They fill Rx quickly. They respond to
*Lorraine Borish is an excellent provider.
*Drs. Jane & *Hong are the best!
*Dr. Gloudeman is one finest physicians that we have in Culpepper. He learned from the best *Dr. Broman years
ago. I hope he stays around for a while. He is the best doctor in his practice. Should be named top doctor of all
*Dr. Deal treated me w/utmost care, concern, and joy - Awesome doctor - Excellent results.
*Dr. Damewood sees & treats all the members of our family. We are pleased to have him as our attending
physician & feel he is an excellent care - giver.
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I always appreciate the eye care *Dr. "O" & her staff gives.
*Colleen Green and her staff are excellent! Nurses *Virginia K. and *Shannon are same of the best!
*Dr. Grace Singer and her staff at UVA primary care - common wealth medical in *Culpepen, *Virginia have
always treated me in excellent fashion, with prompt responses, have always been extremely caring, and given me
*Dr. Davidson is an outstanding physician.
I am highly please with *Dr Luppert and ALL the UVA medical staff I've dealth with. Super people, great
*Dr. Green is an outstanding G.P.
We could have spent all day with *Dr. Wooten - learning from him. *John has an untreatable neurological
disorder & *Dr. Wooten is very learned & is able to shed so much light on this disorder.
Everyone in *Dr. John Dents clinic is very professional. *Doctor Dent has always been interested in my health and
does all he can to keep me in GOOD HEALTH. Honor to have their services.
I got a lot of confidence in *Dr. Rose and his staff - I feel good about our dr./patient relationship - I think he'll help
University of Virginia Health System, Orthopedic Clinic did an outstanding job; very professional. *Doctor Thomas
Brown did an excellent job, and I would recommend him to anybody.
*Dr. Kaur is a wonderful doctor. Her knowledge is very helpful. Her concern for me is noticeable and rare. Her
nurse and rest of staff are great too.
*Dr. Snyder is an excellent physician.
The technician who did my Echocardiogram, *KIMBERLY CHADWELL. Was outstanding!
*Dr. Escanellas has provided exceptional care. He monitored all my tests, relayed results to me and advised a
hospital referred when necessary. I feel fortunate to have him as my cardiac physician.
I really appreciate *Dr. Goldman. In the past she corrected my MISDIAGNOSIS of MS. She has continued to
provide helpful consults when questions arise.
I would be happy to explain in detail why *Myla Goldman is a great doctor.
*Dr. Warren is always concerned and helpful with my overall health and well being. She takes time to make sure I
understand what she tells me in our visit.
Dr. Cirenza is a great oncologist and I will miss seeing him. He and *Dr. Todd Bauer are responsible for me being
*Dr. Kern is the best! Caring, extremely competent - I don't think I could a better provider for my health
problems. Staff is courteous and professional.
*Dr. Black was awesome.
I feel blessed to have *Dr. Malpass as my doctor. Zions Crossroad location is ideal new and - Has all the things I
*Dr. Shimer & *Susan Collins RN both the BEST.
*Dr. William Grosh is great - caring - knowledgeable - I chose UVA because he worked there. His nurse *Toni
Kiseller is great - caring & a good communication.
*Dr. Lippert and her staff reflect the general care and professionalism and general excellent care provided at UVA.
Over the years of visiting this clinic - staff very good & professional. *Dr. den Hartog always reviews prior
suggestions for nutrition & exercise for better health and always calls with concerns, lab results.
*Dr. Argo is an excellent doctor who truly cares about my health & needs.
*Michelle is one of the best I have ever seen! Always a pleasure to meet with her!!!
*Dr. Lippert is the caring, compassionate and concerned doctor I have met. I like how she treats me and
I couldn't be more happy with the current staff in particular with *Dr. Babar I feel that he is a great & caring
*Dr. Gloudeman is the best surgeon I have had in my 78 years!
This visit was for a fasting blood draw ONLY but for EVERY medical care visit I have ever had with *Dr. Gonzalez, I
could give him highest marks for compassion shown, advice given, and professionalism.
I am new to Charlottesville & to this practice. I was not going to transfer my records because I felt so
comfortable with my physician in northern VA. But after meeting *Dr. Courtney I was so relieved that she was so
easy to talk with, that I contacted my prior primary care practice & initiated records transfer.
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*Dr. Quillian always puts her patients care & comfort first. She takes a much time needed at each appointment &
never seems rushed. Very pleased with her!
This was my first visit with *Dr. Patterson, who took over my health care from *Dr. Tucker. I found her to be very
caring and concerned. She ordered appropriate test/lab work/etc. My first "visit impression" of her is that she is
She took her time with me and made me feel like I really mattered to her. *Dr. TUCKER was one of the best
doctors I ever had and I feel *Dr. Patterson is going to be also. I really appreciate her efforts on my behalf. Thank
you for allowing me to give my views on this visit. I was completely satisfied with the visit.
*Dr. Lippert is caring and very professional.
*Dr. Park is awesome! Very compassionate!
I haven't been to my doctor for a couple of years. When I called for a wellness visit, I was switched to *Emily
Gerard. I'm very pleased with her. She is pleasant, professional and caring. I will be staying with her.
*Dr. Barrett takes AMAZING care of my mom. We love seeing him!
Excellent staff and medical care here. *Dr. Slingluff & *Kathleen Haden - great doctors.
*Dr. James Mann and nurse *Deborah McDaniel gave me outstanding care and service. I was very pleased with
*Dr. Shami and the staff - great care and concern for my health. I appreciate all of them and what they do for me.
*Dr. Worrall was exceptionally caring & professional. I wanted his 2nd opinion on my condition & am very
satisfied that my records are now at his disposal.
*Dr. Statuta listens carefully to details about my health and any concerns or questions are addressed. She is an
Very impressed with everything! (I'm moving my eye care to U.V.A.) I couldn't be more pleased with my initial
visit & response to subsequent questions/care about my eyes. *Dr. Kaufman is a jewel!
*Dr. Alfano was very kind, considerate, helpful, concerned, soft spoken, approachable, which I greatly
appreciated. His knowledge was very complete it seemed re: my conditions.
*Dr. Sandra Johnson was a good provider. *Dr. Johnson and staff were respectful at all times.
I esp. appreciated *Andrea White's willingness to answer all my questions and to explain medical terms. She was
Really liked *Dr. Hong. Explains things well.
As a participant in a shoulder study, continue to appreciate *Dr. B.'s commitment, caring.
*Dr. Denny is wonderful! She LISTENS to my health concerns and spends adequate TIME discussing my medical
needs and ALWAYS helps me tremendously with my PAIN issues! UVA orthopedics definitely needs to
RECOGNIZE HER as a VALUED MEMBER of their department! I hope she stays there a long time...
I was diagnosed with CKD 3 in 2010. *Dr. Garland Campbell, through managing my hypertension, has managed to
bring that down to CKD 2. He is very dedicated & thorough.
I saw the NP at this visit, not the surgeon. Her name is *Liz Good, and she is wonderful!
We were very impressed when this provider (*Hong Zhao) called patient at 8 a.m. the following Sat. to discuss a
This was my first visit to *Dr. Laughran. I was very pleased with he and his research assistant.
I found *Dr. Kirzhner to be pleasant & professional. She seemed to be highly skilled and knowledgeable.
*Dr. Seaton's practice has been taking care of me for 11 yrs. now. He is a very caring doctor and always has my
My first visit - was awesome - everyone was great nurse - *Avis was wonderful. Very pleased.
I appreciate the office person I talked to about a possible appointment. Not only did she have a nurse contact me
& convince me to be seen immediately - she made a follow up call to ensure I was coming. The dr. on *Dr. Barros
recognized my condition could be worse than I thought. Hence the immediate x-ray. I respect her intelligence &
*Dr. SEDLOCK & all of the staff at Fontain were wonderful!
I actually spent most of the visit with *Dr. Matthew Elliot operating under *Dr. Burns behalf. I just love *Dr.
Elliot. Both drs. are excellent care providers.
I was very proud of the friendly, courteous, thoughtful and well informed complete staff, and felt that *Dr. Brenin
was ESPECIALLY warm, caring and excellent.
I value *Dr. Kesser's care so much that I travel from Manteo, NC (in the Outer Banks) to UVA 2-3 times a year.
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The staff at the Cardiovascular Center did a fantastic job and took care of my every needs.
*Dr. Hays is very tuned in to what I am going through and has been proactive about my problems. Her assistant
After facing cancer & treatments in 2010, 2015 & 2016 in Dayton, OH, I transferred to *Dr. Duska's care. She came
recommended by one of her colleagues, a patient and by my oncologist at Kettering O's Cancer Center. I have
found her to be professionally competent and compassionate in personal relationships.
*Kathleen Haden & entire High Risk Pancreatic Cancer Clinic team provide excellent care & service.
My visit was very pleasant *Dr. Hansen was especially helpful, answered many questions of concerns I had. The
entire staff was great. Thank you.
*Dr. Payne is excellent, caring, personable & his expertise above expectations.
*Dr. Bergin and his staff are exceptional! I receive excellent care in a professional, yet caring way.
*Dr. Wilson is the best.
*Dr. Uthlaut and the rest of the UVA medical team are the "best" anywhere an I am fortunate to have them care
Always like this visit - *Paul Marshall and all staff there are polite, personable, and caring. - Love them all!
*Dr. Caldwell is a terrific doctor!
*Dr. Vance is very compassionate, attentive and knowledgeable.
I think *Dr. Schiff is the very best at what he does, I trust him and his opinion concerning my care. I feel he is a
wonderful pt. advocate as he treats his pts. full circle mental - physical - spiritual well being this being crucial for a
successful outcome. I have full confidence in the choices I'm making for moving forward with my health care
*Dr. Heald is the best primary care physician that I have encountered in my adult life.
This was a first time. Visit with *Dr. Henry and staff. There isn't any history to refer too!! Thank you.
As I have stated on other surveys for UVA family medicine in _____ their service is always wonderful! The
receptionists (*Cheryl and others) always work me and my family in ASAP and are very friendly and
knowledgeable! We always appreciate the nurses and assistants and although I mostly see *Dr. McLaughlin - I
have seen *Dr. Casey, too and I hope they both stay there a LONG TIME! They remember us and our families that
came there, but they know how to treat patients with compassion and wonderful bedside manner! I love them all
An excellent doctor who treats the *individual* with respect and true caring
It is always a pleasure to visit *Reagan Thompson, whether I'm sick or well. She is always pleasant and
Our experience with *Dr. Werner, his staff & the facility have been awesome! Thank you!
*Terran Simms is wonderful - I went from being in miserable pain, no one understanding what's wrong w/me to
almost pain free. She actually cares and I can feel that when I see her. From the bottom of my heart - Thank you.
*Dr. Hong both calls me on the phone and sends me letters with my lab & MRI reports. He is a MODEL for the way
a doctor should communicate with his patients.
*Kathleen Haden ? BEST nurse ever!!
My whole experience, from beginning to end, for hip replacement on Dec. 1, 2016 was perfect. Personal were
professional as well as pleasant and efficient and results of surgery are good so far... My experience with *Dr.
Would NEVER consider any other ENT than *Dr. Landes. He & his staff are the best!!
I have the utmost confidence in *Dr. Vollmer and his staff.
I am very well satisfied with the care I received from *Dr. Kari Ring and her staff! She got me in and took care of
my problem right away and for that I'm very thankful!
I REALLY appreciate *Terry Artale. She makes me feel that she truly cares. I don't mind waiting to see her for she
always makes me feel positive when I leave; there's hope and something to try to fix the situation.
This was an easy survey because I've cooperated fully with *Dr. Mehrad and I trust him very much.
Excellent clinic experience. *Dr. Park is a great communication, his staff was attentive and caring and overall visit
was painless. Highly recommend him.
*Dr. Amalfitano was friendly and thorough. He listened to my concerns and developed a plan of care according to
my needs. He immediately acknowledged the importance of a holistic approach to my injury. I greatly appreciate
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Love *Dr. Matheme and his students.
I highly recommend *Dr. Brandy Patterson!
*Dr. Le and her resident, *Rebecca Mullan, provided an excellent first visit. Since then, *Dr. Le has provided
terrific and caring follow-up, with incredible access. She is one of the best physicians I've had a UVA.
I think *Carmel Nail, NP is one of the kindest, most professional people in the health care field. I travel 2 hours to
get my mammogram and see her each year rather than having those appts. closer to home.
I was so happy to find *Dr. Barrett. He was able to pinpoint the rare disorder I inherited from my father. Love
I had an elbow replacement. *Dr. Freilich was very nice & helpful.
The provider was kind, explained everything, showed a good amount of empathy & was professional. The techs &
nurses had an excellent balance of compassion & professionalism & put Lucas at ease, while making me feel they
were exceptionally experienced & that he was receiving excellent care. Especially nurse *Karen Johnson.
Speed from registration to exam room to MD was exceptional. All were professional. *Dr. Wilson is an excellent
*Dr. Bradley Kesser & audiologist *Lori Grove were very good in all aspects.
I can't say enough good about *Dr. Cooper. I had a botched ankle replacement that he was able to identify the
problem & put a new one in PROPERLY. He is fantastic.
I have also seen *Dr. Guffey. One thing I love is the doctor calls back - usually within a couple hours. He even
called when he was getting ready to board a plane to ask if I needed an earlier appointment. This is the best
practice I have ever used. And I've used a lot of practices. I believe *Dr. Guffey & this doctor work together.
*Kate has excellent bedside manner. She is bright and caring. Love being her patient.
I was nervous about going to a different provider that I wasn't used to. I was very comfortable with *Dr. Redick
and already recommended her to a friend.
Consistently have a great experience @ _____ Ortho - radiology _____, check-in, nursing & *Dr. Lather are
*Dr. Barron is awesome!
Her mother speaking - (She) is total care and is a resident at Nursing Home in ______, VA. She needs her back a
for pump filled every 4 mon. - which is why we see *Dr. G. Smith. He's SUPER & are well satisfied.
I was very pleased with all the staff at the UVA Children Hospital. The building was very clean. The doctor (*Dr.
Rasmussen) was wonderful & very welcoming. The IV tech was amazing at her job/sticking my 2 year old. (I think
*Connie removed a drain and sutures during this visit and was very gentle and compassionate.
Our experience was great - as usual. This will be our last visit with *Dr. Schneider since I am being transferred to
adult cardiology and my entire family and I will miss *Dr. Schneider. He (and his staff, especially *Christie
Butterman) have provided care for me exceeding the level we would have expected!
*Dr. Mohammad Abuannadi & his nurse *Cell do a very GOOD job.
My doctor is aware of my diet and exercise - I give *Dr. John Voss and the UVA medical team an excellent score in
all areas. It is always a pleasure to visit and the advice is always first rate!
We drive over 4 hrs. to come & see *Dr. Heinan because she takes the times to address all of our concerns &
*Dr. Barnes & staff are always EXCELLENT! *Dr. Barnes listens to the concerns regarding my son's health issues &
he is always striving to help. When I call for a need, I'm always contacted with information ready to help.
I have many of different doctors, but *Dr. Zhu is awesome she always listens to you and understands poor overall
I received exceptional care from *Monica Lawrence and the nurse (*Emily?) as well as received courteous service
from front office staff. Very pleased & grateful!
*Dr. Southerland was amazing, as was his team. He is a great example of what UVA Hospital is all about.
I love, love, love *Dr. Joyce Geilker!
I really like *Dr. Christopher Kramer, very kind & polite, always a smile when entering the room. The nurse & staff
also is great. They do a wonderful job.
*Dr. Kirk is wonderful.
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*Michelle Post is a tremendous credit to your practice. She is proficient & has a great personality for working
with patients in pain & discomfort.
Excellent ofc. staff; love *Dr. Gravatte!!
Top notch experience. *Dr. Burstein and staff are exemplary and ultra professional.
*Dr Hashisaki and his staff show outstanding care and concern for their patients.
This survey should include *Dr. Taylor. I would grade her the same. I have confidence in both!
My experience was very good. *Dr. Middleton is a great doctor.
I had an MRI at North Ridge, the people there as great! Kind & courteous. *Dr. Schiff's staff treats you so well. I
appreciate the time they take to make you feel important.
*Dr. C. Brenin F/U via phone 2x with test results & Tx. I received a letter as well explaining Tx & Rx.
I have seen *Dr. Sarah Jones, *Dr. Crowley, & *Dr. Quigg and have been very pleased with the care and attention I
have received. I will be meeting *Dr. Kenneth Liu in February and am expecting yet another pleasant experience.
*Dr. Park has always been professional & wonderful to deal with throughout my needs in correcting issues with
*Dr. Blackhall is a fabulous doctor. She took excellent care of me. I have some difficult problems. She was able
to relieve the pain and give me a better quality of life. I am VERY grateful.
No complaints, very happy to have found *Dr. Babar as my dr.!!
Cancer is a very scary word. *Dr. Shonka and his team - as well as all the operating room staff - eased my worries.
Everyone is extremely knowledgeable and caring. I am thankful to have him as my Dr. & Surgeon!
I was a new patient and *Dr. Borish and his staff impressed me with their knowledge & friendliness. They also
worked quickly to get my medicine set up.
We love *Dr. DeBoer. He is so friendly and very good with my children. The facility is amazing!
*Dr. Allen was very helpful & so kind with my daughter and with us, he is very good doctor.
We value *Terran Sims very much.
*Dr. Madeline Harrison very caring I am very grateful for her.
*Dr. Kimpel guided me well through my arthritis problem. Also - nurse or whoever takes blood were great 98% of
I have been seeing *Dr. Keely for over 3 years. I have been very satisfied with her care.
I consider this *Dr. L. Gravatte and his office to be excellent & will recommend them to anyone.
We ADORE *Emily. She is excellent and great w/_____. The entire office is super start to finish VERY grateful to
I feel fortunate to have *Dr. Vance overseeing my care. She is well known for her expertise & knowledge. I
appreciate the time she takes to discuss how I'm feeling & my plan of care in a professional & unhurried manner.
I see *Dr. Landen every 6 months (for the past 1 1/2 years) every visit is a wonderful experience I always feel well
cared for and confident the he and his team care about me and my health.
I see *Dr. Adams to monitor several pancreatic lesions that I have related to MEN1. *Dr. Adams has been
exceptional in evaluating... each lesion and consulting with my endocrinologist and several experts around the
country to determine the best course of action for me. He is very thorough and honest in communicating with
The front office staff at Zion Crossroads location are always friendly, even during their busiest times, always
courteous and helpful. *Dr. Grice is the BEST spine physician I've EVER HAD!
I was extremely pleased with the completeness of *Dr. Phillip Smith's review of my issue and how thorough he
was in explaining all the side issues & risk. He and his staff followed up with results, just as they had said, they
*Dr. Nass is a wonderful doctor and person.
We drove 3 1/2 hours for this appointment. We feel the trip was well worth the peace of mind. *Dr. Henry is an
outstanding doctor. So glad we got to see him. UVMC gets a 10+ from this family. A super nice place.
*Barbara Post is the best!
*Dr. Robert Gibson & nurse *Jenny Dixon are at the top of the scale in all the areas of treatment spoke of in these
pages! I've been with them over 20 yrs, they are like family to me = THE BEST THERE IS!!!
*Eleanor Laclair is wonderful!
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*Dr. Dennis Hatter is my regular dr. but he had gone to Haiti as he does every year I had *Dr. Lanigan for the first
time. She was very good & was very pleased the way she took the interest in me.
We love *Dr. Romness he's a great doctor. He has taken excellent care of my son.
*Dr. Angela Taylor and the entire team were excellent in all ways.
*Dr. Houpt is the best doctor I have ever been to. He is a star. I hope the UVA Medical system will encourage
*Mrs. Frye is the nicest and most caring doctor that I have ever been to. She is a wonderful beautiful young
woman you are very fortunate to have her.
I felt *Dr. Linn had my interest at heart and did everything to make me see again.
*Dr. Dowdell is excellent. In this visit, she identified a key issue about upcoming surgery on sinus and took matter
up with my sinus and lung specialists. She also always responds super quick... my chart to questions.
*Dr. Mahaney is a blessing to know. God speed to her.
All way happy with each visit *Dr. Bertram (we love him) is the best. I have nothing to say but he the man.. (he) is
happy with his. He has so much concern.
*Dr. McLaren & her team is the best medical group I've ever interacted with. I have never had a bad experience,
and the team has obliterated my former fear of doctors. Her & her medical team are understanding, kind, & very
easy to get along with. I feel honestly so thankful to have her as my doctor.
I've had 2 carpale tunnel surgeries right and left trigger thumb release with *Dr. Dacus and am so very grateful for
his excellent surgical repair - no further - problems 100% positive surgical result on carpale tunnel & trigger
My appointment with *Dr. Boyer renewed my faith in doctors. I can't say enough good about my time at this
practice. *Dr. Boyer is everything that a patient could wish for in a doctor, and advocate for my health.
I was very pleased with the attentiveness and care by which *Dr. Barron gave me. His recommendation for
resolution on my issue is working and I will report that to him on my follow up this month (February 2017.)
*Dr. Sue Brown was thoughtful. I respected the care she offered.
*Dr. Luna and his staff are professional, clean, orderly and many other folks have good words about them. (I.E.,
many of the woman at the Senior Center when I went used to say how much they liked him.
Love *Dr. Barros she is a great practitioner.
I would highly recommend *Dr. Mark Miller!
I have known *Dr. Hamill for years and she is number one in my book. She's the greatest.
*Dr. Keng was excellent and explained everything clearly!
*Dr. Henry and staff worked well with me. I felt that he knew just what I was talking about and what I needed. I
would recommend him to everyone I know.
*Dr. Grosh is the best oncologist at UVA and many of my doctors at UVA AND elsewhere (MJH) agree he may be
THE best doctor in Charlottesville.
I am pleased to have *Dr. Laurie Archbald-Pannone as my physician.
I really like *Dr. Escanellas. He always seems so interested concerned about my health. He is the BEST!
I have lived in the Staunton area 16 yrs. and I have always seen *Dr. Scott Seaton. I would never switch unless he
quits before I do! Everyone is professional and kind.
*Dr. Nass is a very caring physician. He has called me twice to discuss my test results. He listens & addresses my
concerns. I would highly recommend him!
*Dr. Wilder's office realizes when I telephone for an appointment, I have a sports related injury and need to be
seen as early as possible. The staff does a remarkable job finding an early appointment for me. *Bob is so
mindful of my past history of injuries, my current athletic goal, and the limitations aging presents. *Bob gets it...
if you're a runner, you need to run to feel balanced physically and mentally. He does his utmost to get you back
into healthy, safe running programs. I'm not unique. *Dr. Wilder is well know for all the work he does in the
*Dr. Asrud Leyva, was very good in explaining things to me. She was awesome.
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This was my first visit. Everyone could not have been nicer. From the front receptionist, to *Linda who sits
behind her, *Kerry - *Dr. Ailawadi's nurse *John, the PA & *Dr. Ailawadi himself were just wonderful & he put my
I can not sing the praises of *Dr. Christopher Shaffrey enough. He is truly my hero and thanks to his skills as a
surgeon I have my life back. Now live relatively pain free. I feel truly blessed that I was referred to him almost 3
I saw *Dr. Manish Kumar as well as *Dr. Phillips. Both were very understanding & concerned about my health
problems. They both were very helpful with my health problems and did the necessary tests that needed to be
It's been a while since I have been to a dr.'s office that was as attentive and professional as *Dr. Robinson and her
entire staff. I will highly recommend to my family & friends.
I had a very good experience with *Dr. Rindos. I required surgery (this week) and feel quite confident with her
and UVA. I'm impressed by the way UVA and *Dr. Rindos handled my visit. Thank you!
*Dr. Kesser worked through my _____ medical problem and provided a variety of treatments until surgery
became the only option. Showed thoughtful well researched care.
*Dr. Landon is excellent on all counts - professional, caring & knowledgeable of all aspects of care. Both *Jana,
former nurse) and *Pat are excellent in follow-up care & questions.
*Dr. Fu is always well informed of any problems and listens to what I have to say and m y concerns. Wait time is
short and all issues are addressed before I leave.
*Dr. Tuskey & *Susan Miller are really the best of the best. I recommend them & UVA all the time.
*Dr. Langer (and her med student) were very caring and clear in addressing all concerns. *Dr. Langer spent extra
time to discuss epilepsy and my pregnancy and even offered to speak to my OB!
I have been a patient since my early teens, I am now 27. *Ruth, *Oyan, *Dr. McLaren have all been there for me.
They SAVED MY LIFE on Feb. 17, 2017 and helped me through a crisis. I cannot express the TRUE VALUE of the
*Dr. Kirby is very personable and compassionate. She does a good job explaining things.
*Dr. Margaret Plews-Ogan is an excellent listened and caring doctor!
*Karen Finke is awesome!
*Dr. Pinkerton is a superb doctor and I feel lucky to have her.
*Dr. Hays took real good care of me and in a way she got me up and going again in my daily life thank you *Dr.
*Dr. Kirzhner is competent & knowledgeable. She was able to explain the procedures clearly.
I drive 2.5 hours each way to visit this office well worth the drive *Dr.Patel and staff are the best.
I was amazed with everything! Phenomenal experience, from the registration desk to the outcome of my
successful surgery! And, *Dr. Strand was outstanding! Brilliant physician and surgeon with excellent bedside
*Dr. Amy has been my hand/wrist dr. for a year. I saw *Dr. Freilich & then he said *Amy would take me from
there. All my visits have been excellent with me. SHe is professional & has extreme ability to listen in order to
understand the patient. She takes extra time to review the injury what the options are & to make sure I am clear.
I had to call up to WA & leave a non-_____ question for *Amy & she was able to answer my question & review
w/me the options & make sure I understood fully. *Amy also gave directions to how to navigate between
orthopedic & GP for pain meds - I now understand the laws & policies around Tramadol - *Amy said she would
*Dr. Crook is a good - excellent provider, and so is her staff.
*Dr. Malik did not stop testing until he found the cause of the issues I was having. I appreciate the care I have
received by *Dr. Malik and his staff.
Drs (*Smith) were awesome/*Alisha is wonderful.
I was recently diagnosed with an aggressive cancer that has mestastisized. *Dr. Domson & his staff was highly
professional. I feel very indebted to him & his staff for moving my case forward.
The nurses *Teresa J was the best I've ever had!!! So sweet!
Her nurse *Abbie is absolutely wonderful too. She has answered so many questions over the phone. I can never
thank her enough. Your staff there is so caring and they are always there when you need them.
*Dr. Daniero has gone above and beyond to help me with my medical issues. He is a wonderful asset to your
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I have stage 4 cancer, and I couldn't have asked for a more caring person, than *Jennifer for my Dr.
I am so excited that *Dr. Brett Castrodale MD is now associated with my primary care practice! He is caring,
knowledgeable, patient oriented and I hope he stays!!
We were highly impressed with *Karri Bishop!! She was extremely patient and thorough! I have already
recommended her to others! We appreciate her more than words!
*Dr. John Jane helped save my life. Dr. in Lynchburg told me "I can't touch that." He did refer me to *Dr. Jane,
that was the best thing he could have done for me.
Every one I met was extremely helpful and very nice. *Ms. Haden was her usual self. Extremely helpful and
competent. All personnel in the cancer ctr. are helpful.
For the record - My favorite Dr. - *Dr. E. Cirenza (hematology & oncology) for the last 17 YEARS highly
recommended *Dr. Patrick Dillon hematology & oncology. After my 1st visit & interview (4-4-17) I'm happy to say
I believe our relationship will continue with the same path on my cancer journey.
I felt that *Dr. mason explained very thoroughly the options for the future care of my hearing does.
*Dr. Keyes is a wonderful Dr. My family and I really like him. He is great - So kind I hope he will always be my Dr.
*Chad Wilson and all of his staff were very thorough and courteous. I've already told several of my friends about
*Dr. Brown and his staff worked very hard to keep me from losing my leg after complications from knee revision.
I owe him everything. I may have a long recovery ahead of me, but I still have my leg.
*Dr. Williams' services are just great.
I have been followed by *Dr. Fountain many years for epilepsy. He is a very caring doctor and the receptionist &
*Dr. Rucker is by far the best primary care provider I have encountered anywhere I have lived, including Baltimore
where we were part of the Johns Hopkins Health Care System.
*Dr. Linda Martin is a great physician - I would highly recommend her!
I am happy with *Dr. Prum and his staff.
*Dr. Benning and the entire staff treated me professionally and with compassion. The entire staff also seemed
truly invested in my surgery and my rehabilitation & recovery.
*Dr. McMahon is excellent at what he does. Very professional, but also friendly & courteous.
I am very pleased with the services I received from *Dr.Abdel-Rahman and his staff. The service is through,
Very smooth running practice. *Dr. Wilson shows genuine concern and compassion.
*Denise Bruen is an excellent nurse practitioner. I actually enjoy my appointments. She is very easy to talk to and
she really knows her stuff. The man at the front desk was extremely nice to us.
The receptionist was extremely nice! Everyone was wonderful and talkative. *Denise is the absolute best. She
does so much to help me and I really appreciate her.
I feel that I have received excellent medical care, both from *Dr. Bauman and *Dr. Robert Wilder.
*Emily Girard was by far the best provider I have ever seen. I will recommend her to everyone I know. She is very
personable, sweet, caring, listens to you, and helps you. I give her a 1000%!
We love *Dr. Johnson. He is an excellent doctor.
*Dr. Johnson is amazing.
*Dr. Christophel was very helpful with my reason of visit and made sure to listen carefully to what I had to say.
The staff and receptionists were equally helpful as well. Very good!
*Dr. Santen is first rate. He has provided me with his personal cell number. If unavailable, he gets back to me in
This experience couldn't have been better; I felt I was well-cared for, that everyone I met throughout was kind,
friendly, professional. I am fortunate to have had *Dr. Ailawadi and his staff care for me ... they worked together
*Dr. Peterson is a very competent and caring dr. Her nurse, *Laura Chambers, is also very able and caring. I feel
fortunate to have access to such excellent care.
This office staff in the best, I worked in hospitals for 35 years. They are awesome. I think *Dr. Castrodale is a
keeper & feel like we have a great partnership for healthcare.
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Excellent visit and information I received from *Dr. Abel concerning my son was beneficial and helpful.
I was amazed to get an appt. in 45 mins. from the time I called, *Kelsey took great care of (him). She does a great
*Dr. Lewis is wonderful, provides every thing I need!
I felt that *Barbara Royston went above and beyond my expectations. The whole office is nice, but she is
I was very pleased with *Kerry Lanigan office visit I had on June 24th. She is a very caring dr. She really does listen
I appreciative that *Dr. Chopra knows that I need a lot of explanation about my kidney condition.
*Dr. Geoffrey Smith is so knowledgeable about MS and benefits of BRAN. He is respectful talking to me (not my
husband) and he gauges how I feel about what he said & responds quite _____. Also a truly wonderful person I had never heard of pelvic prolapse until my visit. I had been incorrectly diagnosed by OB/GYN at another
location *Dr. T explained to me what had happened and in carefully watching me. I am willing to learn and to
I'm very satisfied with my care from *Dr. Jaffe. I've also been very happy with her references for other doctors for
I have been a patient of *Dr. Brenin's since he first came to practice at UVA. Breast cancer has been present in
the female line of my family going back to my great grandfather. *Dr. Brenin has always been extra careful with
I did have an echocardiogram during my visit to U. VA. *Dr. Lim was very positive about my condition and care no surgery and no follow up with him at this time. He did mention home precautions I should take. Very pleased
with my whole experience - would see him again should it become necessary.
I think *Dr. Mangrum is a caring professional.
*Dr. Butterman was absolutely wonderful to work with' she was extremely caring, confident, & compassionate.
She & *Dr. Michael Huirstock are great team. I would recommend any child/parent to receive care at UVA.
I appreciated *Dr. Constabile's ability to see me quickly at the request of *Dr. Okusa.
I really like this practice & recommend it to others. *Dr. Casey is a gem.
I highly value having *Dr. Okusa as my attending. My CKD has been well controlled under his care.
I was late because of a previous appointment and they took me in right away. I really appreciate that *Dr.
McMahon saw me even though I was late.
*Dr. Curtis Argo is the best.
*Dr. Landen and the fellow working with him were great. They answered my questions, were very prompt, and
*Dr. H spent a lot of time with me and explained what my plan of treatment would be and answered all my
*Dr. Modesitt & her team are the absolute best & I am truly blessed & fortunate to have them. They take
*Dr. Kirzhner and her staff were always nice, friendly, professional, very adequately prepared. *Dr. Kirzhner was
always very personable, and she made you always feel comfortable around her. She was great!
I have never, in 18 years as a patient, experienced anything but the very higher & _____ professionalism &
outstanding care & courtesy from *Dr. Mangrum & his staff - I travel from Richmond for this outstanding care - I
have never experienced anything even comparable to the genuine care & concern - I'm so fortunate!
The knee replacement was a very positive experience and *Dr. Browne showed care and concern for above the
*Dr. Southerland is thorough, personable & knowledgeable.
*Dr. Cropley, my dermatologist, is professional, considerate, an excellent dr. & diagnostician. I feel that I am in
Excellent visit with both *Dr. Browne & resident.
I like my *Dr. Dame in primary care - she & the staff are always _____ & will do all they can to help you. Also
*Dr. Trowbridge is a consummate professional. She has a wonderful bedside manner. She is a good listener and
medical educator. She is a talented Doctor.
Have gone to *Dr. Bargmann ever since she started practicing in Orange. I think she is a great doctor.
The reason I had visits and went back for surgery is because I totally trusted *Dr. Hullfish - love her!
I am so sorry to learn *Dr. Boyer is leaving. One of the best doctors I have ever had. He was a real asset to UVA
My first visit with *Dr. Le and I was very pleased!!!
Always the best care and treatment. I love UVA staff. *Dr. Battle & staff are the greatest.
*Dr. Bolton, *David, and the staff a great I, and others in the area are lucky to have them.
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*Dr. Abel & staff are terrific!
Nurse *Nancy (?) went out of her way to offer a position to relieve (and stretch) IT _____ (not related to subject
of visit which was follow up for chest pain. I was VERY pleased.
Overall exceptional care and help by all. *Dr. Mangram and his staff are super and kind.
*Dr. Russell had done Moh's surgery on me a number of times & he is highly skilled & professional. This time I
had same questions which he answered knowledgeable & with patience.
*Dr. Hatter is a great dr. He's a caring dr. who loves what he's doing and cares for his patients. It's a shame that
there aren't more drs. like him. A wonderful person.
*Dr. The Le has been very good to me. She calls to see how I am feeling and also listens to my concerns. The best
*Dr. Dowdell exhibited great sensitivity to my concerns & I felt we reached a consensus as to my treatment.
Loved the nurse *Suzett who help with procedure.
I had an early appointment with Dr. Christophel and a later one with *Dr. Dalkin. *Dr. Dalkin's office came to find
me at *Dr. Christophel's to tell me I could come over as soon as I was done instead of having to return later that
afternoon. I travel from out of town, so this was incredibly considerate and helpful. *Dr. Dalkin as always is the
best of the best. He is always concerned and replies promptly to MyChart questions. What ever his pay is, he is
I had a cochlear implant in Dec. 2014 and the care I had was excellent and I would recommend *Dr. Kesser to
Outstanding is *James Browne!!
*Dr. Davidson and her team are great!
I am so used to UVA, *Dr. Kron, *Liz, *David and *Danielle it's like going home after a visit, I am so thankful that
years ago I was referred to UVA due to a life threatening situation.
*Reagan Thompson is a great doctor her concerns about my health are serious UVA should be happy to have her
All staff were wonderful, *Dr. Kirzhner, what a beautiful person and a wonder dr. a great lady & dr.
*Dr. Rasmussen was very good at the procedure she performed for _____ (worked better than the last 2 times).
She was sensitive, provided good answers, and took her time with us *Dr. Chopra is a very good doctor I like him *Dr. Patel is extremely patient, kind, compassionate. He is very knowledgeable & a great listener! Respected my
input & continues to help me make the best decision for my treatment plan.
I seen *Colleen Green and her nurse *Virginia Kelly I have never seen 2 people who cared so much and fought so
hard to get their patients back to health or to save their lives. Amazing!!!!
I would like to thank *Dr. Christophel for his advice & encouragement after my surgery.
*Dr. Singla is very friendly, thorough, and kind. He talked with my mom and I as if we were his only patients. He
genuinely showed his concern, care, and expertise.
Greeter's name: *DAVID DUNN would not accept tip. So very helpful. Receptionist - outstanding *Tracy & Joyce
in x-ray outstanding. Check-in outstanding. Young lady to left who makes follow-up appoint outstanding *Dr.
Cui's 2 nurses, 1 named *Kathy - outstanding. I have called many times and no one ever treated me like I was a
bother or they didn't have time to listen and help. Everyone I came in contact with treated me like they would
*Dr. Freilich and his staff were very professional & put me at ease for a difficult surgery. This is the best surgical
experience I've had since moving from Texas.
I am very blessed to be seeing *Dr. Campbell and his team. Love them all.
I drove 2.5 hrs. each way to see *Dr. Hullfish because I was told she is the best practitioner for the delicate
procedure I needed. I had an amazing result and an incredible experience with her kind and very professional
*Dr. Alfano is a wonderful doctor.
*Dr. Malpass is an excellent doctor. I just wish I did not have to travel so far to see him (I live in Hampton, VA) -about 4 hours of driving each way. My family thinks it is worth the trip because he is the only doctor that has
*Dr. Hatter is very good.
*Dr. Ballew has been my primary care doctor since 1996 and has taken very good care of me. Ditto for my
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*Dr. Shen is an excellent spine doctor. He is very thorough and is very open to questions and concerns about your
pain. I have already recommended him to others.
We think that *Karen Finke was the dr. that changed her feeding tube & if so she was wonderful!!
RN *Lynn was very friendly and helpful. She stayed with me the whole time even bringing an umbrella during the
fire alarm. She was very informative and answered all my questions to make me feel more comfortable.
On 03/03/2017, I visited *Dr. Rustin's office on where his NURSE removed staples from an incision. No further
comment, except, I think *Dr. Rustin is WONDERFUL!
*Dr. Browne and the entire staff were very thorough, and asked appropriate questions concerning my _____ pain.
They also had read my medical records re: PostPolio Syndrome very impressive.
My feeling for MY doctor is he the best UVA doctor for anyone can have for my kidney problem - He is the BEST
no matter happen. Thank you *Emaad Abdel-Rahman. YOU ARE GREAT.
Have always received great care w/*Dr. Hullfishs' staff.
*Dr. Santen and his staff are exceptional. He takes time with me, is caring and provides excellent follow up care.
All physicians should be as caring and skilled.
I saw this lady - *Kim Drewry, N.P. after having a mammogram - she was very professional and kind to me.
Have always been respected and respond the people whom work at the practice. I like to talk with them not at
them. Love *Dr. Plews-Ogan & staff.
I am impressed with the efficiency of *Dr. Wilder's office as well as with X ray, MRi, bone density scan, &
*Helen Molnar is wonderful. I always leave her office knowing I am in good hands and she can be contacted 24
hrs. a day if I have questions or problems.
*Dr. Carlson is the best physician I have encountered in a long time. He is an excellent clinician & a caring person.
I have/will recommend him to anyone.
My fiance and myself were very impressed with *Dr. Lewis. She was very knowledgeable about my problem. She
was very courteous and she was able to care about my needs and concerns!
I would say *Dr. Andrea White is a really very good doctor. She listens me very carefully and providing me good
They don't get any better than *Carmel Nail!
*Dr. Michael Williams is fantastic - so professional yet with a personal touch. His NP, *Kim Leake, is also great *Dr. Leyva was an excellent hire.
*Dr. Brenton was wonderful. This was our first visit but I was so impressed we have switched permanently. Not
only is he thorough but very kind and open. Wonderful dr.
I have never met a physician as nice, professional, and caring as *Dr. Mason - he was beyond perfect - first class!!!
Everyone I dealt with on this visit from the receptionists, clerks, PA, X-ray technicians, nurses assistant, nurse
(*Debra C.) were outstanding! Very friendly, very helpful, very concerned and caring, and very courteous. I
highly recommend *Dr. Thomas Brown and UVA. I could not be more pleased with my care during my time of
*Dana is an awesome nurse practitioner! She spends time talking w/you and never makes you feel rushed - She
obviously truly cares about her patients. She remembers you too and checks about the family too.
*Dr. Bailey is the best.
The (I guess) practitioner that I worked w/before I met *Dr. Shah was very good.
I am extremely pleased with my treatment and care given by *Dr. Leone and all staff members. I will recommend
your facility to friends and family.
*Dr. Hassanzadeh with his talent & God given knowledge helped give me a second chance at life following my
terrible ATV accident. A chance to be a husband, a father to my little boy & a provider for my family. I am forever
grateful to *Dr. Hassanzadeh and his team at the University of Virginia. They are the best spine clinic in the
Staff was very courteous and prompt. *Dr. Smith was great in all areas of care. I wish all of my medical
experiences could go as well. Highly recommend!
*Kathleen Haden is a national treasure!!
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*Dr. Mason is wonderful. He takes his time with you and explains everything. The rest of the staff are very
*Dr. Hassanzadeh was very good - very kind and very considerate. Excellent doctor I almost NEVER give out 5's or 1's, but I was really very impressed with everyone and the care I received, it felt as
though there was that 'southern hospitality' aspect attached to the care. It was everyone from the front desk, lab
team, *Dawn & *Alyssa, to the doctors, their trainees, and all the nurses. All of them made this awful rare
disease seem manageable to digest and tackle. Their care left me feeling the utmost confidence We absolutely can say that our experience thus far at UVA and with *Dr. Norton's group has been fabulous. We
are so appreciative of all the care our son has received from the doctors and staff! Thank Y'all!
The ultrasound techs/radiologists and *Dr. Charlton have been absolutely incredible in caring for our son. We
*Heather Quillian is an amazing doctor and person. We are lucky to have her guarding us through radiations. This
office is full of lovely, caring, smart folks. We will never go anywhere else!
The nurses are incredibly helpful & caring. Special thanks to nurses *Brittney for answering questions on the
phone & getting us an appointment.
*Jennifer Hart is AWESOME! I highly recommend her to others. Fantastic visit. Out in 35 mins, including the xray. Friendly, efficient, knowledgeable, polite.
*Mary Chandler is an excellent & thorough provider. I highly recommend her. The front desk & registration staff
are always very patient, friendly & efficient.
We love everyone @ Endo @ UVA but we surely are going to miss *Louise. She is always amazing w/(her) & has
helped me, as mom, many times.
*Dr. Patel was wonderful! He was professional, caring, knowledgeable, and funny. We love him!
*Mrs. Hunter provided great information, addressed all questions, was kind and caring, gave us time to go over all
issues, and was very supportive of (her) and our health plan moving forward.
We drive over 3 hours one-way to see *Dr. Brenton. By far he is the best doctor we have seen for my daughter's
*Dr. Goodkin & his staff are the VERY best! We are sooo very thankful to have him & his team for our son.
We love *Dr. Wang and *Dawn and his entire staff. He save my husbands life. We think the world of *Dr. Wang.
The best dr. ever. So glad that UVA has him.
I value her opinions/feedback. Very knowledgeable of my health, concerns, gives positive feedback. Very
courteous!! I wish I had more *Dr. Diamond.
The device check and staff are very good. *Dr. Robert Battle & staff are very good.
I don't have words to say thanks, enough, all the personnel it's super special and humanitary. Doctor *Armin
Aalami, you are the best!! Thanks and blessings I am being treated for breast cancer. *Dr. Brenin and his entire team, starting with check-in to every staff
member, are wonderful! Everyone makes me feel truly cared for, and encouraging! I am truly blessed to be under
*Dr. Brenin's care. I trust him w/my life. When I have tears streaming down my face, I receive hugs. UVA is
I would recommend *Dr. Rasmussen to any patient or family/friend. She was involved in my son's case from stat
to finish at the hospital andbeyond. Her team of residents were great too! We love *Dr. Cohee & *Dr. J. Davis Best facility I've been to in many years. *Dr. Keyes is great.
U.V.A. heath system shows great skills I've been a patient since 5-95 there providers are #1 in all of my medical
needs, as I'm very fortunate to have such wonderful provider. Emily Couric Cancer Center - Dept. Radiation Fontane Ortho-Ent clinic spine center - hand center - continue Drs) *Chan, *Dr. Weiss - *Dr. Kassell. *Dr. Williams
*Dr. Lippert has been my cardogist for 21 years. She is extremely professional and I am fortunate to have been
I appreciate how *Dr. Malhotra got me in so quickly. I don't know how he added me to the surgery roster, but I
am grateful. The nurses & aides on all shifts were excellent. The cleaning staff were extremely nice & friendly.
Without questions, *Drs. Christiana Brenin and *Eugene Foley (surgeon) saved my life from a very serious
disease. As a result my wife and I have spent eleven of the best years of our life. *Dr. Brenin, in my opinion, is an
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*Dr. Gorav Ailawadi and his staff handled things in a great and professional way. Talk to me so I could understand
with out _____ medical terms which I wouldn't understand.
*Terran is a knowledgeable, kind & considerate health provider. Enjoy speaking with her about my health
concerns. Those scheduling appointments noticed I lived in the valley & rescheduled my appointment in
Really like *Dr. Ryan Smith!
I have been seeing *Dr. Douvas for approx. 6 yrs. In my opinion, he is superior in every way *Dr. Darby patiently listened to my concerns and specifically answered them.
*Dr. Abuannadi is a very good doctor, he makes sure that he takes care of your needs and concerns. I would
highly recommend him to anybody. The nurses told me eh likes cupcakes remember that when it's his birthday.
*Dr. Taylor's nurse was invaluable in my recent medical problem. She was always courteous, kind, and showed
concern for my well-being. I felt hat she was/and is a valuable asset.
*Dr. Hodges and *Dr. Lumpkin are just the two I've seen. They are the two best understanding and helpful
*Dr. Hassanzadeh seems to be an outstanding physician. He is obviously knowledgeable but also displays great
*Dr. Michael Williams & his team are excellent. I have received excellent care.
*Dr. Jamieson Bourque, to nurse to clerks and receptionist, very well discipline and know how to take care of
patient to the highest level also staff worked so well together.
Very friendly - helpful. Very willing to get me right for scheduling & _____ and appts. I really appreciated *Dr.
Park speaking with me, so I wouldn't worry.
I love *Dr. Dacus and his staff I have already referred 3 people to him.
From the very beginning *Dr. Hullfish, herself and her staff have he graciously and proficiently professional always courteous - with a delightful sense of humor. I con-sider myself to be _____ to receive receive the medical
Very first visit with *Dr. Finke. She seemed concerned over the issues and I believe she will try to help me.
Appt. was with *Halley Briglia. *Halley did examination and talked about changing amount of meds. *Halley
conferred with *Sarah Jones. *Sarah spoke to me and my mom about meds. Both individuals were very
*Dr. Ballew has been my doctor since 1999 and has been awesome!
Really like *Cawood Fitzhugh - she is very good! *Cheryl - receptionist - so nice.
*Dr. Lien Dame she is so sweet kind my husband we love very much anything she help about medicine she help
she one best doctor I have I love and *Kim Morris some sweet people.
I think that *Dr. Dame is so very much and my husband so good and she is good and we love her we just her good
*Dr. Patel is an excellent Dr.!
I appreciate the at *Dr. C. Brenin was open to my thoughts about the hormone therapy at this time.
Doctor *Denton and his staff are the best highest degree of service and care.
*Dale and staff are wonderful.
*Dr. Short is a wonderful doctor. Listens to all your concerns and is very caring and attentive.
Each and every visit with *Dr. Mark Russell and his staff gets A++ from this more than satisfied patient!!
Loved (her) doctors. *Dr. Vance and *Dr. John _____.
There are not enough superlatives to describe how thankful our family is to *Dr. Brad Kesser. We've completed
restoring our son's hearing on one side... Caring & surgical skills = A++.
UVA is my favorite medical center of the three I regularly visit. *Dr. Purow is a wonderful physician as he is
dedicated to helping his patients achieve quality of life in addition to health and wellness.
Question #14 - I did not need to be contacted about my lab results because I received the results through
MyChart.com and discussed the results with *Dr. Purow by email. He was so prompt in his responses! Truly
*Dr. Hallowell is one of the kindest, most sincere physicians. The staff is also very caring. I have received nothing
less than exceptional help ... myself. I _____ be handed to be part of their team.
The receptionist, the student dr & *Dr. Shami were all great! Very friendly, patient and personable.
*Dr. Bauman is excellent! She is caring, respectful and very friendly. I trust her fully.
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Been going to Family Practice for over 35 yrs. Never had an experience less than 101%. *Dr. Kim took *Dr.
Raymonds place about 3-4 yrs. ago. I feel exception my fortune to have him as my physician.
*Dr Newman is an excellent physician I deeply appreciate his wonderful care for me. I also commend his staff.
I have total confidence in the wound care clinic at UVA nurse *Catherine Radliff is very knowledgeable. I value
*Dr. Moss is great! So knowledgeable & personable.
I saw *Dr. Levine and staff for a procedure requested by another physician; however, *Dr. Levine was warm and
caring while explaining everything to me very clearly.
I thank *Dr. Lau and her staff for taking care of me they are all excellent and wonderful God bless you all.
*Dr. Redick is by far the best doctor I've ever had and she is full of so much knowledge.
*Dr. Freilich is EXCELLENT and so is this entire practice!! I had a full recovery with surgery from my injury. I
would highly recommend *Dr. Freilich and the UVA Hand Center to anyone!!
*Dr. Hullfish and her staff are excellent.
*Kate Robinson ? *Dr. Brown's ? PA is excellent. She is caring & understanding to me but also to my daughter ?
I have only respect for *Dr. Bowman and his staff. They are friendly, professional and they show respect for me
for me and my health. I'm more than satisfied.
My entire experience during the period of time *Dr. Browne diagnosed and then treated my hip "revision" was
excellent, including my stay in the hospital.
*Dr. Reid Adams and his staff (other dr's.) and the entire staff in his office, are always so nice, kind, and
considerate and caring for me. They are awesome.
*Lydia Higgs was AMAZING! Thorough, professional & compassionate.
I've already recommended *Dr. Lehtinen to family members. He's great!
*Dr. Robert Gibson - U of VA C-ville VA excellent cardiologist & professor - respected by patients, facility, students
(medical and nurses. I receive excellent medical care from all my specialists (M.D.'s) of U. VA.
*Dr. Barros has provided excellent care whenever I have had appointment with her.
Very positive all around. I was much calmer. *Andrea was very professional and knowledgeable.
*Dr. Stephan Gorsch was great in every way, pleasant, polite & truly concerned for me. I hope to keep seeing
him. Please tell him what I said THANKS!
Visiting with *Dr. Barrett is so much more positive than my local neurologist.
Was very please with nurse and I see hate to see *Dr. Crosby retire.
The entire staff & especially *Dr. Kindley & the nurse I had that day were wonderful! They went above & beyond
to meet my needs & took excellent care of me. *Dr. Kindley is very thoughtful & is an amazing doctor!
*Veronica Hughes has always been very thorough, kind, attentive, & thoughtful. She makes me feel like an equal,
not an idiot. She's very compassionate! I've also had blood drawn twice at this location, & both times the ladies
who did it were excellent! They were quick, & didn't cause any pain. They are very nice!
*Dr. Shirley is great and caring for her clients. She is quick to response & easy to get a hold of on the phone. We
*Dr. Geoffrey is excellent. Very professional and very good doctor.
*Dr. Zaydfudim is outstanding.
Everyone has been so pleasant and communicative. This office visit was a follow-up after surgery with *Dr. Shen.
What a wonderful experience (considering circumstance!).
I am pleased with how *Dr. Rembold is handling my high blood pressure problem.
*Dr. Blackhall does an excellent job in Palliative Care. She takes the time to obtain a good understanding of my
condition and her advice is well-reasoned.
I find *Dr. Topchyan very knowledgeable & thorough.
I was pleased & surprised that *Dr. Bowman had read my medical history before I saw him. He was very pleasant
and knowledgeable. Did NOT feel rushed & had ample time for questions.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Kathie Hullfish and was so glad to have her to explain what needed to be done to
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I was impressed with the level of competence for the care I was given by *Dr. Cooper, nurse *Berg and the rest of
*Connie Roberts was exceptional. She took time to address my medical issue and was very thorough. She was
knowledgeable and her mannerism was more than I could have hoped for - Outstanding.
*Kristi Gott has been an amazing NP and helps tremendously giving us one less thing to worry about.
*Kristen Shannon - One amazing doc couldn't do what I do without her. I had a - stroke in May 2017 visited her
*Dr. Redick was very through and answered all my questions. She clearly cares a great deal about her patients
*Dr. Kesser has been fantastic!
*Dr. Kesser is fantastic!
Our visit was great everyone took the time to explain/show us what was "wrong". It was great! *Joanna Lott was
GREAT as was *Dr. Daniero -- A+++++++++++.
*Barbara Wilson is an excellent physician.
I love *Dr. Rucker! I've looked extensively for a family dr. and I found one in *Dr. Rucker. I had surgery & he was
*Dr. Grice has showed so much concern for my issue. He has spoke with other doctors, got more opinions. To
me he has showed so much concern and is working so hard to solve the problem.
*Dr. David Brenin was the best Dr. I could've hoped for,; and his team was wonderful. I never had such good
*Dana has been very helpful - we recently moved to Palm _____ and needed new doctors and family practice.
She listens to me, helps me and is willing to work with me on issues.
*Dr. Uppal is the greatest - fabulous bed side manner - caring - skilled - feel blessed to have him for our care.
*Gail Macik is an outstanding specialist that exhibits extreme concern for her patients.
*Dr. Lim is a fine doctor very caring, hope you pay him enough so he will stay at Va. Health. He sure was good
with me and I recommend him to everyone I know.
*Dr. Shami is very good at what she does & goes the extra mile to help you.
*Dr. Gazewood's practice sets the gold standard for all the interns he has trained. I have spoken in that regard
with both those present and serving as interns and nurse who are not practicing in the emergency ward.
*Dr. Payne listened and cared. Thank you.
I am glad my doctor _____ *Michelle Rindos she is professional doctor for me. Helped a lot.
*Dr. Rembold is the best dr. in my world.
*Dr Gimple is not my primary care doctor. That is *Dr. John G_____ - Both are exceptional medical talents and
CARING professionals. They are outstanding in my opinion AND the opinion of other patients who know me _____
A special thank you to *Patricia W_____!
*Dr. Mendoza was wonderful with my daughter. He spoke to her like they were friends.
The staff in general is always concerned. *Mrs. Bruen is always up to date. The nurses *Mrs. Peggly, *Mrs.
Margaret, &, *Mrs. Brenda gets back to me that day or the next. Thank you all.
*Dr. Payne and his Nurse *Fanny are excellent!
*Dr. Anderson is a very caring dr. & answers my questions & concerns. My diabetes is not controlled the best but
*Kathleen Lee best urologist I have ever seen & I have seen many, even at the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota. Very
Love *Dr. Brenin!
We believe *Dr. Daniel Becker and *Dr. Rachel Kon are the best. They are truly great assets to UVA. They are
concerned, helpful, knowledgable and have great personalities.
*Dr. Grice is always knowledgeable about my health issues; courteous and takes the time to answer my questions
completely. He is an awesome health care provider.
We had a great experience from the very 1st visit throughout all follow-ups after surgery. *Dr. Gwathmey is great
and we will recommend him and UVA to others.
Everyone in the pulmonology department is very nice. *Dr. Rose is awesome!! He does his own follow up calling.
*Dr. Christophel is an amazing doctor & surgeon. Our family loves him and all the people in his practice that we
deal with. Excellent surgeon and staff.
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I've been seeing this dr. (*Fountain) for almost 16 yrs. now and he tops any neurologists in Harrisonburg that I
had ever been to before that, and their is several. It's just that *Dr> Fountain was able along with my body stop
This provider (*Dr. Christina DeVincentis) is the absolute best Primary Care doctor I have ever had. She shows
concern & devotes her time to understanding my medical record & refers to specialists to help understand
*Dr. Akosah explained my procedure & gave results in a clear & easy to understand explanation. He & his nurse &
staff made "going to a heart specialist" a less stressful situation, everyone was wonderful.
We appreciate the ENTIRE LWA care team! All are top notch! Best of the best! Including dr.'s, nurses,
receptionists and the behind the scenes "*Rhonda Lawhorne" & "*Megan Daniel." EVERYONE goes above and
beyond to assist us and make our visits special. Like visiting great family on every visit. Thank you to all your
I will have to say, I have always had a good visit, whether I see *Dr. Brinin or *Kim Drewry. They are very
knowledgeable with my care and helpful with given me suggestions concerning my health.
*Dr. K. has filled *Dr. Pudhorodski's shoes quite well. Thank you.
*Dr. Hedrick is a "fine" doctor & lady.
*Dr. Michael Williams and his staff are always thoroughly professional and accommodating. He is an outstanding
*Dr. Zaydfudim is a wonderful doctor. He showed me my MRI and went over all details of my scan. He is
personable and friendly and gives me complete information about my medical situation.
The visit to *Dr. Loughran was a sanity saver. I have a rare form of leukemia, that he discovered many years ago.
Consulting with him answered my questions and gave my life back to me. I value my visit with *Dr. Loughran
*Dr. Slawson is so patient and understanding. He explains everything to me in detail. He stresses on what I have
to do to stay in good health. He is the only dr. that I prefer to see.
*DR. BOYER is my oncologist - He is wonderful! I had 2 other oncologists before I was fortunate to find him. He is
*Dr. John Marshall is an outstanding, caring, & very intelligent doctor. He is the best!
*Dr. Millers attitude & concern has improved "Greatly".
I couldn't ask for better doctors. Love *Dr. Vance, Monty is amazing and all the staff I have had the pleasure of
meeting over the years. Best place and again I wouldn't trade *Dr. Vance ever.
*Jennifer is a very helpful. She does not impose any procedure or suggest anything that is not warranted she
*Mark Russell does an excellent job. He is truly professional in every way.
*Dr. Trowbridge is the best and most kind doctor that ever treated me. I will recommend her to anyone. Great
I have seen *Dr. Susan Miller for approx. 11 yrs. She has helped me manager my _____ arthritis and degenerative
disc disease. She is professional, competent and always kind, and never seems to run out of options for helping
*Dr. Miller has helped me remain mobile and continue the ballroom dancing, I do as my phy. exercise. She is a
huge part of my quality of life, helping me manage my pain.
I have severe/profound hearing loss. *Dr. Russell and other staff in the dermatology clinic did an EXCELLENT job
of making an extra effort to ensure I could clearly understand the surgery procedure & follow up treatment.
*Dr. Alfano is a SUPER CARING DOCTOR. I feel so fortunate to have him tend to me.
*Dr. Hassanzadeh & his staff are wonderful. They are so compassionate to me & my needs.
*Dr. Moore was professional and kind. His nurse was exceptional. The visit was one of the easiest check-ups with
new personnel that I have experienced.
I do what *Dr. Brenin tells me to do. She has cared for me, and I am not easy!!
I really felt like I had the best doctor there. Like *John Kern very much.
*Dr. Mark Lepsch is the best!! Period!!
I felt uncomfortable about the issues I was having. *Dr. McLaughlin was courteous and helpful in his questioning
and even encouraged me to follow up with a specialist if I felt that it's necessary, which I do.
*DR. MCCALL is top notch IN every respect as are his nurses and staff.
*Dr. Belyea always does a great job along with the staff.
*Dr. Belyea is great! He combines his expert knowledge with a wonderful _____ with our daughter - He is the
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I was referred to *Dr. Shen by my PCP, because of concern over my back surgery @ AMC in May 2015. I thank
God I met this man, he operated & fixed the mistakes from former surgery. He is a God send.
Cheerful, competent, professional staff; after many years of excellent care *Dr. Joe Ann Pinkerton feels like my
*Dr. Doran is brilliant ____, she has literally improved the quality of my daily life with her treatment plan. I'm so
*Dr. Andrew Mihalek is a very professional and compassionate dr. More drs. need to learn from him and listen to
Soft spoken & clearly understand *Dr. Carlson is a very intelligent & informed dr. Very friendly & caring.
I am very grateful for the care *Dr. Hall provides for me.
I have never been part to a more considerate, caring, cohesive group as *Dr. Grosh's team conveys. They handle
everything, esp. setting appts in a manner to be convenient for my schedule.
*Dr. Frick was so nice - 1st time I ever saw him & he was so kind & I found out he is my neighbor which I didn't
know before. I would certainly see him - again if need be. A very kind & caring doctor. I felt like I was his only pt.
as he took so much time with me. They don't make doctors like that anymore! He is an exception.
My sister recently moved from 35 yrs. OHIO, here to Fishersville (& husband) & I've sent her to *Dr. Escanellas &
she's happy too. Also, my daughter's his patient.
*Dr. Brown, to me, is a wonderful dr. She found my problem with my thyroid and helped me so much.
*Dr. Crosby is a very good, caring doctor.
*Dr. Grosh & his staff are the best!!
*Dr. Kennedy is the best. The CTU team always does a great job.
I had a good pre-op visit w/*Dr. Tom Brown and *Kate Robertson on Dec 13, 2016.
*Dr. Fu is a very good doctor, I would recommend him to anyone.
*Dr. Eagleson is very good and really makes me feel she has my health in her best concern. I sent my brother to
her. He really felt good about her being his doctor.
*Dr. Eagleson is a EXCELLENT doctor!!
North Ridge is a very good facility. Very clean and professional. *Dr. Bauman is a very good, professional doctor
and she is very respectful to her patients. I feel very comfortable with her. The office staff are really nice too.
*Traci Hedrick and staff real nice person at UVA.
As a patient @ UVA I love the care *Dr. Hays give me and the care of the staff and the smile. Sometime I don't
feel well they make me smile. Thank you.
*Dr. Cui & staff were very caring & concern about my health and answered all my questions.
*Dr. Goodman is very respected by the MEDICAL (25-30 physicians) AND PATIENTS' community that "dwells" in
*Dr. Grauatee is a wonderful provider. he is kind and knowledgeable. We have been seeing him for years and
*Dr. Nass is one of the BEST, kindness helpful, person I have for a dr. I am so glad I have him. He is # one!
I was referred to *Dr. Grady for an evaluation study by my urologist. I was tested & treated with very good and
gentle (wherever applicable) care. *Dr. Gray's knowledgeable & advice were thorough.
*Dr. Wolf has been my IM physician for many years. He is the most compassionate person, always ready to help
right away. His treatment is superb! There is no other like him.
*Dr. Topchyan is the most caring & concerned MD I have dealt with. Amazingly compassionate and
*Dr. Langer is outstanding.
*Dr. Archbald is the best - expert in geriatrics, excellent bedside manner! Her team is friendly, very competent &
Nurse *Ceil was very helpful through MANY phone calls & call backs arranging this out of town appt.
I am extremely fortunate to have *Dr. Conway managing my macular degeneration.
*Dr. Asthagiri was wonderful. He was caring, considerate, & professional. He took time to explain things to me &
*Dr. Gazewood's resident *Dr. Samantha Philman is an excellent physician and I like having her as my doctor.
*Dr. Albon has always answered my questions on MyChart to same day I sent them. She is a great doctor who
*Dr. Ballew and his staff have always been terrific.
*Dr.Keeley is very professional. She always answers our questions & concerns.
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*Dr. Upchurch and staff are very professional, but down to earth. I like the way he tells you like it is. Does not
I have been going to *Dr. Rubendall for several years and I think he is one of the best. I highly recommend him.
The staff & *Doctor Smith are outstanding I would give them a #10 Great team and I say thanks to them.
Also *Dr. Walter Hotz are the best.
I always feel that *Dr. Le cares about me and takes my concerns seriously. Her nurse, *David, is always great too.
When I was cold, he even turned on the heat for me!
*Dr. Gibson was very professional and personable.
Only saw *Dr. Park for second part of surgery: *Dr. Feddew performed surgery & *Dr. Christophelt did the closing.
All three have been very professional and are highly recommended.
I have been using drs. in Family Medicine at UVA for about 35 years. Like his predecessors, *Dr. Gazewood is
excellent in every way and I am very grateful for his care.
I love how much time *DR. Burt takes to talk to us and our daughter. She's easy to talk to and very approachable
This was f/u from March 15, 2016 rotor cuff repair. *Dr. Carson was great. Am really much 95% recovered. He
provided good surgical care much appreciated by me.
The god care I received from *Dr. Carson reflect the very good care I have received from recent spine surgery
(2014 *A. S____) hip replacement (2015 *T. Brown). All have good outcomes & good follow up. Also had an ER
visit in June 2016 which also had good outcome. So I feel well cared for and healthy.
This is a life saving time. From *Mallei to *Dr. Gimple to dent to *Dr. Taylor and EVERYONE we met, I rate you a
(lot) and the best in the country!
*Dr. Scott L_____ is a wonderful doctor and takes excellent care of my son.
I have nothing negative to say. *Dr. Kohan, nurse *Sharon and the entire group at the clinic are extremely
professional and I never mind going to that appointment.
First time meeting *Kristine Shannon. I enjoyed the time she gave me and would recommend her services with
*Kristine Shannon is very good. All staff at Stoney Creek are very good.
*Carmel Nail continues to be a superior professional receive annual mammogram.
*Dr. Vance has always showed me gerat compassion and care. I could never find an MD as knowledgeable as she.
Overall, I had very positive and excellent experiences with *Dr. Hallowell and his staff!
Keep up the good work, *Michael Douvas a wonderful & his staff very good I like UVA a lot.
*Dr. Keller is wonderful. He is so easy to talk to and does not resort to unnecessary procedures to handle my ear
I was in very good hands with *Dr. Villmen & his staff.
*Dr. Katherine Jaffe is awesome she spends a lot of time with her patients and gives her best.
I scheduled the appointment with *Dr. Jackson because she received very positive reviews online. She was very
professional, answered all my questions, and made recommendations.
*Dr. Joseph Amalfitano is the BEST spine doctor I've seen at that clinic he listened and made me feel like he was
concerned about my back, hips and knees. I really respect him, he has made 3 appts. for me set up. REALLY LIKE
I want *Dr. Joseph Amalfitano to be my doctor at the spine center or any time he can be my doctor and the
doctor that gave me the gel shot in knee is a great doctor. Can't remember his name but I saw him on June 14,
2017 at 1:20 3rd floor of the 515 building Fontain. Thank you all at UVA and Fontain I appreciate everything you
I was initially anxious/nervous about the cortisone injections; however, *Chad Wilson & his nurse/assistant
*Charlene were great at calming me down by talking to me, explaining each step to me, holding my hand
throughout the process and answering all of my questions. They were great!
*Dr. Santen is thorough & he always calls me back with results. I love his systematic approach.
*Dr. Lehtinen coordinates my health care issues. I have confidence in his practice. I needed that for a long time.
*Dr. Redick is very kind, personable, and knowledgeable. She seems to really care. She is patient and always
takes her time with out appointments.
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My doctor *Chad Wilson, he is good health provider, when he gave me the injection on my knee, I didn't feel
anything. He is a good asset for the hospital.
*Chad Wilson PA is a good health care provider, he helps me and treatment he gave me, and the cleanliness of of
*Dr. MacKnight has been my PCP for 15+ years. He is an excellent doc! He has always been very responsive to
My wife & I both have switched everything to UUA - *Tracey Krupski is the best of the best *Dr. Mehta was so supportive and made us feel apart of the decisions that had to be made. Her warmth and and
caring was greatly appreciated. We relied heavily on her though out this ordeal. She was always there for us!
Words can't express our appreciation we have for her. Thank you so, so very much *Dr. Mehta. Could not have
*Dr. Cohee is excellent. He's very knowledgeable, skilled, and takes the time necessary to discuss issues. I would
*Dr. Yates and his staff are outstanding.
*Dr. Costabile relates well to patients and does an excellent job of addressing their concerns.
*Peter Netland and staff were excellent!
NP *Molnar is only my cardiac care provider - she is great. These questions seem more geared to a PCP rather
In April 2016 I had an aortic arterial aneurysm. The magnitude of the aneurysm was 10.8. I probably should not
be alive. *Dr. Cherry and team did a great job.
*Dr. Barbara Post is excellent physician. She was "born to be a doctor."
*Dr. Thu Le was very helpful to explaining all my medical questions that my wife & I had.
I very much appreciate that *Dr. Daniero came in early to see me.
I will be 82 years of age on June 28, 2017 I live by myself, wife passed away 4 yrs. ago *Dr. Scott Seaton takes
*Dr. Shah is very caring and very knowledgeable and always answers all my questions.
*Dr. Pinkerton & the staff @ Northridge, in my experience, are well-organized, considerate and efficient, and
*Dr. Sims is exceptional. Entire staff should be commended for their overall professionalism.
*Dr. Mark Shaffrey is a great doctor & surgeon.
*Dr. Daniel Brown, spent much more time with us, and he was very excellent (well spoken and empathetic).
She was very pleased with *Dr. Barrett's concern and professionalism (this form completed by her husband).
I am a 31 yr. cancer survivor - been to Duke, MCV, Johns Hopkins - UVA is the best. *Dr. Kenneth Greer is the very
I really like *Dr. Barrett. This was a first visit and I was extremely pleased with him.
*Dr. Douvas is a kind, caring and compassionate doctor. He has provided excellent care to me for 9 yrs. He has
not only evaluated my blood problem, but has referred me to other doctors in the UVA system. I truly appreciate
*Dr. Douvas is an excellent doctor. He takes the best care of me that any patient could have, always stays on top
of all of my bloodwork and medicine.
The care and courtesy that I have experienced at UVA and the _____ Cancer Center as well as they _____ and
concern of *Dr. Williams have all been the best.
*Dr. Jameson is an excellent physician.
*Dr. Ragosta after _____ 2nd exam, thought that we needed to expand and take a wider view of the area of
concern. He suggested CT scan and then suggested a doctor in a related specialty be called in. This was good,
*Dr. Reid has always been very helpful when I have a problem. I trust him and I am grateful for his service.
*Dr. Bergin is the top doctor I have even had. And I have seen a lot. He cares about his patient like it was his
*Dr. Loughram and his assistant, *Andrea Hines, were/are amazing. The time and detail provided concerned this
unique condition, LGLL, is greatly appreciated.
Excellent visit. *Dr. Marshall took his time explaining my issue and it's effects on me. Also discussed how he
would correct my issue. EXTREMELY KNOWLEDGEABLE!
Very grateful and pleased for the care and concern of *Dr. Shah and staff, and the UVA systems which is working
very well and efficiently for me!
I am so glad that I go to Louisa Medical Center and see *Dr. Green. Everyone in the building is top notch. #1.
UVA is a great place they take care of me. Thank you Robert A. Kamer and *Dr. Irving Kron and his office and
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Telephone contacts with *Dr. Shami and her nurses were outstanding.
*Dr. Singla is a very good doctor.
Awesome *Doctor James Boyer - Hope Cancer Center in Fishersville perfect place for cancer patientsThanks to *Dr. G., I am no longer a mouth breather. The polyps may return, or future surgery maybe required,
but the results of my last visit are great.
I consider *Dr. Christophel one of the most skilled and caring doctors that have helped me with my medical
problems through the years (DOB: 31 Dec. 35) Excellent staff & high regards for staff. *Mercedes was exceptional - Love her.
I visit *Dr. Hryvniak's practice on a "as needed basis" upon referral from *Dr. Susan Miller. I receive outstanding
care at BOTH offices and by both physicians.
All of the nursing staff at Zion Cross Rd. office has always given (him) excellent care. (He) is very grateful to have
Everyone was great - especially *Judy! She is awesome!
*Dr. Laurie has been very engaged & reliable in coordination of care between departments & institutions.
Based on the information _____, I've decided to have *Dr. Cooper do an ankle replacement.
*Dr. Netland and all his staff were super! They were very professional and nice, and showed great care for me
during my visit to his office. All the staff were great. THANK YOU FOR THE GREAT CARE!
Since Anthony's initial diagnosis of epilepsy, *Dr. Quigg and associates have done an excellent job of treating him,
for which I am eternally grateful.
*Dr. Netlander is "the best" - I value _____ wisdom and insight - I recommend him to... people who need eye
*Dr. Brown and his staff are always very knowledgeable friendly, and professional. I would certainly recommend
him to others who may need knee replacement surgery.
*Nick Calabrese & DR. Cui are always concerned about me & my health. They are always respectful & courteous
to myself & my wife. I would always recommend them to everyone!
*Dr. Reid and the staff, have always been concerned about my health issues, and have tried to take care of me.
*Angela Taylor is an angel (guardian) following up on liver testing.
I am very pleased and thankful for *Dr. Smith's ability to help me to get back on my feet.
*Dr. Macik is a true professional!
I credit *Dr. Rosner for saving my life 10 years _____ and helping me be healthy now.
Outstanding medical practice. *Dr. Kirzhner is outstanding. Has a great "bedside manner" unique ability to create
a relax atmosphere between Dr. & patient.
I am tremendously impressed with *Dr. Kesser. He is extremely knowledgeable, caring, compassionate helpful,
*Dr. Green is the best. Example, last year had x-rays and blood taken, he got the results and CALLED ME at 10:30
P.M. to tell me to go to the Emergency Room. How many drs. would do that? None that I have ever met before
I have a high level of trust in *Christopher Rembold and his associates.
I cannot praise *Dr. Brenin and his staff enough!
*Dr. Eve Bargmann is the best!!!
My experience with *Dr. Trowbridge was excellent I felt comfortable & will see her again & follow her advice.
I went to see *Dr. Andrew Buda as my new cardiologist. First time I had seen him. He was very professional. I
had been seeing *Dr. Tucker. She moved to New York. I liked her good Dr.
The appt. 6/8/17 was only a check up = *Dr. Dillon and Dr. =? With him a nice and friendly visit - Surgery on 4-12*Dr. Engel & staff are great.
*Dr. Noland and staff very professional.
I am very satisfied w/results & care of my insertion of two stents operation & follow-up by the cardiovascular
department, *Dr. Gimple & his assts.
In my opinion, *Dr. Castrodale is the finest Doctor that has provided my healthcare during my 15 years at the
U.V.A. Lake Monticello office! The staff is great, also.
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Vietnam vet and be in hospital all over the world. UVA is the best I have been to in 70 years. *Dr. Bauer, his
nurse and staff is beyond & above reproach. I'm telling everyone I come in contact with how outstanding UVA is.
*Bonnie Thompson is nurse. Excellent. *Dr. Bauer don't get no better. PLEASE take time out to let *Dr. Bauer,
his nurse & staff how I along with my family appreciates them and what a outstanding job they did. I'm retired
factory textile worked and held the office of union president of the biggest union on the Mid Atlantic and I know a
lot of people and I'm telling ALL I coming in contact with how OUTSTANDING UVA is. I'm a Vietnam vet and I
fought for people in UVA and now they are fighting for ME. I'm so impressed with *Dr. Bauer & UVA as a whole
I'm planning ot put a article in my home town news paper how I was treated and taken care of. I can not say
UVA Hospital, doctor, nurses in all departments I have gone to there are nothing less than outstanding in all times
due been there. Does not get any better. I've told a lot of people about UVA and the way they treat their
patients, and what good doctor I have and staff at UVA. I used to hate coming to UVA for a doctor's visit NOW I
DON'T mind at all. We really stay for 2 day each time and while their shop & take in the rights. All of this
I was referred to *Dr. Barros as my former PCP is reducing his patient load. I am EXTREMELY pleased with his
referral of *Dr. Barros. I value all the services @ UVA. *Dr. Barros is a VERY GOOD listener & she communicates
information/questions very clearly. I was not rushed during my visit!
Everyone one in *Dr. Goodkin's office - including him go over & beyond - I am & Annie are so blessed to have him
& his staff in her care. Thank-you SO MUCH! By far the best she has ever had!
*Dr. Brenin he is very good and a friendly Dr. and very good at explaining things to you (thanks).
I was sent to see *Dr. Soukalis, by my internist *Dr. S. Laurie, without an appointment, they "fit" me in to see the
dr., and checked my pacemaker.
*Collen Green have been my provider for 11 or 12 years I love her very and her staff very much she have work
Appreciate the care *Dr.Dillion staff have always shown.
*Dr. Ballew is a excellent MD - I remember myself lucky to have him as my primary MD. A+
*Dr. Jaffe is very attentive and a very good listener. She respects my opinions about my care. This is very
*Dr. Balogun & *Cindy have terrific positive attitudes, are very approachable, kind, professional and fun to be
I was referred to *Dr. Davidson by my oncologist 2 years ago when I developed blood clots. She has been
Thanks to *Dr. Shonka I'm alive today at 92 yrs.
As always I received the best care. *Dr. Cantrell & her crew keep me going after 10 yrs. of fighting cancer. I could
Appreciate *Dr. Liu's attention to my questions and opinion.
I wish I was not turning 21 so I could continue seeing *Dr. Schoelwer!
*Helen Madison admin. assistant, for Pediatric Diabetes was wonderful helping with setting up this appointment;
she worked us in and did a great job!
I have never felt as good about a doctor as I do about *Dr. Lepsch. He radiates interest, caring, & knowledgeable.
He treats me with such respect & openness - I can't overstate how glad I am to have him as a provider.
My husband is 94. He has been going to *Dr. Barrett for over 20 years. He is always treated beautifully by
everyone & they all know who he is every time he has an appointment. *Dr. Barrett is the best.
*Dr. Plews-Ogan is one of a kind, professional, caring observant, excellent in diagnosis/treatments, thoroughly
understands the practice, untiring in dedication to patient.
*Judy nurse with *Dr. Rehm and rad tech that injected radium went far beyond what was required to take care of
me ______ nurse on east wing gave me excellent care.
*Dr. Rucker and the entire staff at Stoney Creek family practice are excellent.
I am extreme satisfied with my care & treatment from *Dr. Behm. HE has been treating my conditions for a
number of years & I appreciate his care and concern.
*Dr. Lipson and his staff was absolutely wonderful.
*Dr. Riegler is the best, the way she explains what's going on is just wonderful. My whole family and I just love
*Dr. Domson always takes time to answer my questions & concern and his staff is very helpful.
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*Dr. O is an excellent clinician. We are fortunate to have her at UVA.
*Dr. Christopher Campbell and his staff are my favorite surgical team. *Dr. Campbell is very caring, attentive to
my concerns, detail-oriented, calls me right away if I have questions. I have been extremely pleased with all of my
My *Dr. Meg takes very good care of me. She is thorough especially about details.
I have had no problems with going to see *Carolyn Friedman she has always answered or taken care of my needs,
*Dr. Leyva was awesome. She did a wonderful job explaining my test results.
I have always had excellent service in every way. I fit hadn'tbeen for *Dr. Fu I would have died. Nobody knew
how to treat my illness except for *Dr. Fu.
*Dr. Man was amazing!! She spent a LOT of time w/ me & answered all my questions.
I always have a great visit at UVA and I have highly recommended *Dr. Santen to many people.
I hope *Terry Artale never leaves. I will follow...
My experience with *Dr. Mark Russell was over the top. He came with high recommendation and I rate him at
the top! I am a 2+ hr. drive away. UVA is worth the distance. Thanking you for my health services.
There was no problem at all my visit *Dr. Brown Thomes very nice doctors nurses. Staff was so good.
*Dr. Hullfish has great bedside manner & made me feel very comfortable. I truly believe she cared about my
health & healing. Her staff is all very friendly.
*Dr. Hryvniak looked at my other foot that was searched even though that was not what I was there for ordered xrays to make sure it was not broken. He went above and beyond.
*Dr. Weiss went out of his way to care for me on the Wintergreen Mountain & in his office after my fall.
*Dr. Kron been my dr. for about 12 years. No one could have a better or concerned heart dr. I have *Dr. Kron
because along with God, *Dr. Kron saved my life.
I was very appreciative that *Dr. Landes took time to explain ear tubes to us patiently. He also answered all of my
questions & never seemed rushed. Thank you.
*Dr. Dame agrees to my gastric bypass surgery for my health.
He, *Dr. Malpass is a very good lung Dr. Would recommend him. Shows me how to use my medicine properly.
*Dr. Solenski was very thorough and knowledgeable about my medical issues and concerns. Very very helpful in
explaining what the issues are and getting answers for treatment.
*Dr. Yu is an amazing, knowledgeable, and caring physician. I couldn't be more pleased about the service we
*Dr. Frazier provided me with a ton of resources to utilize until our follow-up visit in 6 months. I am excited and
We love *Dr Johnson & *Deanne.
*Dr. Hedrick is one of the FINEST! This student dr. (fellow) was for more professional than previous.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Cline as my primary care physician. It was a good visit and I think she will do very
As always, *Dr. Garewood, his team and all staff have been highly professional. I feel that my issues are heard and
taken care of with kindness and concern, and I have deep trust in this team.
Every member of UVA Orthopedics and Health System show their concern and compassion during my visits. I
would like to thank *Dr. Perumal and the nurses, registrars, and team member for the dedication. Keep up the
*Dr. Kennedy always takes care of me like family. *Nancy Johnson is the best nurse ever! The receptionists are
always awesome! I trust them with my life.
*Dr. Mehta came in to see me on behalf of *Dr. Kennedy - *Dr. Mehta was understanding & very pleasant to talk
to - she put me at ease when she started speaking.
*Dr. Trowbridge and staff are great. Always take care of my needs.
*Robert Goldstein is excellent, baby steps and forward. He has done his job injections - not working. Would
*Dr. Curtis Argo is one of the best drs. there he has done a great job on treating me thank you *Dr. Argo.
*Dr. Ailawadi & his practice were very good. Had valve surgery (open heart) 2/27/2017.
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This took place on 11-22-16, nurses *Hammi Shiferau and *Deeba Tasleem were very exceptional for (her) before
and after her pacemaker _____. They talked with her and her caregiver like she was the only patient in their care
that day. Because of these two ladies angelic, love and care, she continued to grow stronger and stronger in her
recovery of her pacemaker operation. Her provider was encouraged by these two nurses as well. THey knew
what the were talking about and really care for her and her caregiver. Thank you for having *Hammi Shiferau and
*Deeba Tasleem that day in your hospital to care for her the way they did. These two nurses left an excellent
Very polite, courteous, and prompt. Very efficient, smooth process. Expressed to all staff how pleased I was! The
cost of my experience was followed with the same attitude and kindness which I was greeted. Staff wonderful in
*Dr. Cantrell's office and *Dr. Cantrell is fabulous! Kind, knowledgeable, excellent bedside manners. The entire
visit was a great experience at a most worrisome time. I have worked in medicine for over 35 years and felt I was
This was my initial appointment with *Dr. Mannem, Pulmonary Specialist. I was most impressed with her
knowledge of my pulmonary _____, UIP condition. I am comfortable continuing my treatment plan with *Dr.
*Dr. Malpass always polite & concerned and to the point. All nurse staff very friendly & front desk ladies fast
*Dr. Wilson is extremely knowledgeable about issues related to menopause. I appreciate her detailed, warm &
*Dr. Cherry's administrative staff were outstanding!!
*Dr. Paladino is a fantastic dr. who cares for his patients and explains everything extremely well. I am sorry he is
leaving. I hope his replacement is as wonderful.
I feel very blessed to be *Dr. Kalantari's patient! He is kind, caring and knowledgeable and spends time explaining
my condition and course of care. I could not be in better hands! *Dr. Kalantari is an outstanding physician!!
I feel very blessed to have *Dr. Foster and her staff caring for me. Each one of them is kind, caring and extremely
knowledgeable. They are patient and make me feel that I am the center of their attention while they are with me.
*Dr. Christophel is an excellent dr. and surgeon. The entire process, from administration check in to post op was
*Dr. Gravatte is one of the best. I've been a patient of his for over 20 years. I trust him & the staff he surrounds
*Dr. Snustad is an excellent & professional physician.
Really appreciate *Jennifer C_____ went above & beyond her duties as a dr. She was able to provide my family
w/medical equipment necessary for my child's care - Awesome!! Very thankful!
I had a wonderful experience with *Dr. Schroen. I switched surgeons (different hospital) to work with he and *Dr.
I am blessed & thankful for the wonderful staff & *Dr. Paphitis, and his thoroughness, patience & friendliness!
UVA is also blessed to have such a wonderful staff! THANK YOU! They are MUCH appreciated! AND thanks to
*Sherry _____, patient advocate, in her time spent obtaining no - co-pay prescriptions!
*Dr. Archibald has consistently provided exceptional care and demonstrated genuine concern. She is extremely
They take good care of me. *Dr. Kennedy and *Dr. Mihalek.
*Dr. Z and his team have performed miracles for my son! We love the UVA dermo!
*Dr. Sean Reed is a caring and wonderful doctor. The staff at Primary Care Center (Family Medicine) are very
My experience with *Dr. Balogun, *Sandy her nurse, and *Cindi the receptionist are always very good in every
*Dr. Hullfish was very good to help my bladder *Dr. Rose has been my pulmonologist since May of 2013 & I do not mind telling you that I feel he saved my life by
doing the right testing & ultimately treating me for 18 mths. triple abx. for MAI - (mycobacterium avium
intracellulare) infection. I was so very ill & have been thankful I was able to seek treatment at UVA.
*Dr. Brooks and his nurses all the best. *Dr. Brooks is a very kind dr. He cares about his patients.
I came down with a new 2-wk long abdominal problem 2 wks prior to my regular 6-month checkup. I asked
specifically for *Dr. Singer. She ordered labs, referred me to surgeon. She set up ultrasound for next day. Called
*Dr. Reid Adam's team are all great!
*Dr. Chopra is the nicest person I know of. He is more like family, he puts you at ease, I hope I never have to
*Dr. Landes is the best!
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I wish everyone could have a doctor as understanding, kind and intelligent as *Doctor Garland Campbell. He has
always been there for me. He always knows the correct answers to my questions and explains everything so I can
I thought *Dr. Singla was a very good doctor. He's trying to help me. Very pleased. I've been very happy with all
of my dr.'s & etc., (dealings) at Zion Crossroads.
*Dr. Upchurch and the entire staff were very professional and courteous.
My wife had a tumor removed by *Dr. Kenneth Liu on 12/16/16. The experience from Registration, surgery and
care after I thought were exceptional. The friendly attitude was overwhelming.
*Emma Pace is wonderful! We are so fortunate to have here at Stoney Creek. Additionally, the nurses and
administrative staff are incredible - I can't imagine a better medical facility for routine care.
*Dr. Pettit is fantastic. I look forward to working with her!
I, as well as my family, think *Dr. Strand is amazing! It took 12 yrs of seeing other Dr.'s to get a proper diagnosis
and treatment. We also think *Brenda Vaughn, *Dr. Strand's nurse is absolutely fantastic!
*Dr. Costabile very polite, very concerned about my welfare and extremely knowledgeable concerning my
situation. I have visited twice and both visits , I was extremely pleased.
*Dr. Young was excellent and has been very responsive via emails & my chart. Best I've ever had.
They always do a great job with my care. *Dr. "D". is awesome!
Thank you *Dr. Vance.
Can not say enough good about *Dr. Mahaney and her staff. She and her staff from day 1 made us feel so
comforting about the issue with our son. They made this a pleasant situation!
I was greatly impressed with *Dr. Humberson; as was my husband also. I did not feel rushed at all. She made me
feel welcome and comfortable even though I was seeing her at the children's hospital. (I didn't fit the usual
*Dr. Macknight is the very best dr I have ever had.
*Dr. M Lawrence was most professional, caring and competent.
First visit with *Dr. Stein and Crossroads facility. Very pleased I made the change from(other center).
*Dr. Yen worked me in to his schedule. I was in need of help and he helped. Love him.
Hands down *Dr. Bertram is the best doctor I've ever had. He works with me & my wife, he trusts us, he gives up
options regarding my health and he has helped me tremendously in managing my condition and being able to live
*Dr. Smith and *Dr. Shamra were both very thorough! The nurse assistant who did the preparation for the
This was my first time here with *Johnathan Sting & *Neeral Shah they were very interested in taking my case and
offered a lot of information to me.
*Dr. K. and his staff are excellent, knowledgeable, patient and informative.
I have always experienced excellent care from *Dr. Hashisaki and his staff.
Appreciated *Dr. Foster's input. Very professional and helpful.
This was my first visit to the office and I was extremely pleased with everything and everyone there. My wife was
also. so much that she is changing to *Dr. McLaughlin also. Thank you for a job well done!
Everything was great. It is a blessing to have *Dr. Smith, all of his staff, and all of the hospital employees to do
All staff were professional, polite, attentive, friendly & caring. *Donna Markey is an exceptional to her
I have no concerns/complaints. *Dr. Cook's care of our family exceeds all expectations. She saved my life in
*Andrew Mihalek is an extraordinary fine physician. I am very grateful for his wisdom and his compassion.
*Dr. Deal is an excellent, top-notch doctor/surgeon whose both clinical work and personal interactions are
I am very happy that I chose UVA Medical Center for my care, *Dr. Chris Shaffrey and his associates including
*Dr. Hryvniak is a very knowledgeable. He has great "bedside" manner & I would recommend him! Thanks *Dr. Jane and his office is a great dr.'s office is a great dr.'s office and I'd recommend him to anyone!
*Dr. Grice has a personality that makes you feel like she knew what she was choosing for my condition. She
Love her she's great! I would love to have *Dr. Grice and her staff as my PCP. I talked to her about this on our last
visit. I will miss *Dr. Grice and her staff greatly.
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This office is the best. *Dr. Justin Smith is the best doctor ever!! And all the staff do a wonderful job. Kudos!!
*Dr. Densmore & staff are always wonderful to work with!! This appointment was for follow-up.
I only see *Dr. Carlson for my arthritis treatment. He & his staff are great and very helpful.
I went to *Dr. Hullfish for a specific problem. She gave me options & we chose one. She was EXCELLENT. I will go
*Dr. Shah listened to the notes I brought read and brought in from my previous experience with botox injection. I
felt he listened intently to my concerns and injected botox appropriately.
I have received invaluable support, information, insight and understanding from *Dr. Manning in learning how to
care for and respond to a spouse with Alzheimer's Disease.
*Miss Eagleson is very competent and caring - As is her staff.
My visit was to *Dr. Brown's nurse to give an endocrine injection. Everything was fine & efficient. "*Deb" called
me afterwards to see that I felt well.
*Dr. Russell is a kind, caring surgeon who is extremely serious and very competent. He was very sensitive to my
pain and discomfort and took the time to call me afterwards and check that I was OK.
*Dr. James Browne and his staff were excellent.
*Dr. Portell and his staff have helped to save my life - they are amazing compassionate, knowledgeable & kind.
*Dr. Henry is phenomenal. He is very caring & sincere. I would & have recommended him to friends & family.
I've always been pleased with all the members of this practice. We loved *Dr. Pudhorodski and were worried
when he retired. We both REALLY like *Dr. Leyva - so glad she came here!!
*Liz, the lactation consultant we saw on this visit was also fabulous, as was *Dr. Shirley. They both should be
commended for their kindness, sensitivity & professionalism.
*Dr. Yu spent an incredible amount of time with me trying to get to what is wrong with me. She never made me
feel like what I was saying was insignificant.
Very good visit with *Dr. Hedrick.
It was the first time I met *Dr. Mehrad, I found him to be a very sensitive doctor easy to talk to, no language
barrier and brilliant. I got very good recommendations which will help in improving my health.
It was a good experience with *Dr. Foff she was very concerted with my wife's Alzheimer's try not to get her upset
from the questions she ask her.
I was very pleased that NP *Oteng reviewed my medical record prior to my appointment. She was able to see
that I had a CT scan done and cancelled the one I had scheduled with her office to prevent duplicate testing.
I have had this doctor *Kim Bauman, about 16 years and am very pleased with her care and the practice.
*Dr. Davis is outstanding!
I am happy with my visits to UVA where I go for my health checks. I see the technician for my device check, my
nurse practitioner and my *Dr. Ferguson.
They listen to my concerns; and patiently and kindly answer all of my questions. *Cynthia Labbler explains
"whatever" so that I understand. I am not rushed, but feel I have time to get answers. I am so happy with my
visits. I am on "MyChart" and can get answers within 24 hrs. and see the results of my blood work after I get
home even though they do call me and discuss it. I can call the office and leave a message & the nurse will get
back with me with an answer. They all make me feel like they care and I am so thankful for that. I am doing well;
*Dr. Young is a caring Dr. who works to find a solution to your medical issue.
*Dr. Rembold is an excellent dr. His receptionist *Karen is the best and most helpful & his nurse *Leigh Kloss is
very helpful and knowledgeable.
Excellent care at facility & w/*Dr. Golen & all concerned at facility.
In spite of having an ill child the day of my appt. *Dr. Khurana was thorough, kind, professional & answered my
concerns. She is a lovely & caring doctor. I feel privileged to be in her care. The entire office staff is welcoming &
polite... Not to mention efficient. Kudos to one & all! (The _____ facility is just lovely - soothing to just be in the
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*Dr. Diane Snustad is the best doctor I've ever had; and I've had some good ones in my 93 years! She comes up
with very good answers for my health problems and listens to my suggestions as well. *Dr. Diane Snustad has
used quite a few of my suggestions for treatment on me and subsequently on a few of her other patients, she told
me. She is appreciated by many of her students and patients. I believe that she is one of the most beloved
*Dr. Macik is wonderful. I don't see her often but she is a great doctor!
*Dr. Romness and his staff have always provided excellent care and are extremely professional.
I am totally satisfied with my *Dr. Gina Engel & her nurses they always put my concerns on the top of our
conversations so very pleased with this choice of dr.
Although this was my first visit, everyone treated me like family. I love this facility and look forward to my next
appt. UVA will continue to receive thumbs up from me.
*Dr. Middleton was exceptional! (To my daughter and I.) He was very thorough about the solution in which he
felt would help get to the bottom of my daughter's condition. He answered every question I asked, and was
super explanatory about everything. I will recommend him if ever I have to take my daughter back to the PEDSGI.
*Dr. Campbell and his staff are wonderful. I do not feel rushed through my appointment. He listens to all my
concerns and has went above and beyond to help me.
*Dr. George McDaniel and his staff was excellent.
*Dr. Quigg was professional and friendly. He did not make us feel rushed answering questions, concerns and
getting needed paperwork. He was efficient - We didn't feel we waited too long for his return to the room. All
Excellent we love *Dr. Pappas & here team she's (*Dr. Pappas) is the best pediatrics doctor you can ever have.
Need more like her every where. So BLESSED to have *Dr. Pappas.
Always a joy and pleasure to see *Dr. Vance.
*Dr. Malhotra and his staff were very thorough and compassionate. Answered and explained in great detail
diagnosis and solutions. *Karen is a real delight!
I couldn't ask for a better, more professional health care team than *Dr. Brenen and his staff!
*Dr. Cantrell is a fine doctor. So caring and compassionate! She was so kind to me and my family.
*Dr. Argo & his staff were wonderful.
I've been very pleased with my experiences with *Amy Radigan and the Hand Center. I would recommend both
to anyone in need to treatment.
*Dr. YAtes is an excellent doctor. I am very fortunate to have had him do my eye surgery. Don't lose him!!
Great experience! *Dr. Lau, *Barbara & all participant in my care always do a terrific job!
The care provided and all other aspects of my visits to*Dr. Wooten's office have been exemplary in ever respect.
I'm most grateful to *Dr. Wooten and others in the office for all they've done for me.
*Dr. Quigg is a good doctor and has help me alot and all the nurses there are doing a good job. Keep up the good
Think the world of *Dr. Christopher Rembold.
*Dr. Pinkerton is a conscientious and professional GYN. She listens and gives thoughtful feedback.
*Dr. Landes & his team were incredible in every way, helping our family tremendously. Emergency situation,
appt. made at closing time and we never felt rushed or unwelcome. Friday evening & a holiday! Thank you
I am very pleased with *Dr. Patterson and her staff I think that they have concern for my health and want to help
Can't say enough wonderful things about *Dr. Heidi! She cares for my boys as if they were her own! Even though
we had to wait I know that she would/will take as much time as needed to care for my children and address and
*Dr. Shaffrey - Dr. of few words - highly respected for his reputation as a skilled spine surgeon. *Doris - his office
manager - invaluable - keeps everything rolling - returns calls promptly - flawless surgery pre-op process.
This was the only time I've seen *Dr. Strider. I USUALLY see *Dr. Upchurch but he was stranded in NY due to a
storm. This was a very important visit for me so *Dr. Strider stepped in. He was wonderful. All of the staff is
*Dr. Fu is the best dr. I've ever had. He listens & responds with very helpful information.
I've seen a lot of doctors through the years and *Dr. Seaton and *Bethany are two of the best. I really enjoy being
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20 yr. cancer free; had 4 cycles of chemo at UVA referred to *Dr. Fu with psoriatic art. & doing well with his
I really like *Dr. Portell he is a fine Dr. and I would recommend my friends to him.
*Dr. Bergin and *Beth NP are great no problem with the Heart Clinic great people.
*Caroline is exceptional in every way -- professional, caring, highly qualified, and trustworthy.
*Dr. Lehtinen is the best dr. I have ever seen bar none. He is very professional and shows real concern for me and
my health care. He's guided me very well through various other dr.'s @ UVA to help me in ways NO OTHER dr.
*Dr. Douvas is a miracle in human form. His compassion, attention to detail, knowledge and true concern is
nothing short of amazing. As a patient I find it unheard of to have a doctor who is available 24-7 and truly cares
*Bridget Moss is very caring and sensitive to the day-to-day life and needs of a Parkinson's patient.
*Dr. Forbes & staff has always done a great job. Hate to see him approach retirement.
This was my first visit with *Dr. Rose. He was very thorough wit his examination.
We love *Dr. Bertram. He listens, knowledgeable _____, meds etc.
*Dr. Elias, *Dr. Harrison and staff as well as University of Virginia is VERY GOOD. Thanks to the doctors I have a
*Nicole Kahler w/Hematology, is awesome, very thorough and concerned with my heath concerns. She should be
I really feel that *Dr. Galbraith & the entire dentistry staff are doing a great job!
*Dr. Adams and his staff went above and beyond to comfort and show concern for me. They are the friendliest
I'm happy with *Dr. K. Ballew as my medical dr. there is none better!
*Dr. Ballew, *Dr. Upchurch & *Dr. Battle I feel work great together taking great care of me along with *Dr. James
Browne. I'm lucky to have these doctors.
I want to thank you *Dr. Smith and *Dr. Shaffey for giving my life back to me!
I'm glad that *Dr. Carter is my dr. for 5/10/17.
*Dr. Park & his team are excellent.
*Cawood is highly skilled & professional. I appreciate her care Love *Dr. Ferguson & his staff. I would encourage anybody who needs help to go see him.
*Dr. Kwon and his team are outstanding. *Dr. Kwon spent one-on-one time with me & patient with responses to
My sons are 15 and 17. We have always been with Augusta Peds and *Dr. Fisher. Always been pleased.
*Dr. Lawrence shows much care and concern about my medical need. I feel 100% secure with her.
*Claire is the best.
In my barium swallow test your tech name *ANNE was great she is an asset to your team.
*Ms. Dillingham and her staff were wonderful and caring. I would recommend them to others.
*Dr. Carson is the best!!
When it comes to my spine I don't mind traveling to see good doctors and I would like the people at UVA to know
when it comes to my spine *Dr. Yen will be seeing me, this is who I choose.
*Dr. Robert Gibson is a terrifically knowledgeable and helpful professional who addresses questions FULLY &
clearly. Very reassuring & supportive.
*Dr. Eric Carson is very personable & takes time to discuss/answer questions that we had. I would refer him to
*Andy Southerland is the best.
Love *Heather Payne.
I am very pleased that I moved my care to *Dr. Barros also am very pleased with my care at the pain center and
or *Dr. Hamill Ruth & *Dr. Kohan also *Dr. Brandy Patterson at ______.
My family doctor scheduled my first appointment. I needed to be seen before the appointment. Called *Dr.
Bergin seen me right away. *Dr. Bergin is the best heart doctor in this area.
*Dr. Hayes is the best! Her staff is excellent.
*Dr. Mendoza is a Godsend. He is amazing. My daughter Kaydence loves him. He is a very kind, concerned man.
If it hadn't been for him we would never have found out what was wrong with her. He actually listened to me!
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*Dr. Sue Brown is one of the best doctors I have known during my 63 years. I trust her medical knowledge and
vast experience in endocrinology. I drive quite a distance from Williamsburg, VA to receive care from *Dr. Brown
at UVA. I believe you are the gold standard in medicine.
UVA should be proud to have a dedicated cardiologist like *John Zadrozny working for them!
Your staff & *Dr. Berger were fantastic - So compassionate, caring & helpful - We had full intentions &
continuance with *Dr. Berger. We can never thank you enough for all they did & the hope that they gave us
*Dr. Laurie has helped take care of a long list of issues successfully. She is careful in her diagnoses and treatment.
*Dr. Akosah and all of his staff were friendly, personal & caring.
*Dr. Green is a very kind and caring doctor.
*Peter Dean exceeds our expectations for care for our daughter. Not only is he extremely attentive to her, his
care extends to us (parents). He genuinely cares for the well being & health (physical & emotional) of our entire
family. We are blessed to have found him @ UVA Ped. Cardiology.
Because of *Dr. Drake's care I have my right leg.
I was very impressed with *Dr. Hayes & the nurse coordinator. The information they gave was very valuable &
has been a tremendous help for my recovery.
*Dr. Santen was outstanding. Would gladly recommend him to others. Nurse who conducted procedure was
*Dr. Barrett has taken wonderful care of me.
This is just an annual visit. I have a regular doctor @ UMA. *Dr. Sharma is a very good & professional doctor.
Everything was great!! Going miss *Dr. Carolyn every body was great!!!
*Dr. Brenin did a amazing job: all teams was so great! Everybody had beautiful smile on face _____ this was so
Very nice clinic and staff extremely helpful *Dr. Thomas Brown was very honest with me. If I ever have my knee
surgery I'd like *Dr. T. Brown to operate.
My 1st time meeting *Dr. Lanigan - I was in so much pain. I really liked her - I felt she was very through - meds
helped now pain is coming back - meds gone.
*Dr. Bauman is one of the best physicians I have ever worked with.
*Dr. Rembold is the only one of my doctor's that I completely trust.
*Dr. Druzgal and staff always does a great job with my daughter. They go above and beyond to make their
*Dr. Shu-Man Fu is a wonderful dr. and all the staff I have been seeing him for eleven years.
Love *Dr. Herald.
*Barbara Post MD is an excellent care provider always concerned about my problems.
Mrs. *Cook is professional, knowledgeable, empathetic & friendly.
I have always had perfect care and concerns about anything going on with this provider. *Dr. Cirenza is a
wonderful and caring dr and I would recommend him to anyone.
*Dr. Andrew Copeland is an excellent dr. and an excellent representative of UVA. His nurse, *Susan Miller, is also
an excellent nurse, always courteous, friendly and responds quickly to my questions.
*Dr. Shonka has been great and very good to talk to through my episode with _____ cancer in my throat surgery's
has been well and I have had no chemo or radiation (operated on with _____).
I saw *Ms. Stanley on 3-10-2017 2:05PM I am glad I spoke to her first.
Great overall experience. I'm a fan of *Dr. Goldman and her staff.
*Dr. Siragy was an outstanding doctor. He did a wonderful job diagnosing and treating my problem. I am very
grateful to him for his help with my condition. So far the outcome has been excellent.
Have been seeing *Dr. Andrew Lockman for 17 yrs. I have great confidence in him.
*Dr. Leigh Cantrell and her staff is the most best and friendliness office that you could have. They are all great.
*Dr. Scott Sperling and the entire medical staff were very professional and courteous, empathetic and respectful
with a strong desire to understand what the people of my condition is.
I felt totally safe and unafraid under the care of *Dr. Hedrick - Glad it's over!
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I thoroughly enjoyed my first visit with *Dr. Khurana. She is very professional, yet kindd and understanding. A
*Dr. Stevenson and his staff will always remain very special in my heart and Warren's heart.
I was very satisfied with my overall visit - Everyone was polite and courteous. *Dr. Lippert was excellent. She
listened and answered all my concerns. They all did a great job.
We were really impressed with *Dr. Cirenza.
*Dr. Laurie & Northridge Practice are excellent!
*Dr. Grice is a true asset to UVA the medical profession. She excels in actually listening to the patient and
conveying her considerable medical knowledge into layman's terms so the patient can make informed decisions
*Dr. Slingluff & *Kathleen Haden are wonderful.
*Dr. Lawrence Phillips is top of the line. Great doctor.
Feel BAD for anyone that needs *Dr. Levine's service after he retires - I feel very fortunate - he saved my life.
I have dealt with HBP for many years and experienced adverse reactions to "many" meds. My internist sent me to
*Helen Molnar. She spent so much time listening to me, ordered blood work, & prescribed new med. It worked
without side effects! This has changed my life as I was given about 15 meds before this. One try & victory! She is
*Dr. Shildkrot's clinics are very busy, managing a high # of patients efficiently and expertly. *Dr. S. and his staff
Loved seeing a female nurse practitioner. *Cawood was wonderful. I left feeling totally satisfied w/the level of
*Dr. Pinkerton saw me right away after I called. She showed the utmost concern & compassion.
*Dr. Garland Campbell and all his staff are the very best. *Dr. Campbell in an excellent physician. He always
know the answers you need. He makes you feel good about your health - GOOD GOOD doctor.
*Dr. Hasan is very nice polite and well versed in his field of medicine. Very easy to talk to and he explained things
so we could understand. Very impressed.
*Helen Molnar is one of the best medical people I deal with.
*Terran Sims is really nice person and I like her very much.
*Dr. Salomon is a great doctor. He helped me stop drinking after 20 years of alcoholism.
*Dr. Macik is top of the line. UVA is losing a great one. I wish her the very best in her retirement.
*Dr. Wooten is excellent - very knowledgeable, respectful, courteous & punctual!
*Dr. Bolton and his staff are very friendly & knowledgable in taking excellent care of you.
*Dr. Colleen Green and her staff are excellent! Very professional. *Dr. Green is very informative, patient and
kind. She explains my health issues with great concern, but does not judge.
I was there for my annual check up for my cancer - *Dr. Douvas is wonderful - gives detailed explanation about
While there was obvious concern for my well being there was also a light hearted manner that was reassuring.
While *Dr. Gimple checked me over after my overnight hospitalization following a fall in cardiac rehab. (I
*Dr. Diduch did a great job with my knee surgery - this office is well run & efficient - the entire process was as
good as any practice I have ever experienced.
*Dr. Galbraith is great!
This was a very useful and professional visit. *Dr. Quillian and the staff were excellent. Thank you!
I am satisfied of the special care that *Dr. Davidson & staff show toward my health, confidence & concern. A very
*Dr. Smith & his team are the absolute best.
*Annex & his crew are a fine bunch!
*Dr. Forbes, great dr. & person!
*Dr. Yen and his staff, especially *Tara Myers are EXCELLENT!
The UVA Medical Center is a first-rate facility across the board. *Mary Chandler is a stellar caregiver: A true
professional. Within the UVA system she is not unique; rather she is typical. I can pay neither nurse *Chandler
nor the UVA Medical Center no higher compliment. Excellence is the baseline.
My primary doctor is *Dr. Borlew. I had a painful infection and asked for an immediate appointment. I was
scheduled with *Dr. Goodman. He did a good job of examining me and prescribing an antibiotic.
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I love my *Dr. Emily my best dr. I have ever seen and her nurse.
*Dr. Loughran & VA staff are outstanding. I came from Kansas just for him to examine me and to discuss
treatment options. He intends to call my doctor to discuss use of MTX.
*Dr. Moorman is the best! I feel he's a friend as well as a dr.
*Dr Nass gives personal care. He is easy to access through MyChart.
Overall, this appointment w/*Dr. Pollart went very well, AS USUAL.
I was scheduled for prostate brachytherapy and my urologist was not associated with UVA. *Dr. Lippert was
assigned to me and was professional and concerned *Dr. Gilbert Upchurch is the best leg dr I have seen at _____.
We will all miss *Dr. Snustad after she retires. She's great.
*Dr. Rembold was very informed re.: lymphoma meds & their effects on his prescribed Rx.
*David Strider, NP has been VERY good.
4/4/17 nurse & ultrasound physician were great. *Dr. Noah Schenkman is very _____ clinical & has a unique
special self talent to perform at the very highest level & he does!
*Dr. Jennifer Kirby is looking out for my best interest, concerning my health problems, I do believe. I am pleased.
*Dr. Gray's nurse was super nice. Very good at her job.
*Dr. Bauman is my internist whom I am always very well taken care of. The visit on January 3rd was for upcoming
cataract surgery - exam well done.
I would recommend *Dr. Russel to anyone.
*Dr. Dent and his staff are invaluable to my healthcare needs Excellent care. *Dr. Ken is a jewel in the UVA health system crown!
Experience with *Dr. Dreicer & his staff was excellent. Appointments are currently set up to see him every 3
Shots for arthritis on fingers joints - either see *Ms. Parente or *Dr. Feelich for injections - both are excellent and I
*Dr. Cooper's secretary is a very compassionate, thoughtful & thorough. And very pleasant & showed great
*Dr. Greer and *Dr. Russell identified a melanoma on my face and treated it successfully. I cannot express how
caring and helpful they are. Good outcome achieved.
'*Nichole'- a receptionist in the adult neurology dept on the 4TH floor. She has "gone beyond the call of duty" to
help my son and I on June 2, 2017. So much help. Very thankful to be at your faculty.
*Dr. Pinkerton is the best. She is caring, knowledgeable about my needs, sensitive & concerned for my health
The provider *Dr. Ira Helenius, she is the best I ever had.
Very nice experience as always. Staff is wonderful and helpful. *Dr. Uthlaut is very thorough and understanding.
The care & concern by the health team went over & beyond from the medical student, the nurse (*Denise) and
most especially the nurse practitioner, *Kathleen Hayden *Dr. Rust has always treated me with kindness, concern and the up most respect one could ask for. Not to
mention his excellent medical treatment and guidance.
*Dr. Martinson is phenomenal! She is great w/our family & we enjoy her as the MD for our kids!
*Dr. Brenin is superb, as well all staff and registration office.
I've completed MANY surveys for *Dr. Borish. He's a very competent health care professional.
We are very happy with *Dr. Hoard & UVA Dentistry.
I am very happy with *Dr. Park and his office!! *Dr. Park is the BEST!!
We are very happy with *Dr. Hoard & UVA Dentistry.
*Dr. Golen was great with our child. Thank you!
I saw *Dr. Jones for the 1st time. Although she didn't have an explanation as to what I was experiencing she was
very honest, informative and thorough, and kind. She put me at ease with telling me that she didn't feel it was
*Dr. Martinson shows true compassion to every family member.
*Ms. Molnar is an excellent provider. I highly recommend her and her staff.
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We are very happy with *Dr. Gwaltney & UVA/Augusta Pediatrics. FYI - Our daughter was only 3 days old at this
Excellent experience!! *Dr. Singla was very nice & personable. He made my child feel comfortable. I think it's
important to note that the pediatric radiology staff were beyond great. The whole system/"process" flowed very
efficiently & effectively. There was practically no wait at all.
*Dr. Becker is the most wonderful, caring doctor I have ever had. He is never out of contact and during a recent
hospitalization was a great manager of my case when many other physicians were involved.
*Dr. Wilder and staff = Outstanding team!
This was my daughter's first visit at this office. We are very happy with the care that *Amy Lieser gave my
daughter. She will be our first choice when making future appointments.
*Dr. Middleton and his staff provided excellent service & care to my son. His personality & demeanor ease the
tenseness of the reason for the visit thus easing my son's concern. Great dr.! Would recommend to all.
The CMA or nurse (do not remember credentials) working with *Dr. Laurie on 11/30 - was very polite, friendly
and kind. She really made me feel at ease. She also have very good skills - not call can taken a accurate BP
*Dr. James Boyer is the best.
Friendly, caring, courteous staff. Much appreciated. Thank you, *Dr. Hryvniak - my knee is feeling much better!
*Tanya Prachar is very good & nice - Please give her an A+ and a salary increase.
*Dr. Rucker is an excellent. Very personable and addressed all my concerns. He even called me the day after my
visit to follow-up. (He sent me to the ER.)
*Dr. Daniero is a very caring, knowledgeable doctor, & is willing to answer any questions you have.
*Dr. Henry spent extra time with me as I became upset. He was extremely patient. Wonderful doctor!
Excellent care. Much appreciated. *Dr. Brian Werner. *Dr. Emily Cushnie Schaheen > professional,
*Dr. Harrison is a fantastic physician!! Brilliant, empathetic, excellent at listening to and explaining issues and
very knowledgeable w/an unparalleled concern for patient care.
Staff & *Dr. Kollins were great!!
In addition to *Dr. Okusa, I saw nurse practitioner *Dani Wentworth who was terrific. My next appointment is
I did not actually have appointment with *Dr. Friel but called him for his advice of a Dr. for my mother. He is in
my opinion the BEST doctor I have ever known. He is thorough, smart, kind, caring & goes out of his way to make
patients comfortable. He was my husbands surgeon & was & continues to be our best resource for medical care!
*Dr. Albon is wonderful!
*Dr. Snyder one of the best - very caring & helpful.
*Dr. Sunguff & *KATHLEEN, the NP, as well as all nurses & staff were excellent. They moved my melanoma
surgery up per my request - I am deeply grateful.
Didn't see *Dr. Fuchs but for a moment saw *Briana Auman she was wonderful. Can't say enough good things
*Dr. Park has wonderful patient care skills in addition to his surgical skills. I was very nervous. Prior to meeting
him. He is genuine in his concerns and put me at ease.
*Dr. Kaufman has excellent communication skills for kids/parents.
I always enjoy my visits with *Dr. Crosby.
As always staff professional and knowledgeable. *Dr. Luna always takes time to truly listen to you and your
*Dr. Daniero is excellent. I feel that he really cares about finding the cause of my condition. It is hard to find a
doctor these days who cares. I would recommend him to anyone.
I visited *Jenny in the cardiac unit for my periodic pacemaker _____. She is a great asset to UVA.
*Dr. Lyons is exceptionally caring and interested in my well-being she encourages by her focus and attentive
listening a meaningful and productive interaction for improvement in my health.
This was my first visit with *Beth & hope to continue to see her. She was very attentive & caring.
*Dr. Hostetter is top drawer!
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The nursing & staff (janitors, food personnel, etc.), Drs, everybody was amazing & I am so blessed to have been
able tot have *Ethan at UVA! Thank you so much we owe you so much!
*Dr. Rose is an exceptional doctor - he talks to you like you are an intelligent person and does not talk like you are
an idiot. He is compassionate and caring, experience, and very smart.
*Dr. Andrew Wolf is a great doctor and I would highly recommend him to anyone. Great doctor.
*Karen Lohr is an excellent clinician as well as a very pleasant person. I have appreciated the kindly and
competent care I received under her care.
*Dr. Albrecht is a great provider. My child was a 1st time patient. He explained things in a way I understand.
advised of warning signs, assured me it's okay to call when I have concerns. He was patient and I didn't feel
*Dr. Geilker is a wonderful physician.
*Dr. Wilson is an excellent dermatologist. She works well with the interns. I learn a little bit each time I have an
appointment. There should be more doctors like *Dr. Wilson.
I really thank U of Va. Hospital I thank *Dr. Kari Ring everyone was good to me and they did good job thanks.
Good experience. *Dr. Christophel IS THE BEST.
*Dr. Gwathmey has an outstanding bedside manner - detailed, engaged, explained things to my son to make it
easily understood, humorous, kind. Highly recommendation!
*Dr. Stein he was wonderful.
I would recommend *Dr. Deal to anyone concerning any kind of hand surgery.
I would rate *Dr. Upchurch & his staff as excellent.
I have high praise for the eye clinic at Northridge. The process was well organized and the staff was professional
and friendly at every visit. *Dr. O was delightful. I felt completely at ease with her pre & post op. She's the
*Dr. Balogun is very caring & responsive to me as caregiver and my mother as patient w/dementia. Staff are
*Dr. Frick and all the staff are very caring and tended to all my needs in an efficient manner.
*Dr. Flickinger is an excellent physician. Very informative, responsive, compassionate.
*Dr. DeGeorge is phenomenal. She's current on the medical recommendations, spends time listening to and
responding to my concerns, and is respectful. ;She also seems like a cool person. This was my 2nd appt. with her they were a year apart - but she remembered my Raynaud's diagnosis and said that she had thought of me during
a lecture she attended on that topic. I was quite impressed that she remembered me after only one appointment
*Dr. Park is one of the best doctors I have ever had.
*Dr. Gimple is excellent & so is his staff.
*Dr. Brenin and his staff are very professional and do care about their patients. I would highly recommend them
NP *Bushrow is a very concerned and respective person - we enjoyed meeting with her.
I really like *Dr. Casey & her staff.
*Dr. Lyons and staff are super. Very up to date, thoughtful. VERY good system here.
*Dr. Khurana is caring and a great listener. She is knowledgeable and an excellent communicator.
We love *Dr. Wong! She is great - Highly recommended.
The receptionist at Northridge pediatrics (I believe her name is *Tia) is always very kind, patient and helpful.
Everything is perfect at UVA and could not be better. Thanks
My visits with *Dr. Keeley and staff have been excellent.
*Dr. Jane is a great doctor.
*Dr. Baumann is always readily available and helpful. I don't need her often but I know & trust she will do her
best to provide care that I need/want. 42 yr. female.
*Elizabeth Sullivan is excellent! Her level of care is incredible!
*Dr. Galbraith is a great provider! Thanks.
*Dr. Weiner never was in a hurry. Always had time for me. Answered all my questions. We are really glad we
All ready referred 2-people to *Dr. Werner.
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My first visit w/*Dr. Bauman & the whole practice was great! I loved how the nurse & phlebotomist explained
what they were doing as they were doing it.
*Dr. Albrecht is my daughter's cardiologist. She was due for her 6m. appt. but also needed cardiac clearance to
have ear tubes placed and adenoid removal. He handled both needs professionally and our concerns about
*Dr. Den Hartog is absolutely the best!
*Dr. Russell and his assistant *Melissa Lambert RMA were excellent. Could not have asked for better care.
I trust *Dr. S. Statuta to get me back to full health.
*Dr. Bruen is the most thoughtful, skilled, & compassionate physician I have ever had. She is a great asset to UVA
and especially the MS community.
*Nancy and both the nurses I met were all very nice and showed genuine compassion and understanding. I never
*Kristi rocks!!! She has a great holistic approach where parent concern and opinion is respected. She is willing to
look at situations from a different prospective.
*Dr. Keng & his staff are "always" kind. Cancer Center is very nice.
Thank you *Dr. Bailey and team for taking such good care of my child. You were prompt, thorough, kind, and
compassionate. There is no better feeling when you are scared for your child.
*Dr. Chhabra is a class act. The best of professionalism, knowledge & personable all in one. Excellent care *Dr. Barrett is an excellent listener and is empathetic with his patients.
Satisfied, will be having my other knee replacement done sometimes this fall with *Dr. Quanjun his staff!
*DR. TROWBRIDGE was informed about my history. She is very helpful in setting up treatment to help with a
problem I have had a long time. She gave me hope that I may get a better quality of life. Thank you.
*Dr. Shaffrey and his team are excellent. PA's are especially excellent & great to work with all have great bedside
I saw *Dr. Geilker on 12/5/2016 for a pre-op medical consult. *Dr. T. Brown, orthopedics, operated 12/8/2016.
*Dr. Geilker is my primary care internist of several years She is excellent. *Dr. Brown saw me in early 2016 and
Always enjoy visiting with *Dr. Tracci & her staff. Make me feel as I'm her only patient. She explains the
procedure thoroughly and she's very easy to talk to.
They are true professionals, thanks. _____ I come from a country where the hospitals are an embarrassment &
your level was valuable. *Doctor Laahn Foster thanks. My daughter accompanied me.
*Dr. Bergin, staff and receptionist are top-notch. Great group of people concerned of my health and needs.
*Dr. Annex is an excellent clinician.
I like to think, *Dr. Strand and his staff the best. And were very nice to me.
Every experience I've had with *Dr. McLaren has been great! She is extremely professional and is very good
about easing any health related anxieties I have.
*Dr. Beth Landis is a very sweet & nice person.
*Dr. Bradley Rodgers is an excellent pediatric surgeon. He has a excellent bedside manner. He talks to his clients
and their families in terms they can understand. He takes the time to listen to the families. He truly cares about
his patients, and is always looking for new ways to meet their needs.
*Dr. Thomas Loughran could not have been more helpful. He spent much explaining the situation to me. Nice to
talk to. Was not in a hurry to finish our conversation.
*Debbie Eggleston has been very helpful & supportive. Gets the info, questions or any of my concerns to the Dr.
The staff was real good in setting up my appointment for my treatment in March 2017. Also *Dr. Wang and his
*Dr. Kirchner is wonderful!!
_____ care of *Dr. Gibson since 2002 superior doctor! Good nurse. *Terry!!
*Dr. Adam Carlson is an excellent and caring doctor. His persistence in determining the cause for my condition
was instrumental in my recovery.
*Dr. MacKnight is consistently attentive. He listens and is able to translate rambling dialogue into specific issues
Everyone at UVA has been amazing to my child especially *Dr. Intagliata! Amazing hospital and caring staff!
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We have met several doctors that took care of our child and so far *Meg Kelley was the best!!! Her positive
NP *Jaeger-Landis is a great provider. I never feel rushed when with her. She is thorough, respectful, friendly,
and takes a common sense approach. I always appreciate _____ time.
*Dr. Statuta is a great listener and provider, always making sure that as a patient I play the greatest role regarding
my medical treatment decisions.
*Dr. Carson & his staff were excellent! Everyone during the entire process of surgery were helpful and caring. I
*B. Post is the BEST!
*Dr. Luna ROCKS!
*Dr. Russell is a surgeon & operates on me when another doctor examines me & sends biopics to the lab. If any
come back positive, he notifies me & sets up an appointment with *Russell to remove. I get a body check every 4
mos. & the process is excellent. *Dr. Russell has my highest esteem - he is excellent.
*Dr. Zlotoff has been a life saver for us! He has been amazing to work with and changed the quality of my
Infectious disease Clinic was great. The *Dr. Houpt was just so excellent. This is a PRIVILEGE to have such
All of the providers at the hand clinic are very professional caring and helpful. Anytime we have a hand issue I call
and get an appointment *Mary Chandler is very helpful personable and caring.
*Dyan Aretakis know the severity of my concern w/regard to my daughter's degree of dehydration - she
immediately saw us & got my daughter up to infusion within 10 mins of seeing her & how sick she was. *Dyan is
*Dr. Ring was exceptional, professional and personable. Would highly recommend her.
Good teacher answers all questions. Grateful to *Dr. Gwathmey.
*Dr. Wilson is a great doctor and has been seeing my brother and I since we were children.
*Dr. Lin is an excellent physician. I have been seeing him for a few years & have been extremely pleased with his
*Dr. Johnston excellent in her field!
*Dr. Friel and his team are just wonderful. They all show they care and talk to you in words you can understand.
Perfect bedside manner's. Great team.
*Dr. Bradler Rodgers is a wonderful, caring dr. & his staff is excellent.
*Dr. MacKnight is the best!!
We LOVE *Dr. Carter (& *Dr. Prenshaw).
*Dr. Ed Rose is a true expert in pulmonary medicine!
Always satisfied with the care & concern shown by *Dr. Goodman & his staff.
*Donna Markey is very good at her job.
*Dr. Hong is the endocrinologist who treats me for diabetes and hypothyroidism. I have a scheduled
appointment with him every 3 months - No need to call for an appointment. It's made when I leave. Completely
*Dr. Gaughan is a great doctor - She is usually very prompt in keeping appointment times, this visit we waited for
CT results and made the wait longer. She kept me informed the whole time. Her assistant, *Lisa is also very
*Dr. Peter Adams was extremely helpful in working out a plan for treating my hernia. He is an excellent doctor.
This was my first visit with *Dr. King. I thought he was nice and attentive, answered my questions. Called me and
told me the results of my blood work.
*Dr. Douvas, the lab and staff are all friendly and professional. *Dr. Douvas goes the extra mile. AMAZING!
*Dr. Laahn Foster is the most wonderful, caring, helpful physician I have ever met.
*Dr. Barrett called me back to answer my question himself.
Nurse *Brenda is outstanding!
*Dr. Barnes is a superb doctor. Was very courteous and professional. Would definitely recommend him.
1st visit w/*Dr. Doran. Very impressed w/her care.
I see *Dr. Yates on a regular basis and am very pleased with the excellent service I got from everyone.
*Dr. Borish is great!!!
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I have always been greeted with smiles by everyone. All staff I have come in contact with have been polite,
respectful and patient! NO COMPLAINTS AT ALL!! I only see *Dr. Landen every 6 mon for check ups. High praise
*Helen Marie Molnar is a superstar!
*Dr. Fountain is an excellent physician.
*Ericka Roeder spotted a potential HUGE problem and acted immediately to schedule me with the right doctors.
*Dr. Escanellas and nurse *Karen are amazing! They show the utmost respect for patients - - attentive listening,
focus on safety, and doing whatever is necessary to promote health. Incredibly knowledgeable and ensures the
patient understands the hows & whys to promote adherence.
I've seen several family physician and *Dr. Lockman is the "best."
*Dr. Post and all her staff do an excellent job!
*Jackie was excellent. She also replied promptly to my e-mail.
*Dr. Greer is an outstanding doctor and his staff is exceptional.
I saw *Dr. Gwathmey a week before my second second cervical surgery. Which is pretty frightening, but after my
visit visit and talk with her, I felt a calmer and was ready to go forward. Thank you *DR. KELLY GWATHMEY &
*Dr. Geoff is extremely knowledgeable, competent, thorough. I'm sorry she is leaving.
*John MacKnight & staff... the best!
*Dr. Greer is a treasure to UVA.
*Dr. Ferguson has always been absolutely wonderful to me and treated me with total kindness & respect.
Excellent doctor, *Dan Hartog & staff, etc.
*Dr. Cook is a great doctor and her staff, as well. They are courteous and very efficient.
The nurse practitioner is an excellent representative of the Spine _____ - *Dr. Yun's group. She was very
concerned for my condition. She provided assurance, giving me a sense of well being and the care I would expect,
but I will mention she went beyond expectation, and is the finest nurse practitioner I have dealt with. You are
lucky to have her. on a professional level she exhibited knowledge offering excellent recommendations and
*Dr. Green is very attentive and takes whatever time is required to answer my questions & concerns. He is very
thorough, and always provides excellent feedback. I hope he never leaves the practice.
I had a biopsy at Battle Building w/*Dr. Rindos & staff EVERYONE was extremely caring & nice. IN fact my
husbAnd and I talked about how nice they were on our way home!
This was my first well-visit. *Carlos at the front door always has a great smile & welcome.
*Dr. Rubendall has been consistently excellent for me for many years.
I feel that I have the perfect doctor for me in *Dr. Laurie. So grateful to have found her and this practice!
*Dr. Laura Cook is wonderful. She is an excellent eye doctor and very compassionate and professional, her staff is
*Dr. Pinkerton is a wonderful physician and very popular. So much so that appoints. need to be made one year in
advance! However, she devote her full attention to her patients!
*Dr. Wilder and staff were very friendly, courteous and caring. Took lots of time to explain procedures and made
sure I understand everything. Listened to concerns.
*Dr. Michael is a wonderful caring physician. He is exemplary.
*Dr. Dent & *Doc Amy Radigan are just super people & great at what they each do. You are lucky to have them &
We saw *Dr. Belyea regarding a cancer scare with our son - were very impressed with the immediate attention
we received and the overall experience.
Note: *Dr. Lin is not my regular doctor but I have seen him on several occasions when I've had to come in for an
emergency. I am very grateful for his (& *Dr. Yates' & Dr. P_____) willingness to fit me in when something serious
changes with my vision. They are wonderful doctors and the staff is supportive and great to work with. Thank
*Heather Cook is very good with finding your problem & helping you. Very pleasant & concerned with all my
needs. The other specialists I have seen & the techs w/MRI have been very good.
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Nurse - *Lori was very friendly & caring. As usual *Dr. Cody Evans was awesome - He will be great wherever he
goes after UVA - *Dr. Kahler is always awesome!
I was very pleased with *Dr. Browne's team; my situation was immediately &, thoroughly addressed.
Seeing *Dr. Seaton always makes me feel he is there to help me feel better. He is always in a good mood and that
*Dr. Tri Le is AWESOME!
*Dr. Chhabra is an excellent physician, actually the very best and I would give him my highest recommendation.
We are most grateful to him for the wonderful care he has provided for our son,.
*Dr. Dalkin seems to really CARE, about his patients, like the fact I can email him & he ACTUALLY ANSWERS! Time
spent with him checking you over is adequate you are not rushed.
*Dr. Woods is an excellent physician and always is very helpful to our questions.
*Dr. Davis highly skilled, knowledgeable, proficient, professional, understanding and kind.
Was very impressed by the level of care I received during this visit. *Ms. Miller answered all our questions and
addressed our concerns directly and with empathy.
*Jessica was very helpful with scheduling all pre-op appt. *Abby - *Dr. Shen residents all very kind concerned and
Staff is very friendly and helpful, especially nurse *Mary. Would like to know test results sooner.
*Dr. J Hardy is wonderful, kind, knowledgeable great dr. and staff.
*Dr. Traci M.D. & *Mrs. Armatas (N.P.) were excellent!
I couldn't be happier with *Kristine and the above average care she gives my family!! So thankful for her.
We've seen A LOT of UVA physicians for my child. *Dr. Brenton is among the best we've seen - knowledgeable,
willing to listen, a critical thinker & caring.
Had two consultations about this procedure and as soon as I met with *Dr. Smith, I knew he was the right choice.
Very knowledgeable, comforting and explained the process and options very clearly to put me at ease.
*Kathleen Haden is a wonderful provider - always takes time to answer all questions and concerns. Very easy to
VERY impressed with *Kathleen Haden and my visit _____ UVA.
*Ms. Utz has a wonderful bedside manner. Very professional.
*Dr. Rosner is a #1 physician!!!
We love *Dr. Heidi.
Great medical staff and service. *Dr. Dame is awesome!
We saw *Dr. Kockler for a sick visit. She was great with our two-year-old son.
*MacKnight had my highest recommendations. I'm in between cataract operations at UVA, including standard
eye examinations. I give the *Dr. COok and particularly *Dr. O and her administrative and nursing staff highest
I have been seeing *Dr. Barret for years and he is excellent.
*Dr. Argo is an excellent physician who also has a great bedside manner. He is professional and friendly & easy to
*Babra Connar excellent - Excellent!
*Dr. Keyes and has staff are polite, friendly & professional.
Everyone was very nice and concerned about me. Really liked *Dr. Patterson. Staff very friendly and helpful.
*Dr. Rosner is a excellent doctor, would like to see more like him.
*Dr. Yates has a very specialized practice - I cannot say enough & exceptional!!! & I hold him high in regards.
*Dr. Mor seems very concerned about my health.
*Dr. Evan Heald +30 yrs.
*Dr. Pinkerton is very thorough and very knowledgeable. She is also very nice.
This office has been my primary care facility. Originally I saw *Dr. Suter; when he left *Leann Eisenhower; I have
chosen *Dr. Singer to be under a dr.'s care instead of NP - She also takes care of my husband. We are very
*Robyn Halsey is a great provider & I feel comfortable with her.
*Dr. Perumal & physician assistant are always great.
*Alana was wonderful and did so well with my daughter definitely would recommend her to anyone.
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We love *Dr. Gunther and all of the staff at the office!
I feel blessed to have found *Dr. Heymann, even when seeing other drs. in his practice I appreciate the effort
toward my child by ALL involved. I do feel the visits are timely but to see *Heymann I feel worth it.
A year ago *Dr. Wilson diagnosed a minor problem that had eluded another physician. Exam this visit proved she
*Dr. Liu is a very good doctor and always answers questions I have.
*Dr. Dillon is one of UVA's finest physicians.
*Dr. Frick is a very good specialist. Takes time, listens to his patients.
*Dr. Jones takes his time with me and always examines me. Thoroughly nurse nurse *Peggy Scott is excellent.
They work together to quickly help me when I am in need. They are the best.
*Dr. Black has been a blessing to me. After cancer and radiation, and several attempts to look and feel normal
again, I lost hope for my clothes to fit and have to accept the washboard look - Ribs and skin. Ugly - Ugly!!! He
knew a way to fix that - Beautiful!!! God bless this very talented young man.
*Dr. Hoard and his staff function at such a high level of excellent care that they showed be elevated to the
Exceptional staff, *Dr. Patel is a caring, compassionate & knowledgeable dr. - as...
PA *Lisa 5 stars.
*Dr. Hullfish should explain her techniques to the whole hospital. Office runs once so smoothly.
I had an exceptional visit with *Dr. Shah and his assistants. Very informative and supportive of my Parkinson's
*Dr. Strand is the best doctor I have seen at DIAGNOSING! He listens to symptoms asks questions from an
amazing depth of knowledge, and diagnosis when other have not been able to. I feel I can always trust his
*Dr. Sun Park and staff make me very comfortable and they work well together to ensure I Am taken care of.
*Carlos Tache-Leon & *Katie George are very competent and easy to deal with. I'm very pleased *Carlos saved
I arrived about 30 minutes before my scheduled appointment and was pleasantly surprised when *Dr. Strand
*Dr. Mason is one of the most pleasant, professional doctors I have ever encountered.
A lot of confidence in *Liz -!!
Very satisfied with *Dr. Campbell shows concern about my problems.
We really love *Dr. Wade, she is so kind and explains things really well Wonderful experience. Thanks to *Dr. McDaniel & his team!
Staff was one unit. *Dr. Shimer's nurse, *Susan, was outstanding.
We will not see anyone other than *Dr. Deborer because we have not had the best experience with others. We
Everyone that I came in contact with was very helpful - I really liked *Dr. Uppal's manner & honest - I was very
nervous & he was very reassuring.
*Fannie was amazing and helped me feel much better about my treatment plan.
*Dr. Wrentmore is a wonderful provider. She is not our regular pediatrician, but we think she is great. The staff
*Dr. Payne is one of the best doctors I have ever had.
Very appreciative of all *Dr. Behm & his staff provide.
*Dr. Russell and his nurse worked very well together.
I was a patient of *Dr. Yarboro who performed by-pass surgery & I received excellent care.
*Dr. Lyons is an excellent provider. She genuinely cares about her patients and always takes the time to discuss
This visit led to outpatient surgery by *Dr. McCullough w/complications (PE) one week later. At all times, *Dr.
McCullough was even tempered, informative and a valuable information. He is a consummate professional.
We love *Dr. Brenner she's awesome to work with takes time to explain everything in lay man's terms & answers
We are very satisfied with our care at this clinic we are so thankful for *Dr. Allen and the care we are receiving for
our newborn's unexpected medical condition.`
*Dr.Smith is great as is his staff.
We've been very happy w/*Dr. Kaufman & the eye clinic.
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I feel that *Dr. Todd Bauer and his staff provide the utmost in excellence of care. They are all unfailingly
courteous and kind. I am most impressed by the thoroughness of their attention to all details.
*Peggy Dame is an excellent nurse - always returns calls the same day when we leave a voice message. She is
always helpful and knows her patients well.
*Dr. Fountain is a very knowledgeable, caring physician. I wouldn't want to go to another.
I thought that *Dr. miller and *Dr. Carlson really made me feel comfortable and that they care about me.
*Dr. Miller followed up right away when I left a message concerning a new medication. I switched to this
provider. Since I was switching to him he had to find out my medical hx.
*Dr. Engel is a wonderful doctor who LISTENS & CARES about my health. I feel fortunate to go to a doctor who is
intelligent yet willing to speak in "layman's" terms. *Dr. Engel puts her patients FIRST! I have been her patient for
*Dr. Ballew answers E-mail questions very promptly so I use that rather than the telephone.
My son has been seeing *Ms. Thompson for a couple of years and I liked the way she was with him. I already had
a heart specialist at UVA so I changed my personal doctor to *Ms. Thompson. I like NP's better. *Ms. Thompson
*Dr. Dowdell does a very good job.
The Breast Center is the best place. *Kim was wonderful.
*Lara Myers was very personable, knowledgeable, and willing to devote all necessary time to answer questions.
*Dr. Keyes so far as gone above his duty to try to help solve my husband's illness. But more is to be done yet.
Can you call Mexico and ask *Dr. Lawrence Whitehurst to please come back to this practice. We need more
Always well taken care of - from front door employees to seeing the doctor. *Dr. Rose is a very caring doctor.
I was very impressed with *Dr.Lewis.
I believe *Dr. Benjamin Hansen is an asset at Family Medicine. If possible, he should stay at UVA as an attending.
My wife and I think very highly of him.
This was the 1st time I met *Dr. Brenton. He was very helpful in summary. *Dr. McConnell provided the bulk of
service during the visit and he was terrific.
*Dr. Harrison is great. I appreciate her being thorough and caring about our needs.
*Dr. Malpass ordered test on mucus which I coughed up in container - somehow - could not run test - (lab). *Dr.
Malpass called to tell me. He also emailed me - I very much APPRECIATE him!
*Dr. Malpass is an excellent care provider.
*Dr. Keng is competent & compassionate. He is confident and puts me at ease knowing he's my leukemia doctor.
*Dr. Christopher went above and beyond to care for our daughter's injury. We were scheduled to travel/leave
the day of her appt. and he stayed late to meet w/us to go over the results of her CT scan so we knew if she
needed surgery the following week or if we could go on our trip as scheduled. We were very thankful.
*Dr. Reid Adam is an... a very caring person we need more like him. Also his nurse *Bonnie Thompson blessing to
*Dr. Tyger did more than I thought she would. *Dr. Tyger said I will help you and find what happen to you and
On this visit, *Dr. Kramer was open, friendly and very helpful.
*Dr. Laurie saw in absence of *Dr. Geilber, who was not available on that day. *Dr. Laurie arranged the treatment
very efficiently with good results.
Consult for removing a cyst, *Dr. Black and his resident staff were easy to understand, very caring and
personable. Since my child is under 2 yrs. old and will be undergoing surgery.
I have seen *Helen Molnar for an extended period of time on a semi annual basis. She is excellent in her care,
*Paul Marshall is an excellent addition to the ECCC. Respectful, caring, efficient, knowledgeable about cancer.
*Dr. Sharon Diamond is the BEST DOCTOR I every had, she is the BEST!
*Dr. Goodkin is excellent. He knows pediatric epilepsy & has good treatment ideas.
*Dr. Mark Okusa listens and explains in great detail I am very satisfied with his medical help and care.
*Dr. Albrecht & everyone in his office was so wonderful. I appreciate all they do taking care of my little one.
*Dr. Blackhall is a GREAT physician!!
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*Dr. King is outstanding.
*Dr. Post is not only very knowledgable; she is also very kind & caring. I feel most fortunate to have such an
excellent doctor as my PCP. She is a real gem and I am so grateful to be in her care!
*Dr. Courtney has been the best physician I have ever had. She is thoughtful, insightful, personable & caring.
I was sent to see *Dr. Foster by my oncologist *Dr. Tebit. She was excellent!
*Ms. Dubroff is wonderful. I enjoy seeing her - friendly, knowledgeable & always willing to listen & explains stuff
*Dr. Brown is excellent. Thorough, explains complex endocionology staff not rushed, pulls up info & past results
on computer that _____ she look at together. Sort of a quiet, braing, respectful approach which is perfect!
*Dr. Vollmer & team are great. *Marla, *Lois & *Christina.
*Mr. Post was awesome! Very intelligent, professional and caring.
*Dr. Shim is awesome!!
*Dr. Tuskey is a genuinely concerned doctor who provides thorough care. I value her so much that my wife & I
travel 2 1/2 hrs. just to see her. No one has kept me in as good a shape as she has.
Very good experience. Like *Dr. Keyes very much. Very thorough.
*Dr. Cooper was fantastic. He listened to all of my concerns and we worked together to come up with a plan to
control my health issues. I would definitely recommend him.
I love my provider - *Dr. Hedrick. She's not only an excellent doctor, she's caring and compassionate.
*Dr. Denton and his team are wonderful!
*Dr. Bilchick is an excellent doctor and also very nice to me.
Saw *Dr. Fu as a referral and visit went well and have discussed with him taking on my care of RA permanently.
*Dr. Okusa is the best physician I have encountered. Although he is scheduled up. I am willing to make
appointments early. He is an excellent diagnostician, explains my conditions and choices with skill and precision
*Dr. Williams has helped me in the past. I feel safe in his hands.
*Dr. Soukoulis is a great dr. and person.
*Dr. Kesser is a professional - Excellent dr. Been with him years: UVA Medical Ctr., is lucky to have such a
*Carmel Nail (this provider) is excellent!
This was an initial visit with *Dr. Ballew. She was patient, a good listener, respectful, & clearly knowledgeable in
her area of expertise. I am happy to be her patient. UVA is lucky to have her.
I was glad *Dr. Reed could see me the day I called because I was worried about my health on that day - He made
5-2-17 Note: Seen by nurse *Deb who is a great employee for the University of VA. LCW She is a fine support to
*Tracy the nurse was very prompt always to return my phone calls.
We feel very blessed to have *Dr. Gwathmey as our child's neurologist. She is always ready to answer any
questions we may have and give any help we may need.
NP *Bednar was very thorough. Great NP!
*Connie Roberts is awesome we need more like her.
*Dr. Engel is an excellent dr. She takes the time to listen and to look over all the options that are best for my
treatment. *Dr. Engel's nurse, *Jennifer is also AMAZING!!! She is so concerned and shows interest in how to
It was nice to see a familiar face of someone who was there 14 yrs. ago when I had a previous back surgery - *Dr.
*Christina Taylor RN is a great nurse - Kind, compassionate & very responsive.
Primary care has an excellent staff & the doctors are outstanding. *Dr. Macknight is exceptional.
*Jo Ann Pinkerton and staff are outstanding in a positive way.
*Dr. Alfano was outstanding. Everyone was so very nice.
Very pleased with *Dr. Williams!
We are very grateful with *Dr. Romness for taking care of our child.
*Dr. Rucker is one of the best provider's I have had. He is patient, good listener and explains things. I never feel
rushed. His nurse *Melissa was also great. They make a great team. UVA needs more *Dr. Rucker's!
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*Dr. Loughran is wonderful I travel 5 1/2 hours to see him.
*Dr. Ballew and staff are excellent.
*Dr. Smith was my dr. at HealthSouth - while he did not recognize _____ remembered something I said - he is a
kind helpful person who cares very much for people the very best! to have.
*Dr. Gypson is an excellent physician.
I would definitely recommend *Dr. Miller & his team to friends & family. My daughter is playing basketball again.
Excellent practice - so glad we switched from Peds. Associates - we are very happy w/*Dr. Kumral & the other drs.
*Dr. Barros was excellent. She spent a lot of time combing through my medical records - ordered bloodwork that
had never been done to eliminate a possible cause for my pain. Then - she GENTLY explained that I've been
tested & retested for pain - causing illnesses/diseases and suggested addressing my long-standing history of
severe depression. Other docs have not been so thorough. I have only been to her 1x so far - but am so
Always top quality care. We were so stressed about *Dr. Sutphen leaving but the care has been seamless.
*Dr. Luna Asrar is impressive as a provider. Prior to coming back to her, MAL Medical Associates of Louisa were
not concerned or responsive to my needs. I am satisfied with care.
We love *Dr. Quillian. She makes us all feel like we're in great hands. Great knowledge, bedside manner, & calm
I didn't know what to expect. I was so pleased and surprised at the friendliness and care of all the staff. I used
MyChart several times as opposed to phoning. Always had immediate response. Very pleased w/ *Dr. C.
*Dr. Fu is a wonderful doctor & his staff is too.
*Dr. Weiss is a superb dr! The whole clinic is so nice! I'd recommend him to anyone who has or had an injury like
mine, he treats you like a human!
My *Doctor Leigh Cantrell is excellent and a very caring, thoughtful person, always thinking how she can help you
fight the disease, I'm lucky to have her on my team.
Very satisfied with *Dr. Carlson's care.
I have been seeing *Dr. Prum for seven years - always professional - always lets me know his concern about my
eyes - checked eyes when he believes they need attention.
Excellent care by *Dr. Shimer. Surgery a complete success. Quality of life remarkable since surgery. Excellent &
I was very happy with *Dr. Duska and all her staff.
*Dr. Frick takes his time with his patients, answers health concerns, and offer research data when there is a
concern. My latest scare on biologic med was cancer.
We have great confidence in *Dr. Anne Ranney. She is the best doctor to work with that we have found... ever.
*Dr. Leone and his staff was awesome. Everything great. Everyone very very nice & caring.
I look forward to my visit to this appointment. The nurses and *Dr. Khurana are great. Very polite, respectful,
*C. Brady (1) was able to share many details about my condition in very clear comments. (2) Did not rush over her
explanations to my questions and (3) allows for follow up appointments.
I have gone to several doctors in my past and none of them would compare to *Dr. Reid and his nurse & staff. He
seems truly concerned about my problems. His nurse could be a little better though.
We love *Dr. Mason as an ENT provider for our child.
Excellent, caring physician! *Dr. Anderson was very approachable for my son, as well as my husband & me. She
instilled total confidence in us & my son really took to her gentle, caring manner. Staff was lovely.
*Dr. Kirby provides excellent professional feedback and guidance. I would recommend her to anyone.
I'm thankful UVA primary *Madison is here very courteous, professional, & though/breast customer service
I have recommended *Dr. Black to many people. I am confident in all of his care.
I feel blessed to have *Kat Robertson as one of my health care providers. She is an angel!
*Emily Girard is the best dr I have seen in years. I have recommended her to a few friends & co-workers.
Feel very comfortable with *Dr. Davison and his entire staff. I feel he has helped me and my health concerns
I really am going to miss *Dr. Leinbach. I feel he has been instrumental in keeping me alive.
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*Dr. Daniero was able to diagnose & treat a serious condition that other doctors were unable to find. EXCELLENT
*Dr. Gander was good w/my child & seems like he really cares about my child's health & makes him comfortable.
*Dr. Gentzler is a kind, caring physician. His manner is perfect for an Oncologist - the scheduling person,
*Brandon Prince was extremely helpful. He got me in to see the dr. in less than 1 week. Amazing!
*Dr. Drewey is excellent. So glad to have her as my doctor.
*Dr. Allen is a fantastic doctor. He takes time to listen & remembers facts about my children that most would
forget. He has a great bedside manner & treats kids & their parents with respect.
*Dr. Heysell is very competent - he listens & explains everything to you. He reads your medical record prior to
your visit so he is familiar with your case. Very pleased with his care.
I have been coming here for almost 10 years, always had good experiences - *Dr. Foster is the best dr. I have had
*Dr. Rahman was very concerned.
I felt very good about my dr.'s visit, the nurses were nice and *Dr. Hullfish was very nice, I was nervous but they
were trying to make me very comfortable. Thank you so much.
*Mercedes Armstrong is a NP, saw *Dr. Lim & *Dr. Aliwadi, both excellent, thoughtful and thorough. Extremely
I receive the best care from *Dr. Erdbruegger, she is a blessing to me.
*Dr. Volodin is a great doctor. I would definitely recommend him to other patients. All of the clerks,
receptionists, doctors, and nurses are very sweet!
We are from out of town and saw *Dr. Loughran only once as a referral from our home specialist, because *Dr.
Loughran is an expert in the rare disorder my husband has. We found everyone at your health center to be very
I consider *Dr. Brenin to be an excellent surgeon. I am very grateful to have him as my physician.
*Dr. Schenk was very direct, while having a pleasant bedside manner.
*Dr. Shah is a very busy doctor with numerous patients. I see him on a yearly basis unlike other doctors I see at
the UVA. The office had people moving around to cover other jobs while going through a transition period in the
It is a privilege to have *Dr. Chris Shaffrey as a physician, we feel he is a skilled, knowledgeable, and caring
*Dr. Greer & his staff are the best we are always in & out super fast yet felt well cared for!
*Dr. Kellams was so helpful with lactation help & so encouraging when I felt I was a failure - part of the reason for
my emotional turn-around. Thank you!
*Dr. McCall is a wonderful physician & has helped me improve myself-care. He is a wealth of information &
experience & WILL be missed. Best wishes to him & family!
I think *Dr. Rindos cares for my health. She listens to me and makes me feel comfortable.
*Rebekah Compton has very good clinical competence. I look forward to seeing her again for my health care.
*Dr. Langer is very open to listen and patient and kind.
*Dr. McCall will indeed be missed!
This was my 1st time with *Dr. Cook. She did a complete exam of my eyes. (I had not been happy with my past
eye doctor) I now can see out of my glasses _____ *Dr. Cook returned my call to answer questions I had about
*Dr. Daniero took excellent care of me, as I had a laser procedure done. I never feel rushed when I see him.
*DR. LE is EVERYTHING I COULD HOPE FOR in AN ONCOLOGIST. He is compassionate, caring, informative and
understanding. My appointments with him concern my cancer & chemotherapy so I'm not sure that would be
*Dr. Copland is extremely professional while also being kind & caring. Love him!
*Dr. Becker is one of the best doctors - just the greatest!
*Dr. Patel is the best! He is an excellent dr. that explains issues to you that you can understand not using medical
terms that I didn't understand. Definitely knows what he is doing.
*Dr. Vance was straight forward. 0 beating around - the bush about my issue - and that's what I like be direct
*Dr. Hansen will be missed. He is a wonderful doctor & will do well in his future position.
I was very impressed by *Dr. Martinson. She had such care and compassion for my daughter!
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I am a relatively new patient of *Dr. Dowdell's and I have been very pleased with the care she has provided, as
well as the attention of nurses, staff and receptionists.
*Dr. Frick and his team are wonderful! I'm so grateful to have them on my health care team.
Never saw anyone clean hands. *Monte is wonderful so knowledgable & caring with each visit. *Dr. Marshall is
fabulous - well blended bedside manner plus intelligence, a rare find. - Very worth the hour travel to see him.
*Dr. Park is excellent!
*Dr. Dillon's office actually took me early so I got out before my appt. time! Amazing!!
*Dr. Dalkin's was kind & caring & so good of explaining medical problems. I highly recommend him.
*Dr. Brenin was excellent in answering questions and listening. He arranged other visits the same day to save us
an extra trip back. *Kim Drewy has been exemplary in responding and answering questions and concerns.
*Dr. Bilcheck and his team does an excellent job.
Really appreciated that the office staff was able to squeeze me in. *Drs. Greer, Cropley, and *Guffey were helpful
and reassuring. The charge nurse I spoke with the following day over the phone was great as well. Thank you!
*Dr. Uppal is very courteous, pleasant, and explain everything I need to know in detail. *Irene is very sweet,
especially since she told me I looked much younger than my age!
*Dr. Wisniewski was excellent. Great bedside manner. This was our first experience at UVA. Nurse, techs and
front staff were very courteous. We were very comfortable there.
My child has had an enormous number of negative doctor experiences this year. What a relief to have her cared
*Dr. Jane has always done a fabulous job explaining and caring for my son *Dr. Jones is a great doctor.
*Dr. Fourtan is the best!
*Dr. Stein listened very carefully to the many concerns & despite obvious signs or fever ordered blood work - This
was the key to diagnosing a severe problem that had been undetected during prior visits due to lack of obvious
symptoms. Her listening to a mom's insistence of a problem, probably saved a life.
*Dr. Loughran is an excellent provider. He is informative & listens to patients concerns & questions.
*Dr. Yates is an highly skilled exceptional physician.
*Dr. Purow has been very informative, complete with pros & cons concerning other or new treatments.
*Chad Wilson does a great job.
*Dr. Mihalek had investigated the significance of my test result & had consulted with other colleagues before my
Note that visit on 6/6 was a follow-up after surgery performed by *Dr. Morgan. I did not see *Dr. Morgan on 6/6,
I saw a resident & med student who removed my stitches. All were very good. *Dr. Morgan did an excellent job
Without *Dr. Wang & *Dawn Cox I don't think my husband would be where he is today. Excellent care 7 concern
from first visit not to yearly follow-up.
*Dr. Carolyn Wilson is the best. Glad she is increasing her time @ Northridge.
*Dr. Pinkerton has been my physician for many years. S he is very thorough and spends a lot of time with me and
Thank you for translation services we highly appreciate it. You are the best!!! I believe *Jennifer is one of the
*Dr. Khurana is very caring & helpful. She is very thorough & knowledgeable. *Pete is efficient & helpful. I was
*Dr. Cantrell is a excellent surgeon and caring individual.
*Claire Denny was very attentive and interpreted x rays thoroughly.
*Dr. Mangrum is outstanding.
*Dr. Kesser - Excellent.
In this - my one year follow up visit to shoulder replacement - *Dr. Kahler exceeded expectations, bringing *Dr.
James Browne to the discussion of my need for knee surgery. I greatly appreciate the care AND RESULTS I have
My son is having upcoming surgery and we felt secure with the level of service provided by *Dr. Kimberly
Dunsmore and also *Dr. Jameson who is my sons surgeon.
We love *Molly & *Dr. Lipson.
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Love *Melly & *Dr. Lipson!
*Dr. Mangrum has been my provider since 2006 for treatment of atrial fibrillation. He has always given me
I also saw *Dr. Boodoo and he is a very good dr. He was understanding/patient and made me feel comfortable
*Dr. Green's staff always treats me well. *Keisha Johnson is a fantastic nurse.
If I was not able to be a co-equal partner in my healthcare *Dr. MacKnight would not be my PCP. Line last 3M - I
see *Dr. MacKnight annually and have electronic access for issues in the interim - always prompt response. *DR.
MacKnight has been my PCP since he returned to *VA following his fellowship and I am grateful he was available.
Not sure how he does it but he always spends time _____ me, listens to any concerns... has the care & expertise
*Dr. Davis listened carefully & responded helpfully to my concerns. I felt heard. He presented ideas for my
situation that enabled me to look in different directions. I rate him highly.
*Mary Chandler - Is kind on my treatment, she will explain what is going on. She also shows sensitivity to my
This was my first visit with *Dr. Hays and I found her very responsive to my health issue.
*Ms. Radigan & staff go out of their way to be kind & understanding.
*Dr. Bargmann is "great."
*Jennifer was wonderful.
My *Doctor Catherine Casey is excellent.
Given the patient volume (high). *Dr. Phillips manages to make the most of the time available. He's organized
*Amit Shahane PHD was very helpful.
Once again *Amit Shahane PHD was very helpful.
*Amit Shahane PHD made the difference on how his office presented itself to patients.
All experiences here have been positive. *Dr. Harsu, *Dr. Norman, *Dr. Ramamas, *Dr. Clayton, *Joel Dr. B_____
& *Gabrielle have all helped to improve my...
*Dr. Norman calls my pharmacy & gets things done.
*Dr. Norman is great.
*Dr. Yost is very knowledgeable. Great CBT and motivational techniques!
*Heather has had one testing. It has helped us understand how she processes information, but there is no
*Gloria is the best!!
*Dr. Cohen is outstanding.
My clinician, *Dr. Amy Alson, is easily the most competent person I've ever met. She is extremely knowledgeable
in her speciality (eating disorders) & consistently keeps up with the best practices. She is thoughtful about
prescribing any medication and is open to my opinions/ concerns. She goes above and beyond to make sure I'm
safe. *Dr. Alson is genuine, passionate about helping people and has helped me turn my life around. I probably
I enjoyed my experience at Northridge more when *Jessica Garland was there. I still see her frequently at West
Complex.. she is AMAZING. So personable, warm, friendly, efficient... great communication skills. Giver her a $
The two doctors I had before *Dr. Philips were PERFECT! Totally understanding, empathetic, helpful. They brought
my moods to such a beautiful perfect level.
*Gloria and the ladies that work in the front office are wonderful warm kind very professional and welcoming.
*Dr. Ward is awesome.
*Dr. Ward explained everything very clearly.
In my many appointments, *Dr. Rach was the only doctor I met that actually understood my injuries, it's effects,
and recommended approaches to mitigate or cover come the effects. *Dr. Rach used language that actually
*Dr. Rach's explanation of brain injuries was the first time I learned what my injuries were and what the short and
long term effects meant to my recovery. More importantly, she gave me confidence and guidance on how I can
*Dr. Cohen has been easy to reach and is easy to talk to. He also has been kind and considerate. He came highly
Loved *Dr.Cohen and staff!
*Dr. Phillips acknowledged the distress of my condition & was very empathetic.
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*Dr. Dooley is wonderful!!! *Ashley at front desk is wonderful!! Everyone at UVA pscyh is awesome & we have
appreciated their stellar & we have appreciated their stellar service over last 3 years!!
*Dr. Ianova is FANTASTIC. Always helpful and listens when I have concerns.
*Dr. Cohen is wonderful! Very down to earth, laid back, knowledgeable, and funny!
*Dr. Yost was always professional, caring and she provided just what I needed to get through a very difficult time.
*Dr. Heck is very nice and helpful.
*Dr. Poler has been amazing.
*Dr. Cohen, *Annie & the team were wonderful. Very friendly & helpful. Willing to answer questions.
The staff is very accommodating and *Dr. Ivanova is flexible and willing to adjust her schedule if she is able.
*Dr. Ivanova has been a "life-saver." I expect that she will have an outstanding career.
Kudos to *Dr. Ivanova. She will be missed by me. Also, kudos to the office/reg. staff. Wonderful!
The best therapist I have ever had! *Dr Yost has helped me change my thinking to be able to manage my innless
well. She's a wonderful, sincere professional & therapist, highly knowledgeable.
Thank *Dr. Yost for all her extra time and assistance.
*Dr. Moore was the ideal clinician. She was timely, knowledgeable, and helpful. I felt comfortable sharing
*Dr. Gaare is excellent. She is the only psychiatrist in the area with expertise in eating disorders. She has always
responded to my concerns with a prompt phone call.
*Dr. Poler was very patient and understanding.
I can't say enough good things about *Paula Rowan-Page, RN *Chahin and *Dr. Drew Lambert!!
*Donna was amazing!
N/A - no nursing involved. However, the technologists: *Megan and *Chelsea were excellent! *Dr. McCallough
*Dr. Shrone and the staff, was just the best.
*Dr. Leer and especially *Allison Walton is amazing to answer any question and even showed pictures and
diagrams to explain everything to myself & sister & all my other family.
Particularly impressed with the degree of consultation between Drs. K_____ & *Patel.
*Stephanie always is EXTREMELY friendly and helpful.
*Liz Rabin is extremely knowledgeable, professional and CARING. She is great!
*Dr.Shehan & nurse *Kim were exceptional!
*Dr. Sheehan is wonderful - very caring and concerned. Shared concerns with patient AND family *Cathy & *Maureen are outstanding!!
My training supervisor was great - *Rosemary - she explained & showed everything in good detail. She is the
I was not expecting the overall results of the test. They nurses & *Dr. Battle treated me exceptional.
*Chris & *Jane are awesome.
Nurse *Teresa is very good.
Everyone was great. *David was especially helpful & kind.
*Dr. Rembold & his nurse *Leigh could not have treated me better & they take such care of me.
The techs, *Steve & *Victoria were awesome with our almost 10 yr old. They made the IV & MRI experience
much easier for her. Honestly they deserve a raise for how great they were with her.
*Janet S_____ is terrific! Professional, knowledgeable, friendly.
*Stephanie (at registration) is very welcoming and her warm spirit made my visits something I looked forward to
every day. I also appreciated the fast service!
*Noel, *Brian, *Deb, and *Dr. Janowski were a great team and were always professional, compassionate, and
competent in answering my questions/concerns. New patient materials were also helpful in preparing me for
*Dr. Weiss and his staff treated me exceptionally well including the imaging team. I'd recommend him to family
*Dr. Bachman and team are excellent!
*Mary Duffy goes above & beyond & we are forever grateful for her!
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*Pam was great!
This dept. is "the best". *Dr. Showalter is great!!
*Dr. Dillion's phone call with test results was so thoughtful.
Excellent care, I believe *Frances Taylor in the ION Room was excellent.
Over three years, my sessions with *Amber Kiser have always been very positive.
Kudos to *Amber who was in a mentoring role.
*Janet is the very best! #1-6. Plus.
*Tiffany is tops!
A special thank you to *Dr. Sheehan and staff. Thank you!
*Debbie was very friendly & professional.
*Shawna helped take my mind off my pain - I really enjoyed chatting with her!
*Renee Campbell is wonderful.
A wonderful facility with caring and dedicated staff. *Dr. Abel and all his staff are the best.
*Sandra Shongo & *Hania Alou both excellent nurse practitioners. Standout nurses include *Keith, Brenda
*Stephanie is excellent. She always greets with a smile on her face and in her voice.
*Dr. Kesser is awesome, always gets back to me immediately.
Love *Dr. Shaffrey! Surgery pending!
*Bethany was awesome.
*Susan Curry & the rest of the staff provided superb care, in a supportive & caring way.
I didn't have to wait. Phoned from downstairs. Was soon met by a staffer who took me to my room. The sleep
*Jake is a first-rate practitioner.
This may sound odd - but "I love" my visits to *Dr. M_____ area. The staff is so very nice and it is natural - I joked
that I would come every month if I could!
All staff were excellent - I commend by team of doctors who saw me and had my transplant ... esp. *Dr. Maluf
I am well pleased with the clinic staff and me _____/doctors who performed and follow me through the entire
time and still now. Especially *Dr. Maluf and *Cindy Williams - God Bless them.
Had bone density/DEXA done - *Ellen was very informed & very caring of my needs i.e., questions; comfort.
*Mary was excellent and very helpful and put me at ease.
*Courtney at the reception desk is fantastic! She always has a warm greeting and a smile, and puts us at ease.
I thought that the care given to me by *Dr. Didrich and the staff was exceptional. That is why I drive 100 miles for
*Jim Budd, an old friend from the West Wing C.C. greeting me! A great start.
*BARBARA did my EEG and *Aimee applied electrodes. *Barbara asked if I wanted the TV on. I asked for quiet
which she respected. Very kind. Excellent!
Cannot write enough good and kind words about my care - Mr. *Bad at the center's front desk is terrific. I am so
pleased I chose UVA Cancer Center for my transplant.
*Mary Grant is awesome!
*Linda Lee (Anesthesiologist) was so kind and compassionate. She helped me relax because I was worrying about
my surgery. I hope she gets recognized for this. She is awesome!!
I would like to meet nurse *Judy again and give her a present.
*Ms. Mary did a wonderful job, she is very professional.
Good experience. Nurse technician did a excellent job of taking breathing tests. Very nice, very helpful - Thank
her again for me please! - Her name is *Diana Marshall - Wonderful person This was a complicated test - well managed. It could not have been better - My thanks - I was particularly
Excellent services - _____ technical staff - Primary person was *KIM MONGE _____ - Really great service!
Everyone like *Jo & *Fritz ARE great! Thanks!
Sarah LOVED the nurse who drew her blood. She's asked we make sure "*Grammie" is there for all needle
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My nurse, *Virginia, was EXCELLENT. She made me feel comfortable during the entire process, was very attentive
and an excellent nurse all around. Overall, very impressed with all involved.
*Jake came down and let us in with another child and mom. He took us to our rooms. He was very professional,
calming and was gentle with my daughter. He was the only person we had contact with.
Our nurse, *Kara, was amazing! She worked so hard making sure my daughter was comfortable & happy at all
Everything was perfect - The MRI went much more smoothly this time - Thanks to mirror - and at Emily Court
Center *Dr. Phillips was a living doll - Thanks EVERYONE!
All the people that I have dealt with over the years have been so kind and professional. I will certainly miss
*Beverly Ryan NP who recently retired and had helped take care of me for the past 6 years. She was a very
*Twain is awesome about scheduling our appointments. Registration is also typically great.
*Dr. Park and the 2 other individuals were wonderful. Explained clearly all pertinent items.
It was scheduled the same day I seen dr. they took me back early. I seen *Dr. Taylor today there was a
cancellation so I waited until 1:00 to do the test while I was there. She got me in early.
I appreciated *Bill's kind service and smile which is so important to me.
*Jamie is the best & ultimate professional *Jose was very skilled and kept me informed.
*Stephanie is so sweet. Such a sweet person! Always friendly and courteous!
*Debbie the nurse is wonderful! *Noelle the tech. *Brian the tech all are wonderful staff. *Dr. Janowski is
UVA imaging *Brooke F., nurse *Stephanie & MRI *NANCY were great. *Nancy actually gave me a first time
Everyone in neuro was great did not get to see *Dr. Jenson because emergency. I say it every time. *Joyce
Henderson Crenshaw is a ASSET scheduling, getting questions answered it.
I was concerned the wrong type of MRI was going to be done. *Crystal immediately said she would confirm the
test & had someone go up to the doctor's office to check. With all that my MRI was done very promptly. She did
Staff here very friendly yet professional. *Marilyn always helpful with questions & concerns.
The staff are wonderful! *Michael ______, *Kelly Manor, *Melissa (don't know her last name) & others but
*Lellie was delightful.
*Dr. Janet Lewis is an amazing physician, totally amazing. I am blessed to be her patient.
*Dr. McDaniel was wonderful! She was so easy to talk to, took her time ensuring all our questions were
answered. She has an excellent patient manner!
We were quite anxious about this barium swallow x-ray due to the patients past experience w/the tube insertion *Lydia radiology attending & the nurse (she was excellent) were extremely considerate of making (her) as
comfortable as possible while "getting" the job done! BRAVO! #1. Excellent!
The neuromuscular clinic is great, a baby of *Dr. Kelly Guatlhney.
Better than I've ever had before, tho *Dr. Brown did a VERY GOOD job on my L hip replacement some time ago.
Your newer equipment is nice, too! We tell everyone in Roanoke about this!
*Dr. Hing is very helpful.
#1. No delays. #2,4,5. Yes. #3. No. #6. No pain what they was waking with my knee is what how pain on left leg
I had a great nurses - *Julie - she made me feel very well taken care of & was extremely responsive to my needs.
*Julie gave me confidence that everything was very much under control. I truly respected her people & nursing
After my ultrasound I needed a biopsy for "area of concern." Had it done with such ease I was totally surprised
and relived. *Dr. Hass could not have been more expert in his job. And his nurse assisting him was also excellent.
They both made a terrible experience totally painless & comforting. Kudos to them!! P.S. *Dr. Hass called with
I think the testers name was *Cary or *Kary he was great! Explained everything in a clear & concise way. He was
encouraging to achieve best results.
*Emily Couric staff is wonderful.
Everyone went above and beyond. *Dr. Barnes took so much time with us, that even my 15 year old commented
*Mary Grant is an amazing professional. She cares about my heart as much as she calls for my amputation!
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I am incredibly pleased - and most grateful for - the care of *Dr. Grove.
*Nicola is so knowledgeable and friendly is a pleasure to see/dealt with her. Excellent practical advice.
*Greg Patterson and *Francis Taylor were wonderful! They both were thorough and explained everything in easy
*Dr. Jason Sheehan was very professional and available to answer all of my questions. His very calm manner was
calming to me and I appreciate how quick and thorough he was!
Very good - *Lori Grove has been my audiologist since Dec. 2014 with my cochlear implant and she is a thoughtful
and helps with all my needs now.
I saw *Dr. Howard Malpass for a shortness of breath problem. I was amazed at the amount of time he spent with
me - - went over reports I brought in and explained things to me. I have had this medical condition for more than
3 years and have seen 2 ENT doctors and two pulmonary doctors in (other) VA area where I live. No one seemed
to know what was wrong with me or offer any help. *Dr. Malpass gave me a Spiriva inhaler and a nose spray for
allergies. I am experiencing some relief for the first time in years. Thank God my primary care doctor sent me to
*Brittney V. very nice.
*Bethany very nice.
The tech "*Paul" was exceptional! He was friendly & informative, always letting my son know how long each
*Cynthia Clark was, without a doubt, the very best audiologist who has ever tested me through the many years.
Her concern and effort in communicating, clearly slowly and articulating carefully were amazing.
*Donna Lash was wonderful. Her caring made my visits non-stressful.
This was an excellent dept. *Jane, a UVA graduate of nursing school - 1953 & took my pre med here - The
technician male-age mid-late 40's was excellent explaining the procedure & what to expect. His name may have
*Dr. Joe Park is SUPERB! The nurses & his staff were helpful & professional. There are not enough words to
express our appreciation to *Dr. Joe Park.
On every visit *Linda Brown and man w/glasses were always there with a smile and helping hand, not only to me,
We have & will continue to recommend *Dr. Joe Park. He is amazing...please pass along this information to *Dr.
*Dr. Carver and "nurse Esther" were outstanding! We could not have asked for better care and hope to have
them again for our future follow ups!
*Donna clearly showed her sincere concern. She was understanding, and responsive to my need. She was kind
My nurse name was *Maddie. She was very good to me and good at explaining the process of what would
Our nurse, *Teresa, was unbelievable. She all but _____ into the fluoroscopy machine to bounce & soothe our
baby during the test. It turned what could have been a very difficult morning into a very easy one.
*Ralph B. was very helpful with knowing I needed blood work first.
Very attentive before and after pre-biopsy - *Martha Taylor RN.
Nurse *Taylor was also concerned for the needs of my wife and daughter.
*Cody Despen CT tech very friendly found he knew the area I lived. *Dr. Nador - explained exactly what they did.
Registrar very nice & professional. Clinic staff *Ellen could not have been any nicer & very helpful.
We as a family would like to thank *Dr. Paul R_____ for the time he spent with (him) and our family that day.
Communication fro all procedures was excellent at every point. We are SO grateful for your wonderful care *
Staff great. *Crystal, *Chris, *Mary Ann.
My nurse name was *Barbara the only nurse down there by that name. She was so kind and very sweet. If I every
come again I sure hope I get *Barbara. Thanks again *Barbara.
Both *Laura Chambers and the technician *Cherie were great and made a stressful time much easier on me.
Really appreciate their professional manner & concern.
It was an excellent experience *Wanda was very helpful and courteous and friendly.
*Chris was very good at putting the IV in as I am a hard stick sometimes. Very gentle and friendly the two *Mikes
that helped with my scan were very friendly and explained everything well.
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*Mrs. Diann (don't remember her last name) should never be let go from UVA. I have never met anyone like her
in the medical field in my whole life. My daughter loved her and felt safe.
*Dr. Reed and his OT _____ are wonderful
*Dr. Showalter and all staff are excellent!
*Debbie, *Pamelis, *Leslie all staff. Thank you very much. Thanks, *Dr. Sheehan and your staff, your assistance
NP *Kim, I remember about all the your care and help. Thanks!
Just can't say enough good about *Dr. East and staff.
As always everybody goes above & beyond - so wonderful with *Annie - everybody!
*Dwayne is wonderful to work with great w/*Scarlet (3) & very concerned to get her braces fitted properly!!
*Donna was her usual wonderful warm self. *Dave the nurse who was in the procedure room was GREAT!! He
*Liz was great and so were all the other nurses.
The radiology tech who worked with us was understanding. She walked us through the procedure and addressed
all of our concerns. I think her name started with an *L.
Kudos to *Meghan (RN) who coordinates, medicates & offers therapy! MD's outstanding - *Drs. Fritz Angle
(attending) & Dr. M_____ N_____ (fellow). #1. Superb.
*Joyce the x-ray US tech is wonderful. Receptionist at Vein Clinic superb!
I arrived early and the woman at the desk - *Wanda C. - Worked to get me in for the test early.
The nurse, *Pam, was wonderful and made me feel at ease. The technologist, *Michelle, administered the MRI
and explained every step of the procedure. Excellent care.
*Anita Carswell is superb! Easiest IV in.
Very good as always and *Meagan did a excellent job getting me registered. Thanks for making the process so
*Michael the MRI technologist is so wonderful. He was very kind and gentle during the whole procedure. He
explained everything in detail during the MRI! Thanks for you!!
As always a great experience. *Joan the nurse is great and we got along so well. She made me feel so welcome
My husband and I are so grateful for the kindness and professionalism we experienced during my foot surgery.
*Dr. Park and his entire team from the outpatient clinic to the surgery center in the... were gracious, thoughtful,
kind, and professional. Our deepest thanks to the entire staff.
We went to the wrong building upon arrival so I called the sleep center to get directions and *Mary actually came
out to the parking garage elevator to meet us and take us to where we needed to be.
*Mary was excellent and very gentle with my 8 year old daughter. My daughter sit still while sensors were
attached to her for sleep study she later told me she really liked *Mary and how she explained what the sensors
*Dr. Rabin was WONDERFUL. So careful, & complete w/explanations & very, very nice.
The professionals with whom I have been work me - Ms. *Mary great & *Dr. Gypson are very good & very
*Mary Grant is excellent *Dr. Gypson was also very good.
*Dr. Abay; *Dr. K_____ very deliberate, professional, and gave me confidence at their care.
*Gina, *Lynn, *Dr. Abay & *Dr. K_____ worked very well together while addressing my needs.
UVA radiology & Medica Imaging. *Gina was my nurse. This is not the first time she has handled my
paracentesis. I could not ask for a more thorough, experienced, and pleasant professional. If there is such an
*Cindy Williams is the Queen of Everything. Very knowledgeable, caring and accurate. I can't say enough good
things about *Cindy & *Dr. Pelletier and staff.
The quality of medical care is outstanding. The team that cares for me are very knowledgeable, very professional
and at the same time very compassionate. Specially the nurse and *Dr. Khan, nurse *Beth.
Staff handles emergencies very well, the nurse *Beth and *Dr. Khan go way beyond, or out of their way to help
and find solutions to our problems or emergencies. Thanks to this team my health is better.
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I would recommend this facility to anyone - I am very happy with the care I receive in this facility and my favorite
is the nurse *Beth Kilmandollar her level of service, care is unparalleled. This particular team works very well
together. Nurse *Beth is very dedicated to her patients.
*Sara, the radiology technician was extremely professional! Thank you *Sara!
She (*Ellen?) EXCELLENT!! Social, kind and informative. Please give her a RAISE!
All my UVA experiences at UVA are excellent.
*Stephanie at the front desk was exceptionally nice and helpful. *Brian and *Noel in the treatment room were
very, very attentive to my comfort and *Brian was very good at answering my questions and explaining the
Received excellent care & guidance. Keep *Dr. Khanderal at Culpepper.
UVA lost an excellent dr... *D.. Vranic - sorely missed.
Always a pleasure to visit *Dr. McNichol - - I'm a person - not a patient. Very well treated and cared for.
The technologist was awesome! *Ellen could not have been more professional & made me feel so welcome!
I was taken care of by the care provider who fit my brace with professionalism & courtesy. Readily answered my
questions. Never made me feel like I was hurried, even though I literally walked in at a few minutes before
closing. Well done! (I think his name was *Jim, my apologies if I was wrong!)
*Judy _____ staff are great.
Nurse *Cindy & then wine my life time! Couldn't have made it through all _____ treatment with out their
What a wonderful caring support system! It was a pleasure getting to know all these wonderful people. *Dr. Paul
Read even came to our home one Sunday when my husband he came very ill. You can't ask for more than that!
We were so blessed to have this team of folks responsible for my husband's care.
*Michele is an excellent professional.
*Abraham is great.
*Fred our tech was very helpful. He answered all my daughter's question and made her feel very comfortable.
He was friendly, patient and knowledgeable.
X-ray tech (*Beth) did a great job (please make sure she ie told).
*Beth was helpful.
*Gina was very compassionate!
Caregivers like yours are the lifeblood of hospitals ? if they're happy, the patient has a very good opportunity to
be happy. The ONLY reason I'm taking time out of my day to fill this out is b/c of *Esther and *Dr. Carver, so that
*Esther and *Dr. Carver were amazing. Felt completely at ease, entertained all of our questions and concerns.
Their experience was welcomed, could tell they've done a lot of these. A++.
Love *Dr. Mason!
*Sue Gorgon RN & her assistant where just wonderful. As well as the tall, older gentleman who did my X-rays.
Could not ask for anyone who could do better. They where a great team that worked together.
*Dr. Cullen Harty is going to be a great doctor whom will take time with you. Also UVA Hospital in Charlottesville
has the greatest cardiologist of all named *Dr. Lawrence Gimple. He is very kind & considerate and he listens to
what you have to say! My husband & I got the pleasure of seeing him one on one 3/17/17.
Nurse *Donna - excellent.
*Karen was great! Worked me into a cancellation and had my echo done immediately.
*Rachel was very considerate - worked me in. Professional & reassuring. Explained all she was doing. I greatly
The person who did the test, *Alex made sure my results were prioritized so my mother knew to reschedule her
appointments in FL so she could stay & help me. Otherwise she was going to drive home before the results were
*Kerry Hollis was wonderful to work with. He was very patient and explained everything in detail to my mother.
Very kind - a great employee. So was *Lisa.
*Dwayne was great with my son. Following that, *Sharon (And *Robin?) have bee super helpful w/trying to get
I love the doctor. She was awesome, so very kind! *Gleason is the best doctor! Thank you for being so sweet!
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*Maria Caruso & *Shannon James are wonderful to work with. *Maria is very caring & knowledgeable along with
helpful with questions. *Shannon has explained finance information in detail & easy to understand.
Excellent concern shown by *Thomas for my comfort.
*Thomas explained everything, was concerned about my comfort. Very professional & caring.
*Sherri my ultrasound tech was wonderful!!
*Wanda was asking my personal information almost in whisper - which showed respect to my privacy.
My exam was performed by *Sue, who is highly professional and caring person.
*Brooke was very kind, helpful and efficient.
My technician, I believe her name was *Valerie, was extremely helpful and polite. She explained everything step
by step. She made me feel very comfortable.
*Amber Kiser does a great job always!
*Dr. Uppal was very good. He helped me to relax and he talked to me. The nurses were very nice also. Everyone
*Stephanie was warm, friendly, welcoming & cheerful. She was just wonderful.
*Debbie, *Brian, *Sonia & *Reece were wonderful - very friendly and professional.
*Dr. Debbie Hildebrana was EXCELLENT!
Great care in the vascular lab and by *Dr Traci.
*Dwayne Strong was VERY informative and helpful. Looking forward to working with him on this issue. He's
*Patti (RN) was wonderful - everything I could hope for a first experience in infusion.
Wonderful staff, *Julie A____ NP amazing & detailed about your care!
*Kim Leahe is phenomenal!
*Dr. Sheehaez & his staff are the "most" professional group of people I have ever met!!
*Mr. Cathcart was excellent in his explanation of each phase; had calm, soothing manner; great prep of what to
Excellent care by *Wanda, *Evelyn, *Krissi and *Brenda.
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